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ABSTRACT
Design practice in offshore geotechnical engineering grew out of onshore practice, but the two application areas have tended to di-
verge over the last 30 years, driven partly by the scale of the foundation elements used offshore, and partly by fundamental differ-
ences in construction (or installation) techniques. Groups of many moderate-sized piles are replaced by a few very large diameter
piles; excavation of shallow soft sediments is replaced by the use of deep skirts, transferring the effective foundation depth to the level 
of the skirt tips, or by forcing footings to penetrate several diameters into the seabed; underwater installation has allowed the use of
‘suction’ (or under-pressure) to aid installation of skirted foundations and caissons.  Emphasis in design is focused more on capacity, 
paying particular attention to the effects of cyclic loading but generally with less concern on deformations compared with onshore de-
sign.  These differences have led to the development of separate design codes for offshore structures, which are in most cases more 
prescriptive than onshore codes but are also more sophisticated in key areas. The paper describes design principles for foundation and
anchoring systems ranging from shallow footings to piles and caissons, highlighting differences between onshore and offshore prac-
tice and also the link (or gap) between research and practice.  

RÉSUMÉ
Les méthodes de dimensionnement des ouvrages géotechniques en mer sont nées des méthodes utilisées sur terre, mais les deux do-
maines d’application ont commencé à diverger il y a maintenant une trentaine d’année, en partie à cause de l’échelle des fondations 
utilisée en mer, mais également à cause des différentes techniques de construction (ou d’installation) utilisées. Les groupes de plu-
sieurs pieux de diamètre moyen ont ainsi été remplace par quelques pieux de très gros diamètre, l’excavation des couches superficiel-
les des sédiments marins a été remplacée par l’utilisation de fondations avec jupe, transférant le niveau d’encastrement effectif de la 
fondation au niveau du pied de la jupe. L’installation sous-marine a également permis l’utilisation des techniques de succion, forçant
la fondation ou le caisson à pénétrer de plusieurs diamètres dans le sol. Les méthodes dimensionnement des ouvrages en mer mettent
plus l’accent sur les problèmes de capacité, avec une attention particulaire pour les effets cycliques, que sur les problèmes de défor-
mations, a l’inverse des méthodes de dimensionnement des ouvrages a terre. Cette différence a conduit à l’élaboration de méthodes de 
calcul qui dans la plupart des cas sont plus normatives que les méthodes de calcul des ouvrages a terre, mais qui sont aussi parfois 
plus sophistiquées dans certains domaines clefs. Cet article décrit les principes de dimensionnement des fondations et systèmes
d’ancrage, des fondations superficielles aux pieux et caissons, en mettant l’accent sur les différences de pratiques entre les méthodes
appliquées aux ouvrages en mer et celle aux ouvrages a terre, ainsi que sur les liens (ou les manques) entre la recherche et la pratique.

1 INTRODUCTION 

Offshore geotechnical practice has tended to diverge from on-
shore practice, both in terms of types of foundation or anchoring 
systems and in the geotechnical specialists who service the in-
dustry.  Even in areas such as site investigation, where similar 
field and laboratory testing techniques are used, strategies, im-
plementation methods and types of test are often very different 
in the offshore environment.  One of the main aims of this paper 
is therefore to highlight differences in offshore and onshore 
practice. 

The relentless rise in world energy consumption has led to 
hydrocarbon exploration, and eventually production, in new re-
gions of the world, initially extending onshore fields in Texas 
and the Middle East into shallow offshore waters, followed by 
major regional developments in the North Sea, and offshore 
Australasia and the Far East, South America, India and most re-
cently West Africa. Each new region required adapting design 
approaches for new soil conditions, for example heavily over-
consolidated clays and dense sands in the North Sea; carbonate 
sediments in Australia, Brazil and India; ultra-high plasticity 
soft clays in West Africa.  

Within each region, there has been an inevitable progression 
from shallow to deep water, with recent installations in 2000 m 
of water in the Gulf of Mexico (Newlin, 2003) and deeper fields 

currently being planned.  This progression has also encom-
passed changing soil types, but more importantly the types of 
facility have evolved from fixed steel or concrete platforms, to 
floating facilities.  The latter range from tension leg platforms 
with vertical tethers anchored to piles, to spars and tankers held 
in position by catenary mooring chains or, more recently, by 
lightweight ‘taut-wire’ polyester ropes.  Such developments 
have led to a variety of innovative anchoring systems, each 
gradually evolving under the different loading regimes imposed. 

  The rapid increase in water depths, from under 200 m in the 
1980s to 2000 m and more now, has necessitated considerable 
investment in research in order to validate new foundation and 
anchoring systems.  In parallel, design guidelines have been de-
veloped by the American Petroleum Institute (API) and the 
more recent International Standards Organisation (ISO).  While 
these inevitably lag the advances in understanding achieved 
through research, the industry has strived to keep pace by con-
tinuously updating the design codes by means of standing 
committees of specialists.  Regulatory bodies such as the 
American Bureau of Shipping (ABS), Det Norske Veritas 
(DNV) and Lloyds, have also played an important role in vali-
dating new design approaches supported by research findings 
and helping to coordinate advances across the industry. 

It is not possible within the scope of this paper to cover all 
aspects of offshore geotechnical design, and the focus here is on 
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those aspects that differ from conventional onshore design.  The 
paper starts with a brief summary of recent developments in off-
shore site investigation techniques, before discussing design 
practice for deep (piled) foundations and shallow foundations.  
Multi-footing structures, such as mobile drilling platforms rest-
ing on temporary foundations, are then considered.  Finally, dif-
ferent types of anchoring system are described, and recent de-
velopments in design summarised.   

2 SITE INVESTIGATION AND LABORATORY TESTING 

2.1 Overview 

The most important consideration in respect of planning off-
shore site investigation is the very high cost of vessels suitable 
for carrying out this work, both for mobilisation and in daily 
rates, which are typically $250,000 to $500,000 per day. Costs 
for the site investigation itself are over and above those for the 
vessel.  The consequence of the high costs is that site investiga-
tions are generally delayed until the project is fully approved, so 
that much of the early ‘concept development’ studies have to be 
undertaken with little or no detailed knowledge of soil condi-
tions.  For small projects, only a single site investigation voyage 
will be undertaken, which necessitates careful planning to en-
sure that all relevant data are acquired.  For larger projects suf-
ficient funding may be available to conduct a preliminary site 
investigation initially, with a more detailed study undertaken 
once more definite decisions have been reached regarding the 
nature of the foundation or anchoring systems to be designed.  

As for most onshore projects, offshore site investigation in-
volves a combination of field testing and acquisition of soil 
samples, followed by a program of laboratory testing.  In the 
field, the two main forms of test are piezoccone penetrometer 
testing (CPT) and, particularly in the Gulf of Mexico, vane 
shear tests.  In recent years, starting in about 1997, there has 
been increasing use of alternative forms of penetrometer, in the 
form of cylindrical (T-bar) and spherical (ball) ‘full-flow’ pene-
trometers.  These are described in detail later. 

A comprehensive review of in situ testing methods for off-
shore site investigations was given by Lunne (2001), with more 
recent developments discussed by Randolph (2004).  Key as-
pects of those reviews are summarised here. 

2.2 Field Work 

2.2.1 Vessel requirements 
The size and type of vessel required for site investigations var-
ies with water depth and with method to be used for in situ test-
ing and sample acquisition.  The two approaches for the latter 
are (a) downhole mode, where testing and sampling are carried 
out at the bottom of a cased borehole, and (b) seabed mode, 
where a rig is placed independently on the seabed.  Where a 
seabed rig is used, the vessel need merely be large enough to 
carry the equipment, which will generally fit within one or two 
standard 6 m containers, with typical dry weights of around 10 
to 15 tonnes.  Geophysical survey or supply vessels are suffi-
cient for this mode of testing. 

Downhole testing is best carried out from purpose-designed 
vessels containing a moon pool through which drilling is carried 
out.  An important feature for high quality results is heave com-
pensation to limit the motion of the drill pipe as the vessel re-
sponds to swell.  Jack-up rigs can be used in water depths of up 
to 100 m or so, provided one is available in the locality, and 
they provide a stable platform free of swell-induced motion.  
Anchored vessels may be used in water depths up to 200 m, be-
yond which dynamically-positioned vessels are more efficient 
(Lunne, 2001). 

2.2.2 Downhole systems 
Modern downhole testing systems allow the instrument to fall 
freely down the drill pipe and latch into the base, after which 
the device (e.g. cone or vane) can be jacked into the soil hydrau-
lically.  Data acquired during the test are saved locally (to be re-
covered later), and the whole system is then retrieved by a wire-
line that is lowered within the drill-pipe and latches onto the top 
end of the instrument.  The system of this type operated by the 
international site investigation company Fugro is referred to as 
the XP system (Hawkins & Markus, 1998).   

Downhole systems allow CPTs, vane tests or sampling to be 
undertaken, and it is common to alternate, for example between 
sampling and carrying out a cone or vane test.  For CPTs, cone 
strokes of up to 3 m may be achieved, while vane tests are typi-
cally carried out 0.75 m and 1.5 m below the base of the drill 
string.  In soft sediments, disturbance from drilling may extend 
0.4 to 0.8 m below the base of the drill string, and that interval 
would need to be discounted in the interpretation of cone or 
vane test data, or in recovered samples (Lunne, 2001). 

2.2.3 Seabed systems 
The trend towards deep water hydrocarbon developments, with 
anchored floating facilities and generally soft seabed sediments, 
has led to wider use of seabed systems for site investigation.  In 
modern systems, penetration testing is carried out using a con-
tinuous push by means of a wheel-drive unit (Fig. 2.1), with the 
penetrometer rods suspended under tension above the seabed 
(Peuchen, 2000).  The wheel-drives may be fitted with com-
pressible studs around the periphery of each wheel in order to 
improve grip on the cone rods, minimising slippage. 

To control and
data acquisition
To control and

data acquisition

Figure 2.1  Fugro’s Seacalf system and wheel-drive 

Site investigations based on seabed systems are more limited 
in depth, compared with downhole systems where sampling and 
testing may extend to 150 m or more below the seabed.  How-
ever, they are sufficient for most anchoring systems, which are 
generally contained within the upper 30 to 40 m.  The quality of 
data from seabed systems is superior to that from downhole sys-
tems, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.  In addition to generally higher 
values of net cone resistance, there is much better definition of 
the seabed strength intercept from the seabed CPT.  The shallow 
peak in shear strength within the top 0.5 to 1 m is a common, 
and intriguing, feature of many offshore sediments, even where 
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they are geologically normally consolidated; it can also be very 
important in the design of pipelines and other subsea facilities. 
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Figure 2.2  Comparison of downhole and seabed frame CPTs 

Vane testing can also be carried out from seabed frames, us-
ing the wheel-drives to penetrate the vane to the required depth 
before performing the test.  However, seabed frames mostly not 
cannot take samples deeper than the upper 2 to 3 m, since there 
is no drilling capability. 

An alternative form of seabed system that combines the abil-
ity to take samples and perform penetration testing, is the Port-
able Remotely Operated Drill (PROD) developed by Benthic 
Geotech (Carter et al., 1999).  The capabilities include: 
• operating in up to 2000 m water depth; 
• rotary drilling and sampling; 
• piston sampling, 44 mm diameter and maximum core length 

of 2.75 m, down to maximum depth of 125 m; 
• cone penetrometer device, 36 mm diameter with 2 m pushes 

to maximum depth of 100 m, using acoustic transmission 
from the CPT to the drilling module; 

• ball penetrometer with 60 mm ball diameter and similar ca-
pability to cone penetrometer. 

Although the system is still at a relatively early stage of devel-
opment, it has already shown far-reaching potential for robotic 
deep-water investigations.  Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of the 
carousel-based system. 

Figure 2.3  Portable Remotely Operated Drill (PROD) 

Other forms of remote seabed sampler have been described 
by Young et al. (2000) (Jumbo Piston Corer or JPC) and Borel 
et al. (2002) (STACOR sampler). These devices have a steel 
barrel, with typically a 100 mm diameter PVC liner. They pene-
trate the seabed under their own weight, and can retrieve sam-
ples of up to 20 to 30 m long. Recovery rates in excess of 90 % 
are achieved through the use of a piston that, in the case of the 

STACOR, is maintained at seabed level by a pulley system as 
the corer penetrates (Borel et al., 2002).  Strict control of the 
piston to ensure it remains fixed as the corer penetrates is essen-
tial in order to minimise disturbance of the seabed soils ahead of 
the corer.   Disturbance assessed from radiographs appears to be 
limited to the edges of the core, and strength measurements 
show similar normalised parameters to those obtained from 
conventional high quality sampling. For soft sediments, corers 
penetrating by self-weight have clear advantages in terms of: (a) 
the speed with which the samples can be obtained without the 
need for sophisticated drilling vessels; and (b) in the continuous 
large diameter samples obtained.  

2.2.4 Vane testing 
The vane shear test has been used extensively in offshore site 
investigations, but in particular in the soft normally consoli-
dated clays in the Gulf of Mexico (Geise et al., 1988; Johnson et 
al., 1988; Kolk et al., 1988; Quiros & Young, 1988; Young et 
al., 1988). During that time the equipment has been continu-
ously improved, both in respect of wire-line operations and de-
ployment from seabed frames. In soft clays, the (mostly) stan-
dard procedures involve a vane of 65 mm diameter and 130 mm 
high, with net area ratio of around 9 to 11 % and perimeter ratio 
of 3 to 4 % (Cerato & Lutenegger, 2004).  The strength meas-
ured in a vane test is sensitive to the precise testing procedure, 
in particular the delay between insertion and testing, and the ro-
tation rate (Chandler, 1988).  In offshore practice the vane is 
pushed to the required depth at a rate of 20 mm/s and then left 
for 5 minutes before being rotated at 0.1 or 0.2 °/s (the onshore 
standard being 0.1 °/s or 6 °/min). 

 In onshore practice it is common to apply correction factors 
to the vane, such as those proposed by Bjerrum (1973) in the 
range 0.6 (for high plasticity soils) to 1 (for low plasticity soils). 
Aas et al. (1986) concluded that correlating the correction factor 
with the strength ratio, su/σ'v0, gave better consistency, with the 
factor reducing from unity for a strength ratio of 0.2, down to 
0.6 for a strength ratio of 0.6. 

Randolph (2004) showed that the the strain rates imposed on 
the soil during vane tests are typically 104 times greater than a 
standard laboratory test rate of about 1 %/hour.  The increase in 
torque due to strain rate effects is indicated in Figure 2.4, with µ
representing the proportional increase in strength per log cycle 
of strain rate.  For the standard rotation rate of 0.1 °/s, the 
torque is 40 to 60 % greater than the reference value (i.e. ignor-
ing strain rate effects).  In offshore practice, however, vane 
shear strengths are rarely adjusted, even for strength ratios in 
excess of 0.4 (Kolk et al., 1988). A partial justification for this 
is the inevitable disturbance due to insertion of the vane. Cerato 
and Lutenegger (2004) demonstrated how the degree of distur-
bance various almost linearly with the thickness of the vane 
blades.  This disturbance compensates, at least partially, for the 
high strain rates invoked during a vane test.  
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2.3 New Developments in Penetrometer Testing 

Offshore cone penetration testing generally follows the interna-
tional standard (ISSMGE, 1999), with a 36 mm diameter cone 
fitted with a 60º tip, pushed into the soil at a rate of 20 mm/s.  
Almost all offshore cones include pore pressure measurement, 
with the shoulder, or u2, position being the most common.  Al-
ternative cone diameters are also used, ranging from mini-cones 
of diameter 11 to 16 mm up to a large, 65 mm, diameter instru-
ment (Lunne, 2001).  While the miniature systems are aimed at 
a minimising weight, and use a coiled rod rather than a sus-
pended length of straight rods, the large diameter cone was de-
veloped in order to increase the load on the cone tip for soft 
sediments.  However, in deep water the increased diameter does 
not change the low ratio of the change in resistance in the upper 
few metres of soil (typically 200 kPa or less) to the ambient hy-
drostatic pressure acting on the cone tip (up to 10 or 20 MPa).

In addition to the low signal ratio, corrections to the meas-
ured cone resistance due to pore pressure acting on the back 
face to get the true total cone resistance, qt, and then subtraction 
of the overburden stress, σv0, to obtain a net cone resistance, 
qcnet, both increase the potential for error in estimating the 
strength of soft sediments.  Once the net cone resistance profile 
has been established, an appropriate cone factor, Nkt, must be 
chosen in order to estimate the shear strength by means of 

kt

cnet

kt

0vt
u N

q
N

q
s =

σ−
=  (2.1) 

Lunne et al. (1985, 2001) quote ranges of Nkt for North Sea 
clays in the range 8 to 20, while Quirós & Little (2003) quote 
Nkt values at a single site varying from 17 at shallow depths to 
11 at 120 m.  Much of this variation is due to variability in sam-
ple quality, and also in the type of test used to measure the shear 
strength, su.   

It is known (Teh & Houlsby, 1991; Lu et al., 2004) that the 
cone resistance is affected by the rigidity index, G/su (where G 
is the shear modulus) and also the in situ stress ratio, defined as 
∆ = (σv0 - σh0)/2su.  It is also likely it will correlate better with 
some tests than others, with Nkt showing a closer grouping rela-
tive to, perhaps, triaxial compression strengths than those meas-
ured in simple shear.  

In an attempt to improve the ability to make absolute esti-
mates of shear strength directly from field penetrometer tests, 
alternative ‘full-flow’ penetrometers have been introduced over 
the last few years.  The (nominally) plane strain T-bar and axi-
symmetric ball penetrometers are designed to have a projected 
area about 10 times the shaft they are attached to, in order to 
minimise any correction due to the overburden stress.  In their 
simplest form, they can be attached to the normal cone load cell, 
merely be unscrewing the cone tip and replacing it by the re-
quired penetrometer (see Fig. 2.5). 

113 mm

Cone

Plate

T-Bar
(250 mm x 40 mm)

Ball

113 mm

Cone

Plate

T-Bar
(250 mm x 40 mm)

Ball

Figure 2.5  Alternative full-flow penetrometers with cone 

The T-bar penetrometer (Stewart & Randolph 1991, 1994), 
was first used offshore in 1997 (Randolph et al., 1998a, Hefer & 
Neubecker, 1999).  The intention was that plasticity solutions 
for the flow round a cylinder (Randolph & Houlsby, 1984) or 
sphere (Randolph et al., 2000) would provide the basis for ob-
taining absolute estimates of shear strength directly from the 
measured penetration resistance.  These solutions are shown in 
Figure 2.6, together with a range of theoretical cone factors, as a 
function of the interface friction coefficient. 
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Figure 2.7  Cone (Nkt) and T-bar (NTbar) factors related to simple shear 
strengths in lightly overconsolidated clays 

Early experience with the T-bar tended to support the theo-
retical factors, with typical values in the range 10 to 12.  Note 
that because of the symmetric nature of the instruments, it is 
logical to correlate the penetration resistance with the strength 
measured in simple shear, which is usually close to the average 
of those in triaxial compression, triaxial extension and simple 
shear.  Randolph (2004) reported T-bar and cone factors from 4 
different clay sites, as shown in Figure 2.7, and commented that 
the average T-bar factor for each site had a much smaller coef-
ficient of variation than the average cone factor, even though 
the scatter on each individual site was similar for the two in-
struments. It should be noted that recent experience in carbonate 
silts has suggested that the T-bar factor might be as low as about 
5 in extreme circumstances, at least relative to subsequent sim-
ple shear tests, (Erbrich, 2005), although the reasons for this are 
not fully understood. 

Similar consistency with theoretical factors was not found 
with the ball penetrometer, which tended to show similar pene-
tration resistance to the T-bar, at least in reconstituted soils 
(Watson et al., 1998), rather than ~25 % higher resistance as 
suggested from the plasticity solutions. Furthermore full-flow 
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penetrometer tests in a natural varved clay reported by DeJong 
et al. (2004) show the ball resistance some 25 % lower than that 
of the T-bar. 

It is clear that the picture is more complicated than implied 
by solutions based on simple rate independent, perfectly plastic 
soil models.  Analysis shows that average shear strain rates in 
the plasticity mechanisms are some 6 to 7 orders of magnitude 
higher for the T-bar than in a standard laboratory test and 4 to 5 
orders of magnitude higher for the ball.  Partly compensating 
the effects of high strain rates is the gradual loss in strength due 
to remoulding of the clay as it passes through the flow field. 

Einav & Randolph (2005) analysed cylindrical and spherical 
penetrometers by combining the strain path method with the ki-
nematic mechanisms derived from optimised upper bound plas-
ticity solutions.  Each soil element is followed as it flows 
through the mechanism, and its shear strength adjusted as a 
function of the shear strain rate, γ� , and the total accumulated 
plastic shear strain, ξ.  The rate dependency is expressed as 
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where su,ref is the shear strength at a reference strain rate, refγ� ,
of 1 %/hour. 

Gradual softening of the soil as it passes through the mecha-
nism is modelled by factoring the shear strength by a damage 
factor, δ, expressed as 

( ) ( ) 95/3
remremuius e1s/s ξξ−δ−+δ==ξδ  (2.3) 

where δrem represents the fully remoulded damage factor (the 
inverse of the sensitivity), while ξ95 represents the cumulative 
plastic shear strain to achieve 95 % damage towards the re-
moulded condition. 

They found that the rate dependency led to an increase in 
penetration resistance expressed as 

( )ρµ+≈ 1qq 0  (2.4) 

where the factor ρ reflects the average strain rate relative to the 
reference value.  Assuming an interface friction ratio of 0.2 and 
penetration velocities of 20 mm/s for a 40 mm diameter T-bar, 
or 113 mm diameter ball, the factor was found to be about 6.8 
for the T-bar, and 4.7 for the ball, implying average strain rates 
of just under 107 (T-bar) or 105 (ball) higher than the reference 
value.   

  For typical values of the rate parameter, µ, of around 0.1 
(10 % increase in strength per log cycle), this should lead to 
penetration resistances that are 50 to 70 % greater than the rate 
independent value, q0.  The fact that experimental values of 
penetration resistance do not show such enhancement compared 
to the theoretical solutions shown in Figure 2.6, suggests that 
softening plays an important compensating role. 

2.3.1 Cyclic penetration tests 
It is standard practice for full-flow penetrometer tests to 

monitor the T-bar or ball resistance during extraction as well as 
during penetration.  Indeed, this practice is now spreading to in-
clude standard cone penetration tests since, after correction for 
the overburden stress, a net negative extraction resistance is ob-
tained in much the same way as for a T-bar test.  Typical ratios 
of extraction T-bar resistance to penetration resistance are 
shown in Figure 2.8.  Data from the two offshore soft clay sites 
show a ratio of around 0.6 apart from at shallow depths, while 
the onshore sites in Australia (Burswood) and Norway (Onsøy) 
bracket the offshore data.  (Note that the periodic reductions in 
the ratio for the onshore Australia site are due to previous cyclic 
loading tests, discussed below.) 

While a single penetration and extraction cycle leads to sig-
nificant loss in strength, softening to a fully remoulded state re-
quires 5 to 10 further cycles.  Example data from a cyclic test in 

soft clay are shown in Figure 2.9.  The slight eccentricity in the 
extraction and penetration resistance probably reflects a minor 
zero offset, due either to temperature effects or slight bending 
moment acting on the load cell.  In interpreting the cyclic 
strength, the zero may be corrected to give a smooth degrada-
tion in absolute resistance, as shown in Figure 2.10, where the 
resistance in each cycle has been normalised by the initial resis-
tance (plotted as cycle 0.5).  Note that, since softening occurs 
during initial penetration, the final normalised resistance is 
greater than the true value of δrem (or inverse of the sensitivity). 
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The computed curves shown in Figure 2.10 are from the 
analysis developed by Einav and Randolph (2005), and com-
parison of these curves with the measured data allow calibration 
of the parameters δrem and ξ95, which may then be used to assess 
the degree of softening that occurs during the original penetra-
tion, and hence an appropriate T-bar factor in order to estimate 
the true peak shear strength. 
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2.3.2 Net penetrometer factors 
The effects of high strain rates and partial softening may be 

combined to provide a revised estimate of the penetrometer fac-
tor for T-bar and ball.  For the penetrometer sizes indicated in 
Figure 2.5, and a penetration rate of 20 mm/s, the net factors 
may be expressed as 

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( ) idealBall

/5.1
remremBall

idealTbar
/5.1

remremTbar

Ne18.41N

Ne17.61N
95Ball

95Tbar

−
ξξ−

−
ξξ−

δ−+δµ+≈

δ−+δµ+≈
(2.5)

where ξTbar and ξball is the average plastic shear strain undergone 
by soil elements passing through the respective mechanisms.  
These are approximately 4 (400 %) and 2 for the T-bar and ball.  
The ideal N factors are those from Figure 2.6, with the interface 
friction ratio taken as δrem (for consistency with usual assump-
tions for objects such as piles penetrating through clay).  This 
result is illustrated in Figure 2.11 for the T-bar. 
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Figure 2.11  Combined effect of strain rate and strain-softening for T-
bar (Einav & Randolph, 2005) 

 It may be seen that for a typical rate parameter of µ ~ 0.1, 
the T-bar factor varies from 10.7 for rapidly softening soil 
(ξ95 = 10) to 15.1 for ductile soil (ξ95 = 50).  The corresponding 
ranges for the ball are 13.3 to 16.1.  For given soil properties, 
the ball factor still appears to exceed that for the T-bar, although 
because of a lower rate dependency the difference is less than 
indicated by the simple plasticity solutions.  The range for the 
T-bar factor compares with average field values for the data in 
Figure 2.7 in the relatively narrow range 11.9 to 12.5, implying 
that any variation in the rate parameter, µ, is matched by a cor-
responding variation in the ductility parameter, ξ95.   

The same procedure has been used to evaluate T-bar factors 
as low as 7.65 for the carbonate sandy silt at the Yolla field, in 
the Bass Strait, offshore Australia. This arises due to a combina-
tion of low viscous rate effect (λ = 0.03) and very high sensitiv-
ity (δrem = 0.05) found for such soils (Erbrich, 2005). However, 
a convincing explanation for the observed T-bar factor of about 
5, that was reported earlier, remains elusive even with the new 
understanding provided using the method outlined above. 

2.3.3 Variable rate penetration tests 
The importance of rate effects in determining appropriate fac-
tors for interpretation of penetrometer data suggests that it 
would be advantageous to measure rate effects directly in the 
field.  This may be achieved by varying the rate of penetration 
over, preferably, two orders of magnitude.  A systematic way of 
doing this has been described by House et al. (2001) and 
Randolph (2004), and has been referred to as a ‘twitch’ test.  
The technique comprises a succession of step decreases in the 
rate of penetration, with the penetrometer being advanced a 
fixed distance (for example 2 diameters) each time.  

In clays, as the penetrometer velocity is reduced from ini-
tially undrained conditions the penetration resistance initially 
decreases due to reduced viscous effects, and then starts to in-
crease again as partial consolidation (and local strengthening of 
the clay) becomes significant (Roy et al., 1982).  This is shown 

in Figure 2.12 for cone tests conducted in soft clay at Burs-
wood, in Western Australia.  The penetration rate is halved se-
quentially, from an initial rate of 20 mm/s, and the resistance 
decreases initially before starting to increase again for penetra-
tion rates below about 0.2 mm/s.  The onset of partial consolida-
tion at that point is demonstrated by the Bq value, which re-
mains approximately constant initially (independent of rate) but 
then starts to drop rapidly once the penetration rate falls to 
0.2 mm/s and below. 

For undrained conditions, the rate dependency may be as-
sessed by plotting the resistance, normalised by its value at the 
standard penetration rate of 20 mm/s, as shown in Figure 2.13.  
The various penetrometers show an average rate effect of 13 % 
per log cycle, with the T-bar giving the maximum effect (16 %) 
and the cone least (10 %). 
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clay (Randolph, 2004) 
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As partial consolidation occurs the penetration resistance 
will increase gradually towards a fully drained value.  Typi-
cally, this has been found to develop over about 2 to 3 orders of 
magnitude of the penetration rate.  Figure 2.14 illustrates this 
(a) for the excess pore pressure ratio, Bq, from a cone test, and 
(b) for the T-bar resistance in a similar ‘twitch’ test.  The data 
have been fitted by backbone curves of the general form 
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where the first part of the expression models the transition from 
undrained to drained conditions as a function of the normalised 
penetration rate, V, while the second part reflects the viscous 
enhancement of resistance at high penetration rates. 

The normalised velocity in Equation (2.6) is expressed (non-
dimensionally) as 

vc
vdV =

monou

cycu

s
s

−

−  (2.7) 

where v and d are the velocity and diameter of the penetrometer, 
and cv is the coefficient of consolidation for the soil.  As may be 
seen, partial consolidation starts for V ~ 30 to 100, with Bq
starting to decrease slightly before the resistance starts to in-
crease (the latter being delayed by viscous effects).   

As described by House et al. (2001), variable rate penetra-
tion tests with a step-wise reduction in rate may be used to as-
sess the velocity at which the penetration resistance starts to in-
crease (or the Bq value from a piezocone test starts to decrease), 
and hence deduce a value of consolidation coefficient for the 
soil with reference to these transition values of V ( = vd/cv).
They also point out that, even targeting a final normalised ve-
locity of V ~ 2 to 4, the total time for such a test is comparable 
to the time for 50 % dissipation in a conventional piezocone 
dissipation test.  The potential to terminate the test at V ~ 10 
(less than the range of transition values above) would lead to a 
considerable reduction in test time needed to establish cv values. 
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Figure 2.14  Normalised response from variable rate penetrometer tests 
(field data from Burswood; Randolph, 2004) 

2.4 Laboratory Testing

After the field work phase is complete, a laboratory testing pro-
gram is invariably undertaken to determine soil parameters for 
engineering design purposes. Depending on the application un-
der consideration, the laboratory testing may comprise no more 
than simple classification tests, similar to those performed for 
most onshore projects, or it may extend into advanced special-
ised testing to model features that are only encountered in off-
shore applications. The subject of laboratory testing is exten-
sive, and hence only a brief review is presented here.  

In every laboratory testing program, classification testing is 
an important feature. Standard tests that should be undertaken in 
every case include; moisture content, dry density, particle spe-
cific gravity, particle size distribution, Atterberg limits and car-
bonate content. More specialised classification testing that is 
also commonly performed includes X-ray diffraction for assess-
ing particle mineralogy, and electron microscopy to enable de-
tailed geological classification. The latter tests are most com-
monly undertaken where carbonate sediments are encountered. 
Rudimentary strength tests such as torvanes, mini vanes or 
pocket penetrometers are also carried out routinely on ‘end 
logged’ samples. These are often undertaken during the offshore 
site investigation phase when the initial sample logging is per-
formed, usually on just the ends of samples in order to preserve 
the main part intact. In cemented carbonate soils, simple tools 
such as the pin probe (Fahey & Jewell, 1988) have been devel-
oped and are often used to aid in classifying the degree of ce-
mentation during the logging process. Fall cone tests are also 
commonly performed on intact and remoulded soil to assess the 
sensitivity of fine grained soils. 

For many traditional piled jackets, the only other tests that 
are routinely undertaken are simple unconsolidated undrained 
(UU) triaxial tests on ‘cohesive’ samples (generally clay). In 
most cases, these relatively crude tests will underestimate the 
true undrained strength of a soil sample. However, these tests 
underpin the calibration of the current API pile design method 
in clay. Hence, since these tests are also relatively cheap, they 
remain very popular.  

For cemented soils, the ‘equivalent’ of a UU test is the un-
confined compression strength test (UCS). These tests are very 
commonly used where such soils are encountered, but there is 
often a large degree of scatter in the results due to both natural 
variability and the difficulty of recovering samples without 
damaging the cementation to a greater or lesser degree. Correla-
tion of the results to cone resistance is the most reliable method 
of addressing this variability. 

Where foundation systems other than piled jackets in ‘tradi-
tional soils’ are being considered, more sophisticated testing is 
generally required. It is important that the tested samples should 
be of the best quality and hence it has often been useful to X-ray 
samples before testing, since this can reveal severe sampling 
disturbance. Systems have also been developed to classify the 
quality of recovered samples in fine grained soils based on re-
consolidation strains (Lunne et al. 1997b). 

For the design of large shallow foundations, a comprehen-
sive program of static and cyclic strength testing is required. 
These include monotonic and cyclic triaxial (compression and 
extension) and simple shear tests. The cyclic tests need to be 
performed with cyclic to average shear stress ratios that reflect 
the conditions appropriate for the foundation under considera-
tion, but it is common to simplify the testing regime to ‘pure 1-
way’ and ‘pure 2-way’ cyclic loading. Combined with the 
monotonic strength data, it is generally then possible to interpo-
late appropriate cyclic strengths for any given bias of cyclic 
loading.  

It is now becoming increasingly common to focus the cyclic 
testing on simple shear tests, since each test requires much less 
material and hence a whole suite of tests can be performed over 
a limited depth range on almost uniform material. Similar cyclic 
testing programs are also usually performed for the design of 
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large suction caisson systems. Over the years, an enormous 
quantity of data has been compiled by the offshore industry and 
it is now common to minimise new test programmes by per-
forming a limited number of tests and comparing these results to 
standard databases, such as that compiled for Drammen Clay. 
Andersen (2004) presents a summary of the Drammen Clay re-
sults as well as results for several other clay soils. An example 
summary of cyclic simple shear test results is shown in Figure 
2.15, giving combinations of average (τa) and cyclic (τc) shear 
stress, normalised by the monotonic shear strength in simple 
shear, su

DSS, required to cause failure in 10 cycles 

Figure 2.15  Normalised shear stresses that give failure after 10 cycles 
in simples shear for various clays (Andersen, 2004) 

In Australia, Advanced Geomechanics have compiled an ex-
tensive database of cyclic simple shear strength test results for 
over 20 different uncemented carbonate soil types and locations. 
From this database, upper and lower bounds can be established, 
and the results from any new sites can be quickly evaluated 
relative to the existing data. Typical results from this database, 
obtained for 20 cycles of pure 2-way loading, are presented on 
Figure 2.16. 
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Figure 2.16  Cyclic strength database for uncemented carbonate soils. 

For uncemented silica sands, onshore practice where cyclic 
loads needs to be considered (mainly seismic applications) has 
generally moved to cone-based correlations for assessing the 
cyclic strength, due to the difficulty of recovering and testing 
undisturbed samples. This difficulty is no less important for off-
shore applications, but to date design of important structures has 
relied on site specific cyclic testing of (usually) reconstituted 
samples, and has therefore probably included some inherent 
conservatism. Procedures such as cyclic drained pre-shearing of 
the samples have been developed to try to minimise the effects 
of reconstitution and sample bedding problems.  

Although foundation deformations are generally less impor-
tant for offshore structures than onshore, the small strain stiff-
ness is often an important design parameter (e.g. for seismic 
analyses, assessment of natural period for the structure and pile 
design in brittle materials). Resonant column, bender element or 
internal strain measurements during triaxial tests are generally 
used for this assessment. In soft offshore soils, which are a 
common occurrence, consolidation settlements are often large. 
Standard oedometer tests or more sophisticated Rowe cell tests 
and isotropically consolidated triaxial tests are generally used to 
assess the relevant design parameters. These tests also provide 
an estimate of the coefficient of consolidation, although, in 
faster draining soils, the stiffness assessed from these tests 
needs to be combined with results from separate permeability 
tests in order to obtain an accurate estimate of the coefficient of 
consolidation.

The development of new design methods for driven piles has 
increased the use of interface shear box or ring shear tests to as-
sess appropriate interface friction angles (Jardine et al. 1992) 
For drilled and grouted piles in carbonate soils, specialised tests 
such as CNS shear box tests are recommended, which are simi-
lar to a standard interface direct shear test but include a ‘con-
stant normal stiffness’ spring that controls the normal stress ap-
plied to the sample as it is sheared (monotonic or cyclic 
loading). The spring stiffness is chosen to be representative of 
the soil in the far-field surrounding a pile.   

From this short and partial summary it may be seen that 
laboratory testing for offshore applications covers the full range 
from the most basic testing to the most advanced. Due to the 
scale of most offshore projects, many very sophisticated testing 
procedures have been developed to address aspects of soil be-
haviour that are sometimes encountered, but rarely considered 
in the same detail, during onshore projects.   

3 PILE FOUNDATIONS 

3.1 Applications 

Steel lattice (or ‘jacket’) structures are still the most common 
form of fixed offshore platform, with the design evolving 
gradually from their first use for the shallow offshore fields in 
the Gulf of Mexico, and are now used in water depths of up to 
400 m.  The platforms are fixed to the seabed by piles inserted 
through sleeves attached to the jacket, with the piles eventually 
grouted to the sleeves after installation. 

In the simplest configuration, a small platform may have one 
pile per corner, inserted inside the main tubular column of the 
jacket.  For large platforms, additional ‘skirt’ piles may be 
added along the sides of the rectangular base, or multiple piles 
installed through sleeves at the platform corners.  An example 
of the latter is shown in Figure 3.1, for the North Rankin A plat-
form on the North-West Shelf of Australia, which sits in 125 m 
of water.  That platform has 8 piles per corner, and an adjacent 
flare support structure has 2 piles per corner.  Note that the un-
der-reamed bell foundations, and the stabilising guys and box-
anchors, were added during remedial work to supplement the 
very low shaft capacity of the driven piles, as documented in the 
conference proceedings, Jewell & Khorshid (1988). 

Piles for conventional platforms are designed to resist the 
deadweight of the structure, together with significant environ-
mental loading, which is much greater relative to the gravity 
loading than for most onshore structures.  This has necessitated 
greater sophistication in the assessment of cyclic loading, with 
piles often being subjected to both tensile and compressive 
loading, and also the treatment of the lateral pile response.  Piles 
are also used as anchors to moor floating facilities, with loading 
primarily horizontal, or for specific support such as the 45º lat-
tice struts installed in the Bass Strait of Australia to stiffen the 
first generation platforms (Wiltsie et al., 1988). 
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Figure 3.1 Example jacket structures – the North Rankin A platform 

A particular type of floating platform, known as a tension-
leg platform (TLP), uses vertical tethers attached, either via a 
seabed template or directly, to piles that are loaded permanently 
in tension.  The first platform of this type was the Hutton plat-
form, installed in 1984 in 150 m water depth in the North Sea 
(Tetlow et al 1983).  Recent applications in water depths of 
around 1,000 m include the Mars and Ursa platforms in the Gulf 
of Mexico (Garside et al., 1997; Digre et al., 1999).  The strain-
softening response of a tension pile, with upward movement 
gradually reducing the embedment and hence capacity, poses a 
particular challenge in design. 

3.2 Construction methods 

3.2.1 Driven piles 
The majority of piles used offshore are steel pipes, driven open-
ended into the seafloor.  Pile sizes range from a standard con-
ductor, 0.76 m diameter, up to over 2.5 m.  In exceptional cases, 
such as used recently for offshore wind turbines, piles of 5.1 m 
diameter have been driven successfully. The wall thickness of 
the pile will generally vary along the length, with thicker walls 
used near the pile head where bending moments are maximum.  
Through the body of the pile, typical diameter to wall thickness 
ratios (d/t) are ~40 (range 30 to 50), giving a net steel area, 
termed the area ratio, ρ, of 10 % of the overall pile cross-
section. 

Although driving shoes have been used in some cases, they 
are increasingly rare.  External driving shoes have been shown 
to compromise the pile shaft capacity.  Internal shoes are occa-
sionally specified in order to relieve internal friction where piles 
need to be driven through dense sand layers.  However, their ef-
fectiveness is open to question, and can lead to uncertainty in 
the ability of the pile to respond in a plugged manner under 
static loading.  

  With onshore piling, final pile penetrations are usually de-
termined empirically according to the driving performance, with 
the capacity verified by dynamic testing.  By contrast, offshore 
driven piles are driven to a specified penetration, calculated 
from pile design algorithms.  This approach is necessary, partly 
because of the relatively high costs of adjusting pile lengths dur-
ing installation (either by cutting to remove excess length, or  by 
welding additional sections), but mainly because the upper pro-
file of the pile will have been fabricated to end at a particular 
elevation.  Fabrication details will include variations in wall 
thickness to accommodate operational bending moments, and 

also external weld beads over the upper few diameters of the 
pile to ensure sufficient bond strength when the pile is grouted 
into the external sleeve attached to the jacket structure. 

In the early days of offshore developments, piles were driven 
using diesel and steam hammers, with ‘followers’ being used to 
extend the actual piles up to the sea surface.  However, under-
water hydraulic hammers were developed in the 1980s, capable 
of following the pile down inside the jacket sleeves.  Modern 
offshore hydraulic hammers range in energy up to 3000 kJ, with 
rams of 180 tonnes falling through an equivalent of 1.7 m, and 
are designed to operate in water depths of at least 2000 m.  

The most common construction problems for driven piles are 
associated with incorrect choice of design penetration, either 
with insufficient capacity (as indicated by driving performance 
or dynamic monitoring) at the end of driving, or due to prema-
ture refusal.  The former problem can be addressed by welding 
on an additional section to the pile (complete with whatever 
weld beads are needed) and driving the pile further.  The latter 
may involve drilling out the internal soil plug in order to elimi-
nate damping from the soil column (which can absorb a signifi-
cant proportion of the driving energy) and relieving the internal 
friction (or thus the net end-bearing resistance).  To be effective 
in the latter, the soil plug needs to be removed down to within a 
diameter of the pile tip, balancing this against the danger of up-
heaval failure of the remaining soil plug. 

A more catastrophic failure, with collapse of the pile at tip 
level, can occur; this has been documented on at least two occa-
sions, but may have gone undetected on a number of others.  
For the Goodwyn gas platform on the North-West Shelf of Aus-
tralia, thin-walled primary piles (d/t = 60) were driven to a 
depth of 120 m, below which grouted insert piles were to be in-
stalled.  However, 16 out of the 20 piles were found to have de-
formed in a peanut shape over the lower 20 to 40 m, in some 
cases becoming completely flattened, preventing passage of the 
drilling auger (Barbour & Erbrich 1994).  Although the driving 
through the variably cemented calcareous sediments was rela-
tively easy, collapse was attributed to contributing factors in-
cluding the method of stabbing the piles (which may have led to 
some structural damage at the pile tips), the presence of a hard 
layer 2 to 4 m thick at a depth of 75 m, and the high d/t ratio.  It 
was shown that any slight imperfection in the roundness of the 
pile, particularly if due to a localised distortion, can propagate 
as the pile is driven; sufficiently strong soil can act as a die 
leading to progressively greater distortion of the tip as it ad-
vances.

A more recent collapse occurred at the Valhall Water Injec-
tion Platform in the North Sea (Alm et al., 2004).  In that case 5 
out of 8 piles (2.44 m diameter with d/t ~ 40) met premature re-
fusal when driven through extremely dense sands (cone resis-
tance exceeding 60 MPa).  Attempts to drill out the soil plug re-
vealed significant distortion of the piles near their tips, which 
may have been triggered by the tip detail of an external taper of 
the pile wall in conjunction with the very dense sands. 

Both the above examples led to very costly remedial actions; 
reforming (expanding) the collapsed piles in the case of the 
Goodwyn platform (with remedial costs of ~A$300 m), and at-
taching additional ‘piggyback’ piles for the Valhall platform.  
They emphasise our still limited understanding of soil-structure 
interaction at the pile tip during pile installation, although novel 
approaches (Barbour & Erbrich, 1995) have allowed significant 
advances in analysis of the problem. 

3.2.2 Grouted piles 
The offshore equivalent of a bored pile (or drilled shaft) is re-
ferred to as a drilled and grouted  pile, and comprises a steel tu-
bular section grouted into a pre-drilled hole.  Drilled and 
grouted piles are generally more expensive to install than driven 
piles, owing to the long construction period required, which 
may amount to several weeks.  However, they are sometimes 
preferred in situations where a drilling barge with the necessary 
pile-handling capability is already on location.  In that case, 
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drilled and grouted piles obviate the need to mobilise specialist 
offshore pile driving hammers. 

Drilled and grouted piles have also been preferred in cal-
careous sediments, and potentially other crushable material, 
where the shaft friction obtained with driven piles can be ex-
tremely low.  When the piles were driven at the North Rankin A 
platform on the North-West Shelf of Australia, some piles pene-
trated over 100 m penetration in just a few blows, with deduced 
shaft friction of just a few kPa (Dolwin et al., 1988).  The low 
shaft friction is associated with very low radial effective stresses 
around the pile, a situation remedied by drilled and grouted pile 
construction, where the original horizontal effective stresses in 
the ground can be restored by appropriate grouting design. 

Figure 3.2 shows the stages in construction of a drilled and 
grouted pile.  In order to avoid collapse of loose uncemented 
material near the seabed, it is often necessary to drive a primary 
pile first.  In the case of the Goodwyn platform referred to ear-
lier, the primary pile extended 120 m, until cemented cal-
carenites were encountered.  Generally, the primary pile would 
be rather shorter, and may be avoided entirely where fine-
grained (low permeability) soils or cemented cap-rock occur 
near seabed level.  

Figure 3.2  Stages in installation of an offshore drilled and grouted pile 

As an alternative to a primary pile, mud is sometimes used to 
stabilise a drilled hole. This is most common where the piles 
can be constructed using direct circulation well drilling technol-
ogy (and the construction is performed by well drillers), which 
limits the pile diameter to no more than about 900 mm. In the 
offshore environment continuous drilling with mud is difficult 
due to the volumes of mud required, and hence it is usual to drill 
the hole using water as the drill fluid, but with regular mud 
‘sweeps’ to clean the cuttings. When the drilling is complete, 
the hole is usually displaced with mud to enhance the hole sta-
bility. Importantly, it should be appreciated that this approach 
does not preclude the development of hole instability during 
drilling, leading to the potential for an irregular shaped hole, 
which may or may not maintain stability when the hole is even-
tually displaced with mud; significant problems can arise in the 
subsequent grouting operation if hole stability is not maintained 
after the final mud cleaning ‘sweep’ is performed. 

This leads directly to another significant difficulty with this 
approach: ensuring that the mud is properly displaced from the 
hole when the grout is injected. In offshore pile foundation con-
struction an important landmark was a case history from the 
Bass Strait, offshore Australia (Angemeer et al., 1973).  In this 

case the use of bentonite drilling mud in weakly cemented cal-
careous sand led to a 90% reduction in the skin friction that 
could be mobilised compared to that obtained in seawater. 
However, if good construction practices are followed, such as 
ensuring that the mud is continually circulated in the hole, en-
suring that all debris is properly flushed from the hole, incorpo-
rating a pile centralising system and applying systems to ensure 
that the grout is able to properly displace the mud from the hole 
(such as those proposed for oil well construction by Pelipenko 
& Frigaard, 2005) then there is a reasonable prospect that a 
good grout job can be obtained.  

Nevertheless, it should be appreciated that while the oil well 
construction industry has developed sophisticated tools for de-
signing appropriate cementing (grouting) systems for their 
wells, pile construction is a much more demanding application. 
For example, in a typical well the required axial capacity may 
be only one tenth of the theoretical capacity or less, as com-
pared to an offshore pile, where a much smaller factor of safety 
of about 2 is generally applied in design. For all these reasons 
the offshore construction industry has developed a justifiably 
healthy skepticism about using mud for offshore pile construc-
tion, particularly when well drillers inexperienced in pile con-
struction are also used to install the piles.    

Other critical issues in the construction of drilled and 
grouted piles include the potential for hydraulic fracture of the 
liquid grout into the formation, and appropriate monitoring sys-
tems to ensure grout returns at mudline. Hydraulic fracture can 
be a critical issue in weak uncemented formations.  Conditions 
for hydraulic fracture in clay have been addressed by Andersen 
et al. (1994) and in sands by Schotman & Hospers (1992). It 
should be noted that grout returns may initially be reported at 
mudline even when hydraulic fracture occurs, but the grout may 
slowly subside over time before it sets.  Hence some means of 
tagging the top of the grout (and adding extra grout if neces-
sary) after it has set is essential if there is any risk of hydraulic 
fracture. Multi-stage grouting systems or lightweight grout 
mixes can be adopted to minimise the risk of hydraulic fracture. 

The schematic in Figure 3.2 shows the grout filling both the 
inside of the steel tubular pile and the outer annulus.  This leads 
to a very large volume of grout, and thus high temperatures gen-
erated during hydration of the grout.  Problems caused by the 
high temperature, including the effects of subsequent shrinking 
of the pile along its length as it cools, may be alleviated by fill-
ing the inside of the pile with precast concrete blocks or other 
(non-structural) material.  Alternatively, closed ended piles may 
be adopted, weighted to avoid flotation in the liquid grout.  

In an attempt to reduce the risks and costs associated with 
drilled and grouted pile construction, an alternative approach 
was proposed by Rickman & Barthelemy (1988), where driven 
piles are subsequently pressure-grouted using pre-installed 
grouting conduits and T-valves fitted into the pile shaft.  This 
construction approach appears to combine the potentially high 
shaft capacity of drilled and grouted piles with substantially re-
duced construction costs.  However, although the technique was 
demonstrated to work well in onshore tests (Fahey et al., 1992), 
a critical flaw remains in the lack of quality control to ensure 
that the pressure-grouting leads to adequate coverage of the pile 
shaft, rather than hydraulic fracturing into the formation. 

3.3 Axial capacity 

In spite of significant advances in understanding the mecha-
nisms that determine the eventual shaft friction and end-bearing 
capacity of different types of pile, design methods still rely 
heavily on empirical correlations.   The most challenging aspect 
of offshore pile design is therefore the need to extrapolate de-
sign parameters from an experimental database that is largely 
limited to piles of less than 1 m in diameter, the majority of  
which are solid or closed ended piles, often installed by jacking. 
This compares to modern offshore piles with diameters often in 
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excess of 2 m, with relatively low displacement ratios and in-
variably installed by dynamic driving.   

Increasingly, the cone (or, in clays, alternative full-flow 
penetrometer) resistance is used as the primary measure of the 
soil strength from which pile design parameters may then be 
deduced; unlike in onshore design, standard penetration test 
data are thankfully avoided!  For sands, design parameters can 
be expressed directly in terms of the cone resistance, while for 
fine-grained sediments parameters are based either on the 
undrained shear strength or the in situ vertical effective stress 
together with an overconsolidation (or yield stress) ratio. 

3.3.1 Current offshore guidelines 
The current API and (draft) ISO (2004) design guidelines adopt 
a conventional design approach for end-bearing, with the limit-
ing bearing pressure expressed as  

max-buvoqbu qNq ≤σ′=   (3.1) 

The value of Nq is taken to vary from 12 to 50 according to 
the grain size and relative density of the material.  Limiting val-
ues of end-bearing pressure are also specified.  A summary of 
the different categories of sand and silt and recommended pile 
design parameters, as in the current draft ISO document (ISO, 
2004), is given in Table 3.1. 

The corresponding design approach for shaft friction is ex-
pressed as

max-svos tanK τ≤δσ′=τ  (3.2) 

with the interface friction angle, δ, and limiting values of τs
varying with soil type and density (see Table 3.1).  The stress 
ratio, K, is recommended as 0.7 to 0.8 for open-ended piles 
loaded in compression and 0.5 to 0.7 for piles loaded in tension, 
with the lower end applying to loose deposits and the upper end 
for dense conditions (ISO, 2004). 

Table 3.1.  Pile design parameters in draft ISO (2004) 
Soil type Soil density Dr (%) δ

(º) 
τs-max
(kPa) 

Nq qbu-max
(MPa) 

Loose 15-35 20 65 12 3 
Medium 35-65 25 80 20 5 
Dense 65-85 30 95 40 10 

Sand

Very dense 85-100 35 115 50 12 
Silty sand Loose, Med 15-65 20 65 12 3 

Dense 65-85 25 80 20 5 Clayey 
sand Very dense 85-100 30 95 40 10 

Loose 15-35 15 45 8 2 
Med. dense 35-85 20 65 12 3 

Sandy 
silt

Very dense 85-100 25 80 20 5 

Although the design approach of Equations (3.1) and (3.2), 
and the parameters in Table 3.1, are the most up to date in terms 
of industry design codes, it is widely accepted among offshore 
geotechnical engineers that design methods for axial pile capac-
ity in sands are in urgent need of revision, and indeed this feel-
ing has inspired major initiatives in terms of high quality load 
tests (Al-Shafei et al., 1994; Zuidberg & Vergobbi, 1996) and a 
recent API project to synthesise the results of those and other 
load tests into a new design method (Fugro, 2004).  The discus-
sion below reviews these developments.  

3.3.2 End-bearing resistance 
The cone penetrometer may be viewed as a model pile, and 
hence provides a logical basis for estimating the end-bearing re-
sistance of prototype piles.  In practice, the (average) unit end-
bearing pressure assumed in pile design is generally taken as 
some fraction of the cone resistance (Bustamente & Gianeselli, 
1982).  The reduction factor has been interpreted as a scale ef-
fect, although a more rational explanation lies in (a) the dis-
placement required to mobilise the full cone resistance and 
(b) the influence of partial embedment into the bearing layer. 
Since piles are often used to transfer load into strong soil at 

depth, a penetration of only a couple of diameters into a strong 
layer is common. A penetration of 5 to 10 diameters is required 
for the ‘full’ strength of a hard layer to be mobilised and the 
overlying soft layer no longer ‘felt’ by the CPT or pile tip. 
Therefore, these shallowly-embedded piles cannot mobilise the 
local CPT resistance. 

Under static loading, open-ended piles will generally act as 
fully plugged, even though they will drive in an unplugged 
manner.  The difference in behaviour is due to the high inertial 
forces under dynamic conditions, which help to ensure mobility 
of the soil plug up the pile, and the reverse silo effect during 
static loading, which leads to very high internal shaft friction 
(Randolph et al., 1991). 

In slow-draining soils such as clays, a substantial proportion 
of the steady-state (large displacement) end-bearing capacity is 
mobilised with moderate movements.  Lu et al. (2004) show 
that, although the steady-state cone resistance is not reached un-
til a displacement of 4 cone diameters, 62 % of that value is 
mobilised within a displacement of 10 % of the diameter, and 
70 % within 20 % of the diameter.  For the case of an open-
ended pile, a design end-bearing capacity of 62 to 70 % of the 
cone resistance seems reasonable, supporting the conventional 
figure of 9su (cone factor of 13 to 15).  That figure is probably 
conservative for closed ended piles, where greater residual base 
load will be developed during installation. 

For rapidly draining soils, the hyperbolic base response sug-
gested by Fleming (1992) for cast-in-situ piles gives only 15 to 
20 % of the steady-state (or plunging) capacity mobilised at a 
displacement of 10 % of the pile diameter.  Design values of 
end-bearing resistance, as a proportion of qc, will therefore be 
much lower than for clays, and will be affected to a greater ex-
tent by the magnitude of any residual base loads locked in after 
installation (Randolph, 2003).   

Data from pile tests give an apparent diameter effect for piles 
in sand, and this led to the design approach proposed by Jardine 
& Chow (1996), referred to in the offshore industry as the MTD 
approach (after the initials of the Marine Technology Director-
ate that supported the research), expressed as: 
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for piles of diameter less than 0.02(Dr – 30) m, where Dr is 
the relative density of the sand.  This relationship gives a de-
creasing end-bearing capacity as the pile diameter, d, increases 
relative to the diameter of the cone, dcone.  The lower limit, ρ, is 
the area ratio of the pile, and applies for all larger piles; it corre-
sponds to mobilising the cone resistance around the steel annu-
lus of the pile, ignoring any resistance mobilised by the soil 
plug.  No particular logic is offered for the basis of the diameter 
effect implicit in this relationship. 

The MTD approach leads to very conservative end-bearing 
capacity for typical offshore piles (d > 2 m, ρ ~ 0.1).  Lehane & 
Randolph (2002) described an approach for estimating the 
minimum design end-bearing capacity for open-ended piles, as 
shown in Figure 3.3.  The approach took account of compres-
sion within the soil plug as well as below the base of the pile, 
and assumed no densification of the soil plug or residual base 
loads due to pile installation.  With minor allowance for such 
densification, a minimum design ratio for qbu/qc of 0.2 was sug-
gested by Randolph (2003).  

The recent report to the American Petroleum Institute (API) 
(Fugro, 2004), has proposed end-bearing capacity for driven 
open-ended piles of 

ac

25.0

c

bu

p/q
DR5.8

q
q =   (3.4) 

where pa is atmospheric pressure (100 kPa) and DR is the dis-
placement ratio of the pile.  Conservatively, assuming fully un-
plugged installation, the displacement ratio should be taken as 
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equal to the area ratio, ρ, implying an incremental filling ratio, 
IFR (Brucy et al., 1991), of unity.  Note that for a typical area 
ratio of 0.1, the end-bearing capacity would be approximately 
32 % of that for a closed-ended pile.  For qc in the range 10 to 
50 MPa, the normalised end-bearing capacity for a typical open-
ended pile halves, from 0.48 to 0.21.  The physical basis for this 
reduction is closely linked to the reducing stiffness ratio, G/qc,
which is generally taken to decrease proportionally with the 
square root of qc (Lo Presti et al., 1991). 

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Relative density, Dr

qbu/qc

Bored pile (Lee & Salgado, 1999)

Driven piles

wb/d = 0.1

wb/d = 0.15

wb/d = 0.2

Figure 3.3  Minimum end-bearing resistance for open-ended piles (Le-
hane & Randolph, 2002). 

It should be noted that the proposed approach of Equation 
(3.4) gives rise to end-bearing capacities for piles in dense sand 
that exceed the upper limits given in Table 3.1. However, that is 
consistent with conclusions from Hossain & Briaud (1993), who 
found that the base resistance was underpredicted by a factor of 
2 using the API criteria in dense sands. 

In fine-grained soils, the end-bearing capacity is rarely a sig-
nificant contribution, and is usually treated in the conventional 
way by means of a bearing capacity factor, Nc, of 9.  The result-
ing limiting pressure is normally assumed to act across the gross 
area of the pile, since the pile will plug under static loading 
conditions. 

3.3.3 Shaft resistance in sand 
Research over the last 15 years has revealed major shortcom-
ings in this approach, since it is not consistent with the physical 
processes that occur around a driven pile.  For one thing, the in-
terface friction angle has been found to be most strongly af-
fected by the ratio of grain size to pile roughness and therefore 
increases with decreasing grain size, rather than the reverse 
trend indicated in Table 3.1 (Uesugi & Kishida, 1986; Jardine et 
al., 1992).  There is also no evidence to suggest that δ should 
vary with the in situ density of the sand, owing to the major 
changes that occur during installation, and the likelihood that 
critical state conditions are developed along the pile-soil inter-
face. 

A more fundamental issue concerns the distribution of limit-
ing shaft friction with depth.  Adoption of a constant K value 
with depth in Equation (3.2), together with a limiting value for 
τs is not consistent with data from field tests; even the original 
work of Vesic (1970) shows evidence of what is often referred 
to as friction fatigue (Heerema, 1980), and a more quantitative 
picture was provided from the Imperial College instrumented 
model pile tests (Lehane et al., 1993; Chow, 1996).  

Figure 3.4 shows profiles of shaft friction recorded by the 3 
instrument clusters in a 6 m by 100 mm diameter pile jacked 
into sand. For comparison, the cone resistance profile is also 
shown (scaled down by a factor of 100).  The leading instru-
ment cluster (4 diameters from the pile tip) shows a shaft fric-
tion profile that follows the cone profile closely; the two subse-
quent instrument clusters show progressively reduced values of 
friction for any given depth.  The implication is that a maximum 

value of K occurs close to the pile tip, where the shaft friction is 
0.5 to 1 % of the cone resistance (similar to that measured on a 
cone friction sleeve).  The value of K then reduces with dis-
tance, h, from the pile tip. 

Cone resistanceCone resistance
qqcc/100/100

h/d = 25h/d = 25

h/d = 14h/d = 14
h/d = 4h/d = 4

Cone resistanceCone resistance
qqcc/100/100

h/d = 25h/d = 25

h/d = 14h/d = 14
h/d = 4h/d = 4

Figure 3.4  Measured profiles of shaft friction on a pile jacked into sand 
(Lehane et al., 1993) 

This form of degradation has been adopted by Randolph et 
al. (1994) and in the MTD method of Jardine & Chow (1996), 
building on Lehane & Jardine (1994).  The latter method ex-
presses the shaft friction for open-ended piles as  
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where deq is the diameter of a solid pile of equivalent steel area 
to the open-ended pile (so that deq = ρ0.5d), ∆σ'rd is a stress 
change due to dilation effects, generally negligible for prototype 
pile sizes and δcv is the interface friction angle corresponding to 
constant volume or steady state shearing. 

Friction fatigue is accounted for in the above expression by 
the power law expression in deq/h, and the expression is to be 
applied only for h � 4d (below which τs is taken as constant).  
Recent work (White & Lehane, 2005; White, 2005) has shown 
that friction fatigue (as its name implies) is dictated more by the 
number of loading cycles applied to the pile during installation, 
rather than the distance, h. Thus a continuously jacked cone, 
with multiple friction sleeves, showed essentially identical fric-
tion on each successive sleeve (DeJong & Frost, 2002).  By 
contrast, the Imperial College pile is jacked in stages (typically 
0.2 m strokes) so would undergo around 30 loading cycles dur-
ing installation to a depth of 6 m, giving rise to moderate fric-
tion fatigue; a typical prototype pile might be subjected to sev-
eral thousand blows during installation, resulting in much 
greater friction fatigue. 

The mechanism of friction fatigue is illustrated in Figure 3.5. 
Incremental densification of soil adjacent to the pile, aided by 
crushing and migration of the fines away from the interface, 
leads to relaxation of the radial stress according to cylindrical 
cavity theory (White & Bolton, 2004). 

Example data taken from centrifuge model testing of a pile 
subjected to 2-way cyclic axial load tests are shown in Figure 
3.6, and illustrate the gradual reduction in stress level. Varia-
tions in stationary horizontal stresses during 2-way cyclic load 
tests (including any cycles applied to the pile during installa-
tion) are shown in Figure 3.7.  That figure includes (as crosses) 
normalised values obtained during ‘pseudo-dynamic’ installa-
tion, where the model pile was installed by a form of cyclic 
jacking that involved reversal of displacement direction, as de-
scribed by White & Lehane (2005).  
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Figure 3.5  Schematic for friction fatigue (White & Bolton, 2004) 
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White (2005) assembled field data from a number of differ-
ent pile load tests in soils ranging from carbonate silts and sands 
(North Rankin) to dense (Dunkirk) and very dense (Euripides) 
silica sand.  He found that normalising the average shaft friction 
by the average cone sleeve friction, fs,av (considered to represent 
the maximum shaft friction near the tip of a pile) gave a consis-
tent pattern when plotted against the number of blows or jacking 
cycles used to install the pile (see Fig. 3.8).  He also tried to link 
the decay exponent, c (the power law factor for h/d) with the 
number of blows, as indicated in the figure, although noting that 

the link was quite sensitive to the assumed distribution of 
maximum pile friction (or sleeve friction) with depth and the 
minimum value of h/d for which the power law was applied. 

A logical conclusion that might be drawn from the above 
work is that the fewer blows used to install a pile, the higher 
will be the shaft capacity.  In particular, the application of a 
large number of blows during the final diameter or so of pene-
tration may prove counterproductive, with as much loss in ca-
pacity due to friction fatigue as gained by further penetration. 
From a design point of view, it is difficult to predict beforehand 
the number of blows required to install a pile, and hence the pat-
tern of friction fatigue. Design approaches in terms of the nor-
malised distance, h/d, are therefore necessary, such as in the 
MTD approach of Jardine & Chow (1996).  
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Figure 3.8  Variation of mean normalised shaft friction with number of 
installation cycles (White, 2005) 

A slightly modified form of the MTD design approach was 
suggested by Fugro (2004) in their report to API, with the shaft 
friction calculated as 
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This equation subsumes implicitly allowance for the inter-
face friction angle, on the basis that this shows little variation 
for practical pile surfaces (especially once abrasion of the sur-
face during installation is allowed for).  A notable feature is the 
much higher exponent for h/deq compared with the value of 0.38 
in the MTD approach, implying much greater friction fatigue. 

As discussed by White (2005), the main ingredients in any 
new design approach for driven piles in sand are: 
1. to express the maximum shaft friction, τmax, at, say, a dis-

tance of 1 diameter from the pile tip in terms of the local 
cone resistance, qc, with appropriate allowance for the area 
ratio (or anticipated displacement ratio) of the pile; 

2. to express the friction fatigue in terms of a power law, or 
other decay function of normalised distance, h/d, from the 
pile tip. 

For a solid pile, the cone sleeve friction provides a guide to the 
maximum friction near the pile tip, although in practice the 
sleeve friction is known to be particularly sensitive to the condi-
tion of the cone equipment (Lunne et al., 1997a), and thus a 
somewhat unreliable measurement on which to base pile design.  

For an open-ended pile, lower maximum friction is expected, 
since the radial stress changes imposed during pile installation 
will be reduced (Paik et al., 2003). Ideally, the incremental fill-
ing ratio (of soil plug movement to pile penetration) should be 
used to gauge the effective area ratio of the pile, but this is also 
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not known prior to installation. Thus the actual area ratio, ρ, of 
the pile must be the basis for design. 

Combining these various effects leads to an expression for 
the shaft friction of the form: 
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where the coefficient, A, accounts for the interface friction ratio, 
tanδ, or alternatively (White, 2005), the above expression can 
be recast to give σ'r/qc at the pile surface, which is then multi-
plied by tanδ.

The tensile capacity of piles in sand is lower than the shaft 
capacity measured in compression. Two factors were identified 
by De Nicola & Randolph (1993) that contributed to lower ten-
sile shaft friction, the first being a reduction in effective stress 
levels adjacent to the pile compared with loading in compres-
sion (even for a rigid pile), and the second being the Poisson’s 
ratio reduction in diameter (and consequential reduction in ra-
dial effective stress).  These two effects were quantified for 
piles fully embedded in sand, by the expression 
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where Qs is the shaft capacity and Gave, Ep and νp are respec-
tively the average soil shear modulus, Young’s modulus of an 
equivalent solid pile and Poisson’s ratio for the pile. Figure 3.9 
shows the resulting variation in reduction factor with pile aspect 
ratio, L/d; for a typical modulus ratio of Ep/Gave = 400, the shaft 
capacity ratio is ~0.8 for a range of L/d, and generally remains 
within the range 0.7 to 0.85 for other values of Ep/Gave.
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Figure 3.9  Calculated ratio of shaft capacity in tension and compression 

Although other effects, such as local stress changes due to 
dilation, will influence the shaft capacity ratio, the expression in 
Equation (3.8) provides a reasonable design basis for assessing 
the reduced shaft capacity for loading in tension, compared with 
that for loading in compression. 

3.3.4 Shaft friction in clay 
Onshore design practice for displacement piles in clays and silts 
was originally couched in terms of a friction ratio, α, giving the 
shaft friction as a proportion of the local undrained shear 
strength, su. The value of α was found empirically to be around 
unity for soft soil with shear strength less than 25 kPa, reducing 
to 0.5 or less once the strength exceeded 75 kPa (Tomlinson, 
1957). However, pile load tests conducted for offshore devel-
opments showed that it was not the shear strength of the clay 
that mattered in determining the value of α so much as the de-

gree of overconsolidation.  This led in turn first to the lambda 
method (Vijayvergiya & Focht, 1972), where the shaft friction 
was expressed as 
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with λ decreasing with increasing pile length from a maxi-
mum of 0.5 for very short piles, and then to the current API 
(1993) and draft ISO guidelines, based on the expression sug-
gested by Randolph & Murphy (1985), of 
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A variation of the above relationship was suggested by Kolk 
& van der Velde (1996) to take account of the length (or slen-
derness ratio, L/d) of the pile, expressed as 
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Randolph (2003) discussed different mechanisms for the appar-
ent length effect for piles in clay, including progressive failure 
of long piles under static loading, due to strain-softening load 
transfer between pile and soil, and damage caused by pile instal-
lation.  The latter mechanism is similar in principle to the con-
cept of friction fatigue for piles in sand, and has been incorpo-
rated into the MTD approach. The relationship for shaft friction 
at any distance h from the pile tip is expressed in the form of 
Equation (3.2), with the stress ratio, K, given by 
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where R is the yield stress ratio (or apparent overconsolidation 
ratio, allowing for aging and structure of the natural clay) and St
is the sensitivity. 

This expression gives shaft friction for a typical open-ended 
pile, with area ratio of 0.1 and thus deq ~ 0.32d, that reduces 
gradually from being equal to that for a closed-ended pile near 
the pile tip, to a value of about 80 % of the closed-ended 
equivalent for larger h values. The logic for the h/d effect for 
piles in clay is less clear cut than for piles in sand, assuming that 
installation occurs in a fully undrained manner (Randolph, 
2003). If it exists, however, it would seem more appropriate to 
separate the adjustment for open-ended piles into two parts: 
firstly that associated with reduced ‘cavity expansion’ (gov-
erned by the area ratio of the pile); and secondly any degrada-
tion along the pile. 

For thin-walled caissons, cylindrical cavity expansion ap-
pears to offer a reasonable approach for estimating stress 
changes during installation and subsequent consolidation 
(Randolph, 2003).  Comparison with centrifuge model tests on 
suction caissons, where the radial stresses acting on the outer 
surface of the caisson were measured directly, has shown very 
good agreement (Chen & Randolph, 2005).  

Quantification of the effect of reduced cavity expansion, due 
to the thin-walled nature of the pile, is particularly important 
when assessing the time-scale of consolidation (or ‘set-up’ as it 
is often termed), but also when considering the shaft friction 
mobilised on the skirt walls of suction caissons, where the di-
ameter to wall thickness, d/t, may be as high as 200 (area ratio 
of 0.02). The rate of dissipation of excess pore pressures around 
open-ended piles is controlled by the volume of steel forced into 
the soil, and hence dissipation curves for piles with different d/t 
ratios are very similar when plotted as a function of Teq = 
cht/deq

2, where ch is the consolidation coefficient for horizontal 
drainage, as shown in Figure 3.10 (Whittle, 1992; Randolph 
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2003).  Essentially the time scale for consolidation can be 
scaled directly from piezocone dissipation tests, factoring the 
latter by (deq/dcone)2.
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Figure 3.10  Pore pressure dissipation at pile shaft (Randolph, 2003) 

Typical values of consolidation coefficient lie in the range 3 
to 30 m2/yr, and even for the upper end of this range significant 
consolidation times occur for typical driven piles and suction 
caissons, as indicated in Table 3.2. There is little difference be-
tween the two types of foundation, owing to the much thinner 
wall of the larger diameter suction caisson.  It is clear, however, 
that the full shaft capacity for either will take a significant pe-
riod (in excess of 1 or even 2 years) to develop.  This needs to 
be taken into consideration in the design process, checking that 
the foundation can survive an appropriate design storm during 
the first months of operation. 

Table 3.2  Typical consolidation times for offshore foundations 
Foundation type Driven pile Suction caisson 
Diameter (m) 2 5 
Wall thickness, (mm) 50 30 
Equiv. diameter (m) 0.63 0.79 
Assumed ch (m2/yr) 30 30 
t20  ;   t50   ;   t90 (days) 5  ;  50  ;  500 7  ;  70  ;  700 

3.3.5 Axial capacity in carbonate sediments 
As may be seen from Figure 3.8, the magnitude of shaft friction, 
relative to cone sleeve friction, and the pattern of friction fa-
tigue appear consistent between both carbonate and silica sands, 
although the absolute magnitudes of friction are much lower for 
the former.  Typical values of average shaft friction for the 
120 m long driven piles at North Rankin range from as high as 
40 kPa (after allowing the piles to ‘set up’ for a period follow-
ing installation) to less than 10 kPa, with a very rapid loss in 
shaft friction during re-drive tests (Dolwin et al., 1988). Alter-
native techniques such as drilled and grouted construction, or 
driving closed-ended piles (DeMello et al., 1989), are therefore 
used in carbonate sediments in order to increase pile capacity. 

For drilled and grouted pile construction, it is tempting to es-
timate shaft friction using the simple friction approach of Equa-
tion (3.2), with the horizontal stress Kσ'vo replaced by the grout-
ing pressure. However, Hyden et al. (1988) showed that dilation 
plays a significant role in increasing the shaft friction, and more 
recent design approaches are based on correlations with the 
cone resistance.  Abbs (1992) suggested taking the shaft friction 
as 2 % of the cone resistance, which provides a robust lower 
bound to field measurements, but becomes increasingly conser-
vative in lightly cemented sediments, where the cone resistance 
reduces below 10 MPa. 

An alternative approach was suggested by Joer & Randolph 
(1994), with the peak shaft friction, τp, expressed as 
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c

p e2.002.0
q

−+≈
τ

 (3.13) 

Bounds to experimental data from laboratory tests on grouted 
driven piles are shown in Figure 3.11, with the coefficients re-
placed by 0.05 and 0.3 (upper) and 0.01 and 0.13 (lower).  The 
average relationship of Equation (3.13) was also shown to pro-
vide a good fit to field data from drilled and grouted piles and 
grouted driven piles, with the latter construction technique giv-
ing slightly higher values of shaft friction (Randolph et al., 
1996).
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Figure 3.11  Correlation of shaft friction with cone resistance for 
grouted driven piles (Joer & Randolph, 1994) 

3.3.6 Modelling effects of cyclic loading 
The load-displacement response of offshore piles is generally 
evaluated using load transfer approaches, with the pile divided 
into elements along its length, and interaction with the soil 
modelled as independent non-linear springs.  Axial and lateral 
responses are usually assumed to be independent, although new 
approaches have recently been developed to explore interaction 
effects (Levy et al., 2005).   

For both modes of loading, the API (1993) and ISO (2004) 
guidelines suggest default forms for the load transfer curves.  
Under axial loading in clay soils, the shape up to peak is very 
similar to an inverted parabola, with the peak shaft friction 
reached after a displacement of 1 % of the pile diameter; be-
yond the peak, linear strain-softening may be allowed for, with 
(in clay soils) a residual shaft friction of 70 to 90 % of the peak 
reached after a further displacement of the same magnitude as 
that to mobilise the original peak.  In sandy soils, the pre-peak is 
assumed linear with the peak mobilised (somewhat incongru-
ously) at a displacement of 2.5 mm, independent of the pile di-
ameter.  For piles in excess of 2 m in diameter, the assumed 
load transfer stiffness implies very large ratios of shear modulus 
to shaft friction (~1500 or more).  

The effects of cyclic loading are rarely evaluated explicitly 
for conventional situations, such as piles supporting jacket 
structures in normal clays and sands, since negative effects from 
cyclic degradation are balanced by increase in shaft friction due 
to increased strain rates during storm loading.  However, for 
more critical designs such as tension piles (where the response 
is inevitably strain-softening) or for piles in carbonate soils 
(where the shaft friction can reduce significantly under cyclic 
loading), explicit assessment of the effects of cyclic loading is 
undertaken. The mechanisms of degradation under cyclic load-
ing are still only partly understood, but the effects – even those 
occurring during installation, as discussed earlier - are receiving 
increasing emphasis in design. 

Poulos (1988) has described the construction of cyclic stabil-
ity diagrams, categorising pile response into threes zones 
(Fig. 3.12): a stable zone, typically where the cyclic load ampli-
tude is less than about 30 % of the compression capacity, Qcomp;
a metastable zone where the pile survives the cyclic loading, but 
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suffers some degradation; and an unstable zone where the pile is 
brought to failure.  For piles that are compressible, relative to 
the stiffness of the surrounding soil, the stable zone will reduce 
in size, due to the concentration of (cyclic) load transfer near the 
head of the pile and consequential degradation in that region. 
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Figure 3.12  Cyclic stability diagram (after Poulos, 1988)  
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Figure 3.13a  Calibration of RATZ against CNS test data 
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Figure 3.13b  Comparison of RATZ with CNS test cyclic degradation 
data

Analysis of the cyclic response of piles relies on algorithms 
for cyclic load transfer, calibrated against laboratory element 
data such as constant normal stiffness (CNS) shearing tests, or 
from back-analysis of instrumented pile tests. One such soft-
ware, which has been calibrated for clays and carbonate sedi-
ments, is RATZ (Randolph, 2003; Randolph et al., 1996). Re-
cent work has focused on the response observed in cyclic CNS 
tests between fixed displacement limits (mimicking that under-
gone by load transfer elements in the upper part of the pile). 

Figure 3.13a shows the results of calibration against a CNS 
test on calcarenite (cemented calcareous sand). The test data 
show very rapid post-peak softening to about 60 % of the initial 
peak, τp, extremely low shear stresses mobilised during subse-
quent cyclic displacements, followed by a rise to a residual 
shear strength of 40 % of the peak strength during final mono-
tonic displacements.  The computed response simulates the 
main features extremely well, and also matches closely the pat-
tern of maximum stress mobilised during each cycle (Fig. 
3.13b).

An example application is considered here to illustrate the 
potential effects of cyclic loading; although based on an actual 
design in variably cemented calcareous sands, the pile geometry 
has been changed and the stratigraphy simplified.  The pile has 
been taken as 2 m in diameter and 50 m long, with wall thick-
ness increasing from 40 mm in the lower half, up to 80 mm at 
mudline (where the bending moments would be greatest).  The 
peak shaft friction increases up to a maximum of 400 kPa at a 
depth of 25 m, below which it is constant at 300 kPa.  The up-
per 25 m of soil has been assumed to strain-soften abruptly in a 
similar manner to that shown in Figure 3.13a, while the lower 
soil strain softens more gradually, but with a lower residual.  
Figure 3.14 shows the profiles of peak and residual shaft fric-
tion.
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Figure 3.14  Profiles of peak, residual and post-cyclic shaft friction 

The theoretical shaft capacity of the piles is 81.7 MN (and 
end-bearing is ignored, because of the drilled and grouted con-
struction technique).  Under monotonic displacement (Fig. 
3.15), the actual peak load that can be mobilised is only 
57.8 MN (71 % of ideal), due to progressive failure. A hypo-
thetical storm loading has been applied, with 20 ‘equivalent’ 
cycles applied between loads of -2 and +38.5 MN (67 % of 
monotonic capacity).  As shown in Figure 3.15, this results in 
further reduction in capacity, with a post-cyclic capacity for the 
pile of 51.3 MN (89 % of the monotonic capacity, but only 63 
% of the ideal shaft capacity). 

A typical load transfer response, at a depth of 20 m, is shown 
in Figure 3.16, with gradual degradation of the available shaft 
friction occurring.  The post-cyclic profile of shaft friction is 
compared with the peak and residual profiles in Figure 3.14; 
degradation to residual conditions occurs virtually throughout 
the upper 25 m, with progressively less degradation below that 
depth.  The degradation in shaft friction in the upper part of the 
pile is accompanied by a gradual transfer of the axial load to the 
deeper sections of the pile, as may be seen by the pattern of cy-
clic load at a depth of 40 m (Fig. 3.15). At the peak in the first 
cycle, the load in the pile at 40 m is only 3 MN, but this in-
creases to 15 MN by the 20th cycle. 
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Figure 3.16  Element response at a depth of 20 m down the pile 

3.4 Lateral response 

The lateral response of piles in offshore design is almost univer-
sally quantified using a load transfer approach, with the interac-
tion between pile and soil modelled by non-linear P-y curves re-
lating lateral force (P) per unit length down the pile to the lateral 
deflection (y). The critical design issue is generally the maxi-
mum bending moments induced down the pile, rather than the 
magnitude of deflection, although the latter may be critical in 
some cases (e.g. the Bass Strait retrofit struts, Wiltsie et al., 
1988). Bending moments and lateral deflections are limited to 
the upper part of the pile, as illustrated in Figure 3.17, and it is 
common practice to downgrade (or ignore) any axial shaft ca-
pacity in the upper few diameters of the pile in order to allow 
for lateral movements. 
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Figure 3.17  Schematic of laterally loaded pile response 

Design guidelines prescribe forms for the non-linear P-y 
curves for standard ‘soft clay’ and ‘sand’ categories of seabed 
sediment. These have evolved from the experimentally derived 
curves proposed by Matlock (1970) and O'Neill & Murchison 
(1983). Limiting lateral resistance in clay is taken to vary as   
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with the upper limit of 9sud not being reached until a critical 
depth, zr, several diameters below the seabed.  The limiting 
value at depth is conservative in the light of the lower bound 
plasticity solution (Randolph & Houlsby, 1984), which ranges 
between 9.14sud for a smooth pile and 11.92sud for a fully 
rough pile.  Similarly, the upper bound mechanism proposed by 
Murff & Hamilton (1993) suggests a much more rapid rate of 
increase with depth once the soil weight is accounted for. 

 By contrast, the proposed limiting resistance in sand, which 
follows a rather complex quadratic variation with depth (API, 
1993; ISO, 2004) appears unduly optimistic by comparison with 
other approaches (Fig. 3.18).  Other studies have indicated that 
adopting a limiting resistance of Pu = Kp

2γ'zd (Barton, 1982) 
provides a good fit to experimental data (Prasad & Chari, 1999) 
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Figure 3.18  Comparison of different approaches for the ultimate soil re-
sistance for laterally loaded piles in sand  

The shape of P-y curves in clay recommended in the draft 
ISO (2004) code may be expressed as 
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but with a finite initial gradient of 2 (in the normalised form). 
The reference deflection, yr is expressed as 2.5ε50d, where ε50 is 
nominally the strain at 50 % peak stress in an unconsolidated 
undrained test, and generally taken in the range 0.005 to 0.01. 
Under cyclic loading (the usual design condition), the maximum 
resistance is reduced to 0.72Pu (reached when y = 3yr) at depths 
less than the critical depth, zr (where Pu reaches 9sud). At shal-
lower depths the response is taken to soften at displacements 
greater than 3yr, reducing to 0.72z/zr at a deflection of 15yr.

Many offshore pile layouts are at large spacings (e.g. with 1 
pile at each corner of small platforms). However, for applica-
tions such as TLPs, interaction effects may become significant. 
Doyle et al. (2004) report the results of centrifuge model tests 
undertaken in relation to the URSA TLP, where the pile spacing 
was at 3.08 diameters. They found that under static loading the 
trailing pile gave lateral resistances of about 2/3 that of the lead-
ing pile. Under cyclic loading, the lateral soil resistance for a 
single pile reduced to about 0.6 of the static resistance (i.e. 20 % 
lower than Matlock’s (1970) value of 0.72). Of greater concern, 
however, was the finding that the soil resistance during cyclic 
loading of a group of 2 piles reduced to only 29 % of the static 
value. While further tests are needed to substantiate this, it ap-
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pears that the soil was becoming fully remoulded under the cy-
clic loading, much as in a cyclic T-bar test, giving a reduction in 
resistance by a factor of 1/St, where St is the soil sensitivity.      

The form of P-y curve proposed by O’Neill & Murchison 
(1983) for piles in sand under static loading is 
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where Pr is a reference soil resistance (API, 1993; ISO, 2004) 
For cyclic loading, the factor A is taken as 0.9 throughout. The 
quantity k is the depth gradient of the initial subgrade reaction 
modulus, (P/y)y=0, taken as 45 MPa/m for dense soil (nominally 
φ' ~ 40º), and halving with each 5º decrease in the friction angle. 

3.4.1 Carbonate sediments 
An alternative form of load transfer curve was found neces-

sary for piles in carbonate sediments, which are characterised by 
high friction angles but much greater compressibility than silica 
sands (Wesselink et al., 1988; Williams et al., 1988). Refine-
ment of the approach arising from those studies led to the alter-
native load transfer relationships of Novello (1999) 
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and (Dyson & Randolph, 2001)  
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where R, n and m were optimised as 2.7, 0.72 and 0.58. These 
forms of load transfer curve are not bounded as y increases, and 
also have an infinite initial gradient (set to a finite value for nu-
merical implementation). For practical values of deflection, 
with y << d, the net lateral pressure on the pile remains as a 
fraction of the cone resistance.  Thus for qc = 10 MPa, and γ'd = 
20 kPa, the latter expression gives a net pressure, P/d, of 
1.86 MPa for y = 0.2d, and remains below 0.5qc even for y ~ d. 

While this form of load transfer curve has only been pro-
posed for carbonate sediments at this stage, it is attractive to 
link the load transfer curve to the cone resistance for silica 
sands as well, avoiding the need to estimate a friction angle. In-
deed, similar lateral resistances would be predicted using this 
expression to those discussed above for silica sand; thus, for qc
= 20 MPa, the above expression would yield P/d ~ 2 MPa for 
y/d = 0.1, which is similar to the limiting resistance of Kp

2γ'z for 
a 40º sand at a depth of 10 m.  

Carbonate sediments often exhibit cementation in the upper 
few metres of the seabed, where cap-rock may be encountered. 
At shallow depths, such cemented material is generally quite 
brittle, which will lead to reduction in resistance once a failure 
surface is formed. Abbs (1983) suggested a strain-softening 
model to simulate this. However, a more rational approach was 
developed by Erbrich (2004) for application in the carbonate 
deposits on the North-West Shelf of Australia.  The basis of the 
model (Fig. 3.19) is the concept of wedges of ‘chipped’ material 
forming near the surface, and this was combined with the kine-
matic mechanism of Muff & Hamilton (1993) in order to evalu-
ate the net resistance once a chip has occurred, and to develop a 
criterion for the maximum depth to which chips, as opposed to 
deformation of intact rock, will occur. 

The ‘chipper’ model proposed by Erbrich (2004) was cali-
brated by means of 3D finite element analyses, and also through 
comparisons with centrifuge model tests. It was found to yield 
much greater lateral pile capacity than the Abbs (1983) model, 
but provided a sound physical basis on which to design anchor 
piles for developments at Bayu-Undan and Legendre.  
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Figure 3.19  Concept of ‘chipping’ of cemented material near surface 
(Erbrich, 2004).  

4 SHALLOW FOUNDATIONS 

4.1 Skirted foundations and caissons 

Historically offshore shallow foundations either comprised large 
concrete gravity bases, supporting large fixed substructures, or 
steel mudmats used as temporary support for conventional piled 
jackets before the piled foundation had been constructed. 

In recent times shallow foundations have become more di-
verse, and now include concrete or steel bucket foundations 
used as anchors for floating platforms or as permanent supports 
for jacket structures instead of piles, or as foundations for a va-
riety of (usually) small sea bottom structures (Fig. 4.1). Skir-
tless gravity base foundations rest on the surface of competent 
seabeds, but where softer surficial deposits exist, skirts are pro-
vided to confine the soft surface soil and transmit foundation 
loads to deeper, stronger soil. If the structure is relatively heavy 
and the soil relatively soft, skirted gravity bases and bucket 
foundation systems install under self-weight, however for light 
jackets, dense materials or deep skirts, penetration is assisted 
with suction (e.g. Tjelta et al., 1986; Bye et al., 1995; Andenaes 
et al., 1996,).  
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Figure 4.1 Applications of offshore shallow foundations (NGI)  

4.2 Design features of offshore shallow foundations 

There are some clear differences between shallow foundations 
onshore and offshore: 
• Shallow foundations employed offshore are typically much 

larger than those used onshore. 
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• Offshore shallow foundations are required to withstand 
much larger horizontal loads and overturning moments than 
onshore.

• In the design process more emphasis is placed on capacity 
of offshore shallow foundations, with less emphasis on dis-
placements than would be typical in onshore foundation de-
sign.

• Attention to cyclic loading effects on capacity is critical in 
design of offshore shallow foundations. 

• Soft surface deposits offshore are typically incorporated into 
an offshore shallow foundation system by the provision of 
skirts, where onshore soft surficial soils would more often 
be removed (or treated) prior to construction.  

Offshore shallow foundations are larger than those typically 
required onshore due to the size of the structures they support 
and the harsher environmental conditions. Even small gravity 
base structures are often 70 m high (equivalent to an 18 or 20 
storey high-rise) with a footprint 50 m by 50 m, and larger 
structures can be over 400 m tall supported by foundations with 
a plan area in excess of 15,000 m2. Even a single bucket founda-
tion may have a diameter in excess of 15 m. Apart from the 
sheer size of structures offshore, their foundations are required 
to resist severe environmental forces from wind, waves and cur-
rents (and in some cases ice, for example offshore Canada or the 
Baltics) which impart significant horizontal and moment loads 
that are not experienced onshore. A schematic of loading condi-
tions of a gravity base platform are shown in Figure 4.2.  
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Figure 4.2  Combined loading of a gravity base platform  

Design loads for an offshore gravity base structure and an 
onshore high-rise of similar height are compared in Figure 4.3. 
The self-weight of the two structures is moderately comparable 
with the design vertical load of the offshore structure 35 % lar-
ger than the onshore high-rise. The live loads, however, are 
many times greater offshore than onshore; the design horizontal 
load 1600 % larger and moment 500 % larger, which is re-
flected in an increased foundation area of around 150 %. More 
important than the absolute magnitude of the environmental 
loads is the ratio of horizontal load to moment. For the offshore 
structure shown in Figure 4.3 M/HD is relatively low (approxi-
mately 0.35) compared to the onshore high-rise (approximately 
1.6) indicating the high risk of sliding failure for offshore grav-
ity base structures.  Limit load, whether sliding, overturning or 
vertical bearing capacity, is generally the key design criteria for 
offshore shallow foundations. Allowable settlements of offshore 
shallow foundations are usually constrained by tolerances of al-
lowable deformation to maintain the integrity of oil wells and 
pipelines rather than platform stability, and it is feasible to de-
sign offshore shallow foundation for settlements of up to several 
metres. 

Due to the dominance of environmental loading, accounting 
for the influence of cyclic loading on the soil response is much 
more important than for a typical onshore structure. Environ-
mental forces impart significant cyclic horizontal, vertical and 
moment loads to offshore foundation systems, and generate ex-
cess pore water pressures in the vicinity of the foundation re-
ducing the effective stresses in the seabed. Foundation stability 
is ultimately compromised by accumulated residual strain and 

degradation of cyclic shear strength (depending on the combina-
tion of average and cyclic stress). If drainage can take place, 
some pore water pressure dissipation may occur between storm 
events, although cyclically induced pore pressures may still ac-
cumulate from one storm to another (O'Reilly & Brown, 1991).  
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Figure 4.3  Comparison of offshore and onshore design loads  
(reproduced from Poulos, 1988, after Young et al., 1975) 

Foundation skirts have a variety of functions: containing soft 
surface soils, assisting penetration of the foundation into the 
seabed, compensating for seabed irregularities and reducing 
scour around the foundation periphery. Skirts also enable the 
development of transient tensile capacity during undrained mo-
ment or uplift loading which cannot be obtained with conven-
tional shallow foundations. Uplift capacity is well documented 
by model tests and field observation on clays (e.g. Dyvik et al., 
1993, Anderson et al., 1993) as well as sand (e.g. Tjelta & 
Haaland, 1993, Bye et al., 1995). The duration of the tension 
load must be relatively short compared to the time required for 
dissipation of the under-pressure developed in the pore water 
under the foundation plate. Cyclic uplift loads from ocean 
waves may safely be resisted even on relatively pervious sand 
deposits and uplift loads over much longer durations maybe car-
ried by skirted foundations on clays with lower permeability.  

4.3 Evolution of offshore shallow foundation systems 

4.3.1 Concrete gravity bases 
The first gravity based platform, the Ekofisk tank, was installed 
in the Norwegian sector of the central North Sea in 1973 
(Clausen et al., 1975). Some design details are provided in Ta-
ble 4.1. The magnitude and nature of the wave-induced forces 
were unprecedented in geotechnical engineering at the time of 
the Ekofisk project. The foundation design was based on labora-
tory and model tests (Lee & Focht, 1975) and the platform was 
heavily instrumented. Pore water pressure measurements made 
during storms showed that even for the dense sands at Ekofisk, 
repeated loading generated excess pore water pressures which 
was accompanied by large settlements of the tank (Clausen et 
al., 1975). Experience gained during the project led to the de-
velopment of a new, and now common, gravity base design, the 
Condeep (Clausen, 1976). A Condeep gravity base comprises a 
number of cylindrical cells usually in a hexagonal arrangement 
as illustrated in Figure 4.4b. The gravity base platform shown in 
Figure 4.1 is a Condeep style design. As can be seen in Figure 
4.4b, the plan geometry of the Condeep foundation is more 
complex than the Ekofisk tank and this also the case in eleva-
tion (Fig. 4.4a). While the Ekofisk tank had short (40 cm) con-
crete skirts fabricated to a flat base, the Condeep has first steel 
skirts (to 3.5 m), then concrete skirts. The underside of the Con-
deep cells has a convex profile and half a metre inside the con-
crete skirts the top of the dome touches down on the seabed (see 
Figure 4.4b). The advantage of the Condeep style platform over 
the Ekofisk tank design is much smaller wave forces acting on 
the structure (Table 4.1) as the major volume of the Condeep is 
located deep below the water surface (see Fig. 4.1). 
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Table 4.1  Details of shallow foundation case studies 

Project
Year

Foundation 
type

Location Water 
depth
m

Soil conditions Foundation 
plan

Foundation di-
mensions 
m, m2

Skirts d 
(d/D) 

V
(= W') 
MN

H
MN

M
MN

M/HD Reference 

Ekofisk 
Tank 
1973

GBS North Sea 
(Norway) 70

Dense sand to 26 m, layers stiff 
clay 16-18 m. >26 m hard clays 
and sands (su ∼ 300 kPa) 

A = 7,390 
Deqiv = 97 0.4 

(0.004) 1900 786 28000 0.37 

Clausen, 1976 (p.400) 
Clausen, 1976 (p.263) 
O'Reilly & Brown, 1991 
(p.124) 

Beryl A 
1975 Condeep North Sea 

(Norway) 120 As at Ekofisk but sand layer 
only to 10 m 

A = 6,360  
Deqiv = 90 4

(0.04) 1500 450 15000 0.37 Clausen, 1976 (p.263) 

Brent B 
1975 Condeep North Sea 

(Norway) 140
Stiff to hard clays (su ∼ 300 
kPa) with thin layers of dense 
sands to 45 m  

A = 6,360 
Deqiv = 90

4
(0.04) 2000 500 20000 0.44 O'Reilly & Brown, 1991 

(p.124) 

Gullfaks C 
1989

Deep
skirted
Condeep

North Sea 
(Norway) 220

Soft nc silty clays (su ∼ 30 kPa) 
and silty clayey sands with 
dense sand layers (qc ∼ 4 MPa) 

A = 16,000 
Deqiv =  143
Dcell = 28 (t  = 
0.4) 

22
(0.13)  5000 712 65440 0.64 

Tjelta et al., 1990 
Tjelta, 1998  

Snorre A 
1991

TLP with 
concrete 
buckets

North Sea 
(Norway) 310

Very soft to soft nc clays 
(sum = 0, k ∼ 7 kPa/m to 20 m; 0 
< qc < 2 kPa @ 17 m) 

Atotal = 2,724 
Dcell = 17
(t = 0.35)  

12
(0.7) 
(CFT, 0.4) 

142
per 
CFT

21 per 
CFT

126
per 
CFT

0.20 Christophersen, 1993 (p.435) 
Stove et al., 1992 (p.76) 

Draupner E
(Europipe) 
1994

Jacket with 
steel
buckets

North Sea 
(Norway) 70

22-25 m dense to very dense 
fine sand (qc ∼ 60 MPa) over 
stiff clay  

Atotal = 452 
D = 12 6

(0.5) 

57
per 
bucket

10 30 0.25 Bye et al., 1995 (p.870)

Sleipner 
SLT
1995

Jacket with 
steel
buckets

North Sea 
(Norway) 70 As at Draupner E 

Atotal = 616 
D = 14 5

(0.35) 

134
per 
bucket

22 - - Bye et al., 1995 (p.876) 

Troll A 
1995

Deep
skirted
Condeep

North Sea 
(Norway) 305

Soft nc clays (sum = 0, k ∼ 3 
kPa/m to 60 m; 0 < qc < 1.5 kPa 
@ 40 m) 

A = 16,596  
Deqiv = 145
Dcell = 32

36
(0.25) 2353 512 94144 1.27 Andenaes et al., 1996 (p.62) 

Hansen et al., 1992 (p.924) 

Wandoo  
1997 GBS

NW Shelf 
W
Australia

54
Thin layer dense calcareous 
sand (qc ∼ 3 MPa) over  thick 
strong calcarenite (qc ∼ 30 MPa) 

A = 7,866
114  x 69  x 17
Deqiv = 100

0.3 
(0.003) 755 165 7420 0.45 

Humpheson., 1998  
(p.362, 365) 

Bayu-
Undan
2003

Jacket with
steel plates

Timor Sea 
N Australia 80

2 m very soft calcareous sandy 
silt over cemented calcarenite 
and limestone (qc ∼ 20 MPa) 

Atotal = 480
Aplate = 120
6 x 20

0.5 
(0.04) 

125
per 
plate

10 - - Neubecker & Erbrich, 2004 
(p.2) 

Yolla
2004

Skirted
GBS/jacket
hybrid 

Bass Strait 
S Australia 80

Firm calcareous sandy silt with 
very soft clay and sand layers  
(qc ∼ 2 MPa) 

A = 2500
50 x 50
Dequiv = 56.4  

5.5 
(0.1) - - - -  
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Figure 4.4  (a) Ekofisk tank and (b) Condeep gravity base designs  

The first Condeep, Beryl A, was installed in 1975 in the 
North Sea at a site with similar dense sand conditions to the 
Ekofisk field. The second Condeep, Brent B, was installed in 
the same year, also in the North Sea but at a stiff clay site (Ta-
ble 4.1). The main uncertainties with the new foundation design 
concerned the penetration of the skirts and contact pressures on 
the platform base (Clausen, 1976). This is complicated as condi-
tions may vary across the foundation base area due to a sloping 
seabed profile, varying soil conditions or a combination of the 
two. At the time of construction of Beryl A and Brent B there 
were differing opinions as to how geotechnical analyses and de-
sign of gravity structures should be carried out, but it was clear 
that in order to verify and improve the existing design practice 
instrumentation and monitoring of each project was essential 
(Clausen, 1976). Both Beryl A and Brent B were instrumented 
for settlements, inclination, pore pressure and earth pressure 
measurements and the commitment to instrumentation of plat-
forms has continued to be given a high priority during the con-
struction of subsequent gravity base structures.  

As exploration of the North Sea oil and gas reserves moved 
into deeper water softer normally consolidated clays were en-
countered and the Condeep gravity base design developed to in-
clude the provision of deep skirts to transmit the foundation 
loads to the stronger deeper soils. To achieve the deeper pene-
tration active suction is required to draw the skirted base into 
the seabed. Gullfaks C, installed in 1989 at a soft clay site in the 
Norwegian North Sea, was the first skirted gravity base to use 
suction to assist its installation. Active suction was also main-
tained for some time after installation to accelerate consolida-
tion for ground improvement.  

At the time of construction Gullfaks C was the largest and 
heaviest offshore structure ever built (Tjelta, 1993). Some de-
tails of the project are summarised in Table 4.1. The combina-
tion of the heavy structure and soft soils necessitated a deep 
skirted foundation and an active drainage system for foundation 
improvement. One of the primary design concerns was whether 
the design depth of penetration could be achieved (even with ac-
tive suction) which prompted large scale penetration tests in the 
North Sea (Tjelta et al., 1986). In the event, the observed pene-
tration resistance was considerably less than predicted particu-
larly in the hard soil layers.  

Following installation, soil drainage was accelerated by ap-
plying an under pressure which was reduced incrementally over 
15 months. Most of the settlement took place in the first three 
months when the most active soil drainage operation was in 
place (approximately 0.5 m) and was similar to predicted val-
ues. It was the intention that the majority of settlement was 
completed before wells and pipelines were in operation (as 
these can only tolerate limited settlement). The initial three 
months of very active drainage coincided with the summer 
months and it was also important that consolidation, and the as-
sociated strength improvement, was achieved before the winter 
storms arrived. When the active under pressure ceased settle-
ments reduced to 1.5 – 2 cm/year. Tjelta (1993) comments that 
for such a heavy structure on relatively soft soils the reduced 
settlement rate only 15 months after installation is remarkable 
and illustrates the benefit of deep skirt foundation systems. 
Earth pressure measurements showed that immediately after 
platform installation the entire platform weight was carried as 
contact pressure between the foundation base and the soil. By 
the end of the active drainage period pore water pressures had 
dissipated sufficiently that 100 % of the submerged weight of 

the platform was carried as skirt wall friction: The platform had 
changed from being a traditional gravity base structure with all 
load taken as base contact pressure to a 'piled' type structure 
where all load was carried as wall friction and tip resistance.  

In 1995, a similar but more ambitious deep skirted gravity 
base platform, Troll A, was installed in the Norwegian North 
Sea (Table 4.1). Troll A was the deepest skirt pile system to be 
installed, the previous record having been held by Gullfaks C. 
Troll A is 100 m taller than Gullfaks C but it is relatively a 
much lighter structure, and the design overturning moment was 
the dominating load factor (Hansen et al., 1992). The relatively 
light weight of Troll A in conjunction with the deep water site 
led to dynamic effects of the platform to be the main criteria for 
the foundation design. The consequent sensitivity to, and re-
quirement of foundation stiffness necessitated a larger founda-
tion than needed to fulfil stability requirements. The low perme-
ability clays at the Troll A site in conjunction with the long 
drainage paths (due to the large plan area of the foundation base 
and the deep skirts) limit excess pore pressure dissipation. The 
time for primary consolidation was estimated at approximately 
1000 years so only a fraction of the consolidation will take 
place during the lifetime of the structure. A basic design crite-
rion was a watertight base, ensuring an undrained response and 
acceptable settlements (dictated mostly by constraints related to 
the integrity of the oil wells). A reliance on the undrained re-
sponse of the foundation soils was in contrast to previous ex-
perience where foundation performance improved continuously 
after installation due to consolidation, and was a very different 
approach compared to at Gullfaks C where active drainage was 
used to increase the strength of the soil.  

Permanent monitoring of Gullfaks C and Troll A has enabled 
verification of the designs and improved understanding of the 
response of deep skirted gravity bases. The experience from 
these projects led to application of the technology to individual 
suction installed ‘bucket’ foundations (section 4.3.2). 

In other offshore regions where gravity base structures have 
been installed different seabed conditions have necessitated dif-
ferent shallow foundation solutions.  In some areas, particularly 
offshore Australia, calcareous soil deposits predominate on the 
seabed. These are characterised by spatial variability in terms of 
particle size and cementation, and high angularity of individual 
particles causing high void ratios and compressibility.  Particu-
lar problems for shallow foundation design in calcareous depos-
its include cemented inclusions impeding skirt penetration and 
liquefaction and volume collapse under the action of cyclic 
loading (Randolph & Erbrich, 2000). Also, stratigraphies where 
low strength material underlies stronger layers may lead to 
punch-through type failures or large settlements.  

Sliding resistance and cyclically induced settlements were 
the key issues in the design of Wandoo B (Fig. 4.5a, details in 
Table 4.1), where the seabed comprises a thin surface layer of 
dense carbonate sand (0.5 - 1.4 m), overlying strong calcarenite 
(Humpheson, 1998). The competent calcarenite near the surface 
ensures against vertical bearing capacity and overturning but 
horizontal shear loads are only resisted by the surface sand 
layer. Because of the shallow depth of sand, skirts were not 
provided; instead friction between the base slab and the surficial 
sand was relied on. Sliding stability is dependent on the level of 
excess pore pressure in the sand. Excess pore pressures are gen-
erated by wave induced cyclic shear loading during design 
storm events. Cyclic shear tests results carried out to predict the 
accumulation of excess pore water pressures within the sand 
layer are shown in terms of average excess pore water pressure 
per load cycle, β (Bjerrum, 1973), against shear stress ratio τ/σ'v
in Figure 4.5b. A passive drainage system was provided in the 
base slab of Wandoo B to facilitate dissipation of excess pore 
water pressures. Finite element dissipation analyses were used 
for the design to calculate the amount of ballast required to re-
sist the severe environmental loads and ensure against a sliding 
failure (Humpheson, 1998).  
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Figure 4.5(a)  Wandoo B, NW Shelf, Australia, (b) Anticipated excess 
pore water pressures in sand layer (Humpheson, 1998)  

Two unusual gravity base platforms were installed at Bayu-
Undan (Timor Sea, North Australia). These comprised a steel 
jacket with steel plate foundations provided at each corner 
(Fig. 4.6, details in Table 4.1) with the weight of the topsides, 
rather than the substructure providing the dead load required to 
resist environmental loading (Neubecker & Erbrich, 2004). 
Conditions at Bayu-Undan are relatively unusual; the central 
processing platforms have unusually heavy topsides, water 
depth is moderate and environmental loading is mild. Due to the 
relatively mild environment, it was the large gravity dead load 
on the structure rather than the environmental loading that was 
critical in the foundation design. Soil conditions at the site com-
prised a shallow layer of very soft calcareous muddy silts and 
sands, underlain by a sequence of variably cemented cal-
carenites. Another unusual aspect of the Bayu-Undan project 
was that seabed preparation works were carried out prior to in-
stallation of the jackets in order to remove the surficial silty 
sand. This was necessary due to the high bearing stresses im-
posed from the foundation. The silt and sand layer was blasted 
away and the steel plate foundations were grouted directly onto 
the underlying caprock (Sims et al., 2004). 
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Figure 4.6  Bayu-Undan gravity jacket structure and computed bearing 
response using different caprock models 

Figure 4.7  Yolla A Hybrid gravity base structure, Bass Strait, Australia 
(Watson & Humpheson, 2005) 

A novel gravity base hybrid structure, the Yolla A platform, 
was recently installed in the Bass Strait, offshore Australia (Ta-
ble 4.1), comprising a steel skirted gravity base foundation sup-
porting a steel jacket substructure (see Fig. 4.7). Unlike the 
Wandoo B ballasted raft foundation the skirted raft for Yolla A 
relies on the soil inside the skirts to resist the large environ-
mental lateral and overturning loads. Soil conditions consist 
(mostly) of carbonate sandy silt and silty sand. Randolph and 
Erbrich (2000) note design studies that show shallow founda-
tions with deep skirts, extending up to 30 m, are viable in re-
gions where the finer grained calcareous silts dominate, how-
ever, until Yolla, there had been no practical experience.  

Due to the eccentricity of the jacket on the gravity base (nec-
essary due to drilling constraints from the adjacent jack-up) a 
permanent moment is transferred to the foundation, leading to 
potential for differential consolidation settlement over the life of 
the platform. In addition there are high transient overturning 
loads due to the strong wave forces and low platform self-
weight, leading to the potential for high storm induced platform 
deformation. Another critical aspect of foundation design in-
cluded likely interaction of the structure with the foundations 
from the adjacent jackup rig, which was used to drill the wells 
after the platform was installed.  

4.3.2 Concrete caissons for TLPs 
A progression from the development of suction-installed deep 
skirted concrete gravity base foundations for Gullfaks C (sec-
tion 4.3.1), was the use of individual or clusters of small con-
crete caissons or ‘bucket’ foundations. The first application of 
the new technique was for the Snorre A tension leg platform 
(TLP), installed in 1991 in the Norwegian North Sea (details in 
Table 4.1). At the time of construction Snorre A was the deepest 
North Sea installation. An artist’s impression of the Snorre A 
TLP and foundation system is shown in Figure 4.8a.  
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Figure 4.8  (a) Snorre A TLP. Inset, foundation template showing clus-
ter of concrete caissons (b) Predicted and measured load-displacement 
response (Christophersen, 1993) 

The Snorre A foundation system involves a concrete founda-
tion template (CFT) composed of three cylindrical concrete 
caissons located beneath each of the four corners of the floating 
pontoon. Resistance to the tether tension is provided by a com-
bination of the self-weight of the CFT and the interaction be-
tween the structure and seabed. The average static tension on 
the tethers is counteracted by the weight of the CFT and ballast 
to prevent any long term creep effects. Cyclic wave and wind 
induced loads are transferred to the soil partly by skirt friction 
and suction under the top cap (Stove et al., 1992). During a 
storm the TLP will offset from the foundations resulting in a 
moment on the CFTs which give the most critical load situation 
(Christophersen, 1993). A series of static and dynamic scale 
model tests were carried out for the Snorre foundation design 
(Dyvik et al., 1993; Andersen et al., 1993). Predictions of bear-
ing capacity and displacements made with limit equilibrium and 
three dimensional finite element analyses agreed well with 
measured values, shown in Figure 4.8b (Christophersen, 1993).  
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During installation it was important to ensure a minimum 
self-weight penetration was achieved to provide a sufficient wa-
ter tight seal which could withstand the differential pressures 
applied during suction. Conversely too much self-weight pene-
tration was to be prevented to avoid a costly consolidation phase 
before water evacuation could be released (Stove et al., 1992).  
Friction on the interface of the skirt walls and the soil was an-
ticipated to contribute to most of the skirt penetration resistance 
but uncertainty existed about appropriate prediction methods. 
The state-of-the-art methods at the time indicated a friction co-
efficient α in the range 0.5 to 1 should be applied to the soil 
undrained shear strength. Observations during the self-weight 
penetration of the Snorre caissons indicated friction coefficients 
in the range α = 0.15 to 0.3 depending on the material.  

Following Snorre A, a similar foundation system was em-
ployed for the Heidrun TLP, installed in the North Sea in 350 m 
depth of water in 1995.  For concrete caissons to provide a cost-
effective foundation solution in deeper waters, tensile resistance 
under normal working loads would need to be relied on. (By 
contrast, at Snorre A the dead weight of the CFT and ballast 
counteracts the tension in the tethers under normal, calm 
weather, working conditions and only during storm conditions 
is skirt friction and suction under the top cap relied on to pro-
vide resistance to the moment incurred as the platform offsets 
over the CFTs.) Caissons have certain advantages over piles as 
anchors for deeper water moorings if they can provide sufficient 
tensile capacity. For example, the pumps used for installation of 
caissons do not have the same problems as piling hammers at 
great working depths, although new systems are being devel-
oped for the latter to allow operations in water depths of 3 km; 
also the larger diameter of caisson foundations provides a larger 
area for ballast and also mobilises greater reverse end bearing or 
passive suction during uplift compared to a pile foundation 
(Clukey et al., 1995).   

4.3.3 Steel buckets for jackets 
The concrete caisson foundations of Snorre A were the precur-
sor to steel ‘buckets’ (also known as suction cans) used as an al-
ternative to pile foundations for jackets. The Draupner E plat-
form (formerly known as Europipe 16/11E) was the first 
occasion that steel bucket foundations were provided on a jacket 
structure. The jacket and bucket foundations can be seen in Fig-
ure 4.9 and some platform details are provided in Table 4.1. The 
foundation concept was developed by Statoil’s Morten Baer-
heim and Tor Inge Tjelta (Tjelta & Haaland, 1993). A unique 
aspect of this foundation system was the reliance on mobilising 
tensile capacity (in sands) through ‘passive suction’ under the 
baseplate when the foundations were subject to extreme envi-
ronmental loads.  

Figure 4.9  Draupner E jacket with steel bucket foundations (© NGI) 

Draupner E was the first time that bucket foundations had 
been used and the need to penetrate steel skirts into very dense 
sand also went beyond any previous experience (Tjelta, 1995). 
An extensive field investigation at the Draupner E site was car-
ried out in 1992, including penetration and capacity tests which 
provided the basis for the bucket design (Tjelta & Haaland, 
1993; Bye et al., 1995). Following the successful use of the suc-
tion installed steel bucket foundations on Draupner E a similar 

foundation solution was employed the following year on the 
nearby Sleipener Vest SLT jacket. Ground conditions were 
similar but the jacket was considerably larger with a maximum 
compression load of 134 MN per leg compared with 57 MN per 
leg for Draupner E and slightly larger tensile loads (17 MN 
compared to 13.9 MN).  To maintain an economical and practi-
cal foundation size a greater percentage of the available capac-
ity had to be relied on than for the Draupner E bucket design. 
As a result, a comprehensive programme of model testing and 
numerical analysis was undertaken as part of the detailed design 
for the Sleipner SLT buckets, as reported by Erbrich (1994) and 
Bye et al. (1995). Geotechnical concerns also included the po-
tential for buckling of the very thin walled skirts during installa-
tion due to the applied suction pressures and lateral soil resis-
tance (Barbour and Erbrich, 1995). .  

Figure 4.10a illustrates the stages of installation of a steel 
bucket foundation supporting a jacket. During the suction pene-
tration phase, pumping creates an under-pressure across the 
foundation baseplate and, more importantly, sets up seepage 
flow (Fig. 4.10b) that reduces tip resistance and internal skirt 
friction. If sufficient suction is applied, skirt tip resistance and 
internal skirt friction can degrade to approximately zero. The 
most obvious and serious problem is the potential for sudden 
liquefaction of the internal soil plug when suction is applied, 
which could stop further penetration and severely impair the in-
place performance of the foundation (Senpere & Auvergne, 
1982). The model testing and analytical work carried out for the 
Sleipner SLT bucket design showed that such sudden failures 
do not occur under carefully controlled conditions, which was 
attributed to the increased soil permeability as the initially dense 
sand loosens within the bucket (Erbrich & Tjelta, 1999). 
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Figure 4.10 (a) Stages of installation of a bucket foundation for a jacket 
structure (b) Seepage pressures set up during suction installation of
bucket foundation (after Erbrich & Tjelta, 1999) 

One of the principle in-service design concerns was the reli-
ance on tensile resistance during moment loading. Resistance to 
substantial tensile forces in sand had previously been considered 
possible only with the use of active suction, maintained by con-
tinuous pumping during the life of a platform while the bucket 
foundation is a totally passive system in which suction is gener-
ated in response to short term tension load (Erbrich, 1994). Pre-
vious consideration of tensile resistance had been based on the 
assumption of idealised elastic and non-dilatant plastic soil, 
from which it follows that tensile loading causes a decrease in 
mean effective stress, and therefore a decrease in strength, with 
time. Once pore water pressures have dissipated tensile resis-
tance is very small, resulting only from skirt friction and the 
self-weight of the system. In real dense sands the tendency for 
volumetric expansion during shear is resisted by suctions gener-
ated due to the incompressibility of the pore water and expan-
sion of the soil matrix can only occur if water is allowed to flow 
freely into the pore spaces. If water ingress is inhibited the mean 
effective stresses will increase mobilising additional shear 
stress. While this mechanism predicts very high monotonic pull-
out capacity for bucket foundations, cavitation of the pore wa-
ter, which is a function of the water depth at the site, may limit 
the ultimate achievable pull-out capacity (Bye et al., 1995).  
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Most of the environmental loading applied to a bucket foun-
dation is cyclic rather than monotonic and for such conditions 
pore pressure accumulation must also be considered. Although 
under monotonic shearing a dense sand will tend to dilate con-
traction always occurs under cyclic loading. Ultimately a state 
of initial liquefaction may be reached when the effective 
stresses in the soil reduce to zero. Observations from model 
tests indicate that once such a state is triggered, a bucket foun-
dation will continuously sink into the soil even if the magnitude 
of the applied cyclic loads are subsequently reduced. For very 
dense sands it was found that this condition could only be initi-
ated when the foundation was cycled from compression to ten-
sion, and it was this mechanism that limited the design tensile 
capacity to only a very small component of the monotonic pull-
out resistance (Bye et al., 1995). In less dense sands it remains a 
moot point as to the magnitude of cyclic tensile loads that may 
be safely resisted.     

 Much of the current knowledge regarding the performance 
of steel bucket foundations, both during installation and in-
service, is a result of the field, laboratory and numerical work 
that was carried out for the design of the Draupner E and Sleip-
ner SLT jackets. The acceptance that dense sands can carry 
moderate transient tensile loads has increased the scope for 
shallow foundations, particularly where separate caisson foun-
dation are used at each corner of the platform.  

4.4 Design practice 

The design practice for offshore shallow foundations has varied 
in sophistication depending on the application under considera-
tion. For the early gravity base designs, the foundation bearing 
capacity was assessed using specialised limit equilibrium meth-
ods (e.g. Janbu et al., 1976; Svano, 1981). Various algorithms 
have also been introduced into these limit equilibrium programs 
to specifically deal with cyclic loading (e.g. Andersen & 
Lauritzsen, 1988). 

More recently, finite element analyses have become increas-
ingly common for the design of major structures, first using 2D 
approaches (plane strain and axisymmetric, e.g. Hight & Potts, 
1988), then pseudo 3D approaches based on fourier series (e.g. 
Erbrich, 1994) and most recently full 3D finite element analyses 
(e,g. Neubecker & Erbrich, 2004).   

However, for smaller scale foundations such as temporary 
mudmats, or subsea foundations, simpler bearing capacity ap-
proaches have generally been adopted, such as those outlined in 
recommended practices (DNV, 1992; API, 1993; ISO, 2000). 
Interestingly, the shape and design load combinations acting on 
many of these smaller structures are often even more complex 
than those acting on larger foundations, and include torsional 
loads in addition to vertical, horizontal and moment loads about 
different axes. 

Despite the clear differences between offshore and onshore 
shallow foundation systems and loading conditions the roots of 
the design methods presented in the recommended practices are 
the same as adopted for onshore design (e.g. Eurocode 7, 1997).  
These are ultimately all based on classical bearing capacity 
equations for failure of a vertically loaded strip foundation on a 
uniform Tresca soil (Terzaghi, 1943) combined with various 
modification factors to account for load orientation (in terms of 
inclination and eccentricity), foundation shape, embedment, and 
soil strength profile. The shortcomings of the classical design 
approach and alternative design approaches increasingly gaining 
favour with industry will be discussed in the following sections.  

4.4.1 Conventional bearing capacity theory 
For the undrained failure of a shallow foundation the ISO guide-
lines suggest: 

( ) cc0uult FK4/BkNAsV ′+=  (4.1) 

where Vult is the unit vertical bearing capacity, A is the area of 
the foundation, su0 is the undrained shear strength of the soil at 
seabed level and Nc is the bearing capacity factor for vertical 
loading of a strip foundation on a homogeneous deposit, i.e. 
5.14 (Prandtl, 1921). k is the gradient of the undrained shear 
strength profile (equal to zero for homogeneous deposits), B' is 
the effective width of the foundation (Meyerhof, 1953) and F is 
a correction factor to account for the degree of heterogeneity 
(given as a function of a dimensionless non-homogeneity factor 
kB′/suo after Davis & Booker, 1973). Kc is a modification factor 
to account for load orientation, foundation shape and embed-
ment, d, expressed as: 
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The inclination (ic) and shape factors (sc) are taken directly from 
Brinch Hansen (1970). The inclination factor, is based on the 
exact solution for loading of a strip foundation under a centrally 
applied inclined load (Green, 1954) in conjunction with the ef-
fective width principle (Meyerhof, 1953) to account for mo-
ment. The shape factor sc is dependent on a coefficient scv which 
is a function of the degree of heterogeneity kB′/suo (Salençon & 
Matar, 1982), the inclination factor and foundation aspect ratio. 
For uniform deposits scv = 0.2 (Brinch Hansen, 1970). The ISO 
guidelines do not make explicit provision for specific three-
dimensional geometry but suggest equivalence to a rectangle 
with the same area and areal moment of inertia. The recom-
mended depth factor in Eqn 4.5 is slightly more conservative 
than the conventional Brinch Hansen (1970) factor. Further, 
ISO recommend that dc = 0 be used if the installation procedure 
or other foundation aspects, such as scour, prevent mobilisation 
of shear stresses in the soil above skirt tip level, or if the in-
service horizontal loads lead to large passive earth pressures 
over the depth of the skirts.  
 The undrained bearing capacity under uniaxial vertical load-
ing of a strip foundation resting on the surface of a homogene-
ous deposit calculated by Eqn 4.1 gives Vult = 5.14Asu0 in 
agreement with the exact solution (Prandtl, 1921). Incorporation 
of the shape factor gives Vult = 6.17Asu0, slightly over-
predicting the exact solution for a rough circular foundation of 
6.05Asu0 (Cox et al., 1961). The horizontal failure criterion 
gives Hult/Asu0 = 1 and is independent of foundation geometry 
or undrained shear strength gradient implying failure by sliding 
when the applied force is in equilibrium with the undrained 
shear strength at ground level. For conditions of no vertical load 
eccentricity and H/Asu0 = 1, the inclination factor ic = 0.5 and 
the shape factor sc, if applicable, reduces to zero such that sub-
stitution in Eqn 4.1 indicates lateral failure will prevail for ver-
tical loads V ≤ 2.57Asu0, i.e. V/Vult ≤ 0.5. The ultimate moment 
(Mult) is predicted in conjunction with a vertical load V = 0.5Vult 
(Meyerhof, 1953).  At lower vertical loads, application of mo-
ment is assumed to result in separation at the foundation/soil in-
terface leading to a reduced bearing area and hence bearing ca-
pacity. Solution of the bearing capacity equation in Eqn 4.1 
gives Mult = 0.64ABsu0 for a strip foundation and 0.61ADsu0 for 
a circular foundation, which compare well with plasticity solu-
tions (Houlsby & Puzrin, 1999) and finite element analyses 
(Taiebat & Carter, 2002a). 

For conditions of soil strength homogeneity, classical theory 
(as outlined in Eqns 4.1 and 4.2) adequately predicts bearing 
capacity under either centrally applied inclined loads or vertical 
eccentric loads, but is less accurate (but conservative) under su-
perposition of the solutions for inclination and eccentricity (i.e. 
VHM loading). The validity of this coupling was questioned in 
the light of bound solutions reported by Ukritchon et al. (1998) 
for strip foundations and similar shortcomings for circular foun-
dations were confirmed by Gourvenec and Randolph (2003a). 
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For non-uniform shear strength profiles classical bearing capac-
ity theory will underpredict the capacity even for simple eccen-
tricity with no lateral load. The breakdown of classical bearing 
capacity theory under combined loading is particularly signifi-
cant in offshore shallow foundation design due to the large 
components of horizontal load and moment from the harsh envi-
ronmental conditions (i.e. wind, wave and current forces, see 
Fig. 4.2) and the often normally consolidated seabed deposits. 
The applicability of classical bearing capacity theory to offshore 
design is also questionable as the approach neglects tensile ca-
pacity, which in reality can be mobilised by some offshore shal-
low foundations provided they are equipped with skirts and 
sealed baseplates. 

4.4.2 New solution methods for undrained conditions 
In this section, new solution methods for shallow foundation 
design will be presented and compared with predictions from 
classical theory (as outlined in Section 4.4.1). Ultimate limit 
states under combined vertical, moment and horizontal loading 
are most conveniently expressed by three-dimensional interac-
tion diagrams expressed in VHM load space as shown in Fig-
ures 4.11. The surfaces shown are relevant for undrained failure 
of a single circular foundation under combined vertical moment 
and horizontal load, as indicated in Figure 4.12.   
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& Randolph, 2003a)   

Figure 4.11  Three-dimensional failure surfaces for a circular foundation 
on a Tresca soil under combined vertical, horizontal and moment load 
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Figure 4.12 Combined VHM loading of a circular foundation – relevant 
to the failure surfaces shown in Figure 4.11 

Figure 4.11a shows a failure surface derived from classical 
bearing capacity theory (Eqns 4.1 and 4.2). The locus is sym-
metric and quasi-linear in the HM plane in contrast to the nu-
merically derived loci in Figures 4.11b and c. The locus derived 
from the classical approach is symmetric in the HM plane as the 
method assumes equivalence between a combined lateral load 
and moment acting in the same direction and in opposition.  
Figure 4.11b represents the same boundary conditions as Figure 
4.11a but derived from finite element analyses. The apex points 
are coincident, but the failure surface is more curved indicating 
greater load capacity is predicted than with the classical ap-
proach under the interaction of horizontal and moment loading. 
The locus is largely symmetric in the HM plane, supporting the 
assumption adopted in the classical approach that foundation re-
sponse is independent of the directions of the coupled loads. It 
is interesting to note that for the same boundary conditions for a 
strip foundation Ukritchon et al. (1998) report an asymmetric 
response in the HM plane indicating a different response to 
combined horizontal load and moment acting in the same direc-
tion and in opposition (see Fig. 4.14) 

The failure surface shown in Figure 4.11c is relevant for a 
shallow foundation with tensile capacity, as would be appropri-
ate where skirts are used. In this case, moment capacity contin-
ues to increase as the vertical component of load diminishes. 
The locus is highly asymmetric in the HM plane and the maxi-
mum moment capacity occurs in conjunction with a horizontal 
load acting in the same sense (i.e. clockwise and left to right or 
vice versa). In this example foundation skirts were conceptually 
modelled by allowing tension on the underside of a surface 
foundation (Fig. 4.13). Similar analyses of skirted foundations 
on soils with a non-uniform shear strength profile should use 
the value of undrained shear strength at the level of the skirt 
tips, su(tip) (= kd). 
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Figure 4.13  Conceptual modelling of foundation skirts in numerical 
analyses

Three-dimensional failure surfaces of the type shown in Fig-
ure 4.11 are useful for qualitative comparison, but for quantita-
tive assessment it is more useful to consider a slice through the 
three-dimensional surface. Figure 4.14 shows a slice through the 
surfaces shown in Figures 4.11a and b at a vertical load of half 
the ultimate uniaxial value. Results for a strip foundation are 
also shown for comparison. The conservatism of classical the-
ory is clear, with the failure surface lying well inside that pre-
dicted by numerical analysis.  
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Figure 4.14  Ultimate limit states for strip and circular foundations on a 
Tresca soil; Classical bearing capacity theory (ISO, 2000) and numeri-
cal predictions (from Gourvenec & Randolph, 2003a)  

Classical bearing capacity theory and finite element results 
presented in Figure 4.11a and b and Figure 4.14 represent a no-
tension interface between the foundation and the soil, i.e. the 
foundation lifts up from the soil under moment loading at low 
vertical loads, reducing the bearing area and hence bearing ca-
pacity. As already discussed it is more common for offshore 
foundations to be equipped with skirts allowing the foundations 
to withstand some tensile loads, provided the baseplate is also 
sealed, leading to the form of failure surface in Figure 4.11c, al-
though standard industry design guidelines do not account for 
this quantitatively. Figure 4.15a and b compare slices through 
the failure surfaces in MH space at discrete values of vertical 
load, predicted by classical bearing capacity theory (no-tension 
interface), and finite element analyses in which tension between 
the foundation and soil is allowed. The considerable conserva-
tism in the classical predictions is readily apparent.  
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(a) Classical bearing capacity theory (ISO, 2000) (from Gourvenec & 
Randolph, 2003a)  
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Figure 4.15  Failure surfaces for strip and circular foundations (Homo-
geneous Tresca soil). Strip footing  

A considerable obstacle to the adoption of failure surfaces such 
as those shown in Figures 4.11b and c for routine design is that 
their complex shape (even in two dimensions, cf. Figs. 4.14 and 
4.15b) is not conducive to a closed-form solution.  

Bransby & Randolph (1998) proposed a simplifying trans-
formation for skirted foundations on Tresca soil with linearly 
increasing strength with depth: 
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This approach was developed based on finite element results of 
a strip foundation and a material with an undrained strength 
given by kD/su0 = 6, where k is the gradient of the undrained 
strength profile, D is the width of the foundation and su0 is the 
undrained shear strength at seabed level. The M* term is a 
modified moment parameter, defined as a function of the height, 
L, of rotation above the foundation of the scoop component of 
the mechanism accompanying failure. An upper bound solution 
is proposed for all combinations of VHM loading based on a 
wedge-scoop-wedge configuration, generalising observations 
from the finite element analyses. Normalised uniaxial capacities 
(i.e. Vult, Hult and Mult) for other foundation geometry (e.g. cir-
cular) can be substituted into Eqn 4.3 to extend the expression 
from plane strain conditions. Gourvenec (2003) shows that there 
is sufficient similarity between the shape of the failure surfaces 
for this approximation to be appropriate for circular founda-
tions. Unfortunately, Gourvenec & Randolph (2003b) and 
Gourvenec (2004) show the shape of the failure locus is de-
pendent on the shear strength profile and therefore the expo-
nents in Eqn 4.8 need to be re-evaluated (i.e. re-optimised 
within the upper bound framework) for various different values 
of kD/su0 before this approach can be used reliably for general 
design purposes.

The closed-form solution in Eqn 4.3 is based on finite ele-
ment analyses that conceptually represented foundation skirts 
by allowing tension (Fig. 4.13), and therefore overlook addi-
tional load capacity which would result from the physical em-
bedment. Vertical, moment and horizontal load resistance is en-
hanced by embedment due to the additional shearing involved 
in failure (Fig. 4.16). For soils with an increasing shear strength 
profile with depth the effect is magnified.  

dd

Figure 4.16  Enhanced foundation capacity due to embedment 

Recent work has challenged the use of the conventional 
depth factors (Skempton, 1951; Brinch Hansen, 1970) and ex-
plored the extent to which the vertical bearing capacity is en-
hanced, and the mode of failure changed, by increasing embed-
ment ratio, d/D. Martin and Randolph (2001) present rigorous 
plasticity solutions of circular foundations with rough-sided 
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skirts which show, for example, in a homogeneous deposit bear-
ing capacity increases by ∼ 50 % as the depth of embedment in-
creases from zero to one diameter, compared to a 20 % increase 
predicted by Skempton (1951). The trend of increasing capacity 
with increasing embedment does not continue indefinitely ow-
ing to a change in the failure mode. In a homogeneous deposit 
the transition from a surface failure mechanism to a confined 
failure occurs at an embedment ratio between 1 and 2 (Hu et al., 
1999) while for soils with a high strength gradient the transition 
will take place at an embedment ratio between 2 and 3 (Hu & 
Randolph, 2002). An exact solution has not yet be found for 
shallowly embedded foundations and the bracket between lower 
and upper bound solutions widens rapidly with increasing em-
bedment ratio. However, lower bounds show good agreement 
with finite element results (Randolph et al., 2004). Lower 
bounds for rough-based, smooth-sided embedded shallow foun-
dations in Tresca soil for a range of heterogeneity indicate that 
as embedment ratio increases, bearing capacity tends to a steady 
state value of ∼ 9.3 for all values of kD/sum (Martin, 2001), as 
shown in Figure 4.17 (where sum is the strength at seabed level).  
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Figure 4.17  Undrained bearing capacity factors for skirted circular 
foundations (after Martin, 2001)  

The horizontal capacity of embedded foundations comprises 
the sum of base shearing capacity and the passive and active re-
sistance of the skirts. For foundations with skirt depths less than 
50 % of the diameter, the latter component is relatively minor 
and is often ignored.  However, for embedment d > 0.5D the re-
sistance around the skirts can be a major component.  In terms 
of the (vertical) projected area of the foundation dD, bearing 
capacity factor Nc, and average undrained shear strength su-avg
over the embedment depth, the lateral resistance of an embed-
ded foundation can be given by: 

avguc0u
2

ult sdDNsD25.0H −+π=   (4.4) 

The value of Nc increases rapidly with the embedment depth, 
with a minimum value of 2 (or 4 for two-sided failure) and a 
maximum value of 10 to 11 (Randolph et al., 1998b). 

Little investigation has taken place to address the effect of 
embedment on the capacity of a foundation under rotation. An 
upper bound solution based on a scoop mechanism (Bransby & 
Randolph, 1999) suggests an approximately proportional rela-
tionship between embedment ratio d/D and moment capacity for 
normally consolidated soil where kD/su0 = D/d, given by: 

D
d301dm .+=   (4.5) 

The embedment factor for moment loading is shown in Figure 
4.18 for a range of values of kD/su0.

Figure 4.18 and Eqns 4.4 and 4.5 can be used to evaluate 
uniaxial collapse loads Vult, Hult and Mult appropriate for embed-
ded foundations. It is then commonly assumed that the shape of 
the failure surface in V, H, M space will be unaffected by the 
embedment, such that a normalised surface (derived for a sur-

face foundation with tension allowed) can be scaled to the ap-
propriate apex points, although this has not been verified com-
prehensively. 

Figure 4.18  Upper bound prediction of moment capacity factor with 
embedment (Bransby & Randolph, 1999) 

In summary, classical bearing capacity theory, based on Ter-
zaghi's equation for uniaxial vertical limit load of a surface strip 
foundation on a uniform deposit, modified by various multipli-
cative factors, gives conservative results for conditions relevant 
to many offshore shallow foundation designs. 

New solution methods provide more realistic predictions of 
foundation capacity for these cases. However, they have yet to 
be generalised fully for routine application. Theoretically exact 
plasticity solutions are only available for relatively few simple 
cases. In practice, therefore, geotechnical engineers still need to 
resort to other methods. These include empirically derived for-
mulae, which are often of limited accuracy although generally 
err on the conservative side; limit equilibrium methods, which, 
similar to upper bound solutions, usually give an unsafe 
(i.e. high) prediction of bearing capacity; and numerical meth-
ods such as finite element analysis with which extreme caution 
must be exercised if serious errors, usually unconservative, are 
to be avoided. 

4.4.3 Consolidated undrained bearing capacity 
The previous section has dealt with the undrained bearing 

capacity of soils where the undrained strength profile can be 
modelled simply as either uniform or linearly varying with 
depth. Such conditions occur for foundations that do not con-
solidate rapidly under the weight of the structure and would be 
expected to occur in the finest grained soils such as most clays. 
In onshore applications, the bearing capacity of coarse grained 
soils such as sands would be generally evaluated assuming fully 
drained conditions, but a characteristic feature of the offshore 
environment is that the governing load condition acting on most 
foundations involves a significant magnitude of cyclic loading 
applied over short durations (i.e. wave periods of generally less 
than about 16 seconds). Under these conditions, even fairly 
coarse materials, such as most sands, exhibit an undrained re-
sponse during the passage of a wave (which is the basis for the 
bucket foundation tension capacities discussed earlier). For 
sands and silts it is therefore usually necessary to assess the 
‘consolidated’ undrained bearing capacity – that is where the 
peak loads are applied undrained but the soil has consolidated 
and strengthened under the weight of the platform before the 
peak loads are applied. For these conditions, the distribution of 
undrained shear strength beneath the foundation is complex and 
there are no simple solutions available in the literature that ad-
dress such behaviour. Inevitably, the design engineer must re-
sort to either limit equilibrium methods (eg. Svano, 1981; 
Randolph & Erbrich, 2000) or finite element methods (eg. Bye 
et al., 1995) to address these types of problem.   
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4.4.4 Cyclic bearing capacity 
As already discussed, most loads of importance to offshore shal-
low foundation design have a significant cyclic load component. 
The ‘cyclic bearing capacity’ is generally assessed by first pre-
scribing a cyclic strength to the soil that should not be exceeded 
in order to avoid either excessive progressive settlement or the 
triggering of a more catastrophic sudden subsidence of the 
foundation. The derived cyclic strength profile is then integrated 
to obtain the ‘cyclic bearing capacity’, using methods such as 
those outlined in the previous sections.   

The cyclic soil strength is not unique and is a function of 
several variables including the number of cycles of load, the ra-
tio of cyclic and static shear stresses, the stress path direction 
and the acceptable magnitude of shear strain or excess pore 
pressure. A comprehensive state-of-the-art review on the as-
sessment of the cyclic soil strength for clay soils is presented by 
Andersen (2004). Since clay soils do not generally exhibit any 
drainage during a design storm, the cyclic strength is normally 
derived with reference to limiting strains. However, in sands the 
accumulated pore pressure is usually used instead since the in-
fluence of on-going dissipation of excess pore pressures can 
then be readily accounted for. This is an important factor for 
relatively permeable sands since accumulated excess pore pres-
sures may dissipate within the duration of a design storm. 

Carbonate soils are generally highly susceptible to degrada-
tion under cyclic loads. This can be particularly significant in 
carbonate silts or silty sands, which degrade much more sub-
stantially than soils comprised mostly of clay minerals, but have  
permeabilities that are sufficiently low to preclude any drainage 
during the design storm event. Non-carbonate silts may also be 
troublesome if they comprise mostly non-clay minerals.     

5 MOBILE DRILLING UNITS 

5.1 Mobile drilling units (jack-ups) 

Most offshore drilling in shallow to moderate water depths is 
performed from self-elevating mobile (jack-up) units. Although 
the earliest reference to a jack-up platform is in the description 
of a United States patent application filed by Samuel Lewis in 
1869 (Veldman and Lagers, 1997), it was not until 85 years 
later in 1954 that Delong McDermott No. 1 became the first unit 
to utilise the jack-up principle for offshore drilling. Delong 
McDermott No. 1 was a conversion of one of the successful 
‘Delong Docks’: a mobile wharve with a number of tubular legs 
which could be moved up and down through cut-outs in the 
pontoon. However, it was only two years later that former en-
trepreneur in earthmoving equipment R.G. LeTourneau revolu-
tionised the design of jack-ups by reducing the number of legs 
to three and introducing an innovative electrically driven rack 
and pinion jacking system (Ackland, 1949; Stiff et al., 1997).  

Over 160m 

Over 20m 
All dimensions  
approximate 

Figure 5.1  Typical jack-up unit used today (after Reardon, 1986) 

Units today are similar in concept and consist of a buoyant 
triangular platform resting on three independent truss-work legs, 
each with a rack and pinion system used to jack the legs up and 
down through the deck (Fig. 5.1). The foundations of independ-
ent-leg jack-up platforms approximate large inverted cones and 
are commonly known as ‘spudcans’. Roughly circular in plan, 
spudcans typically have a shallow conical underside (in the or-
der of 15 to 30° to the horizontal) with a sharp protruding 
spigot. In the larger jack-ups in use today the spudcans can be in 
excess of 20 m in diameter, with shapes varying with manufac-
turer and rig. Figure 5.2 shows some more typical shapes.  

~20m

~4m

~20m
Figure 5.2  Some example spudcan shapes 

Jack-ups play a vital role in the offshore industry with 
proven flexibility and cost-effectiveness in field development 
and operation. This is mainly due to their self-installation capac-
ity. Jack-ups are towed to site floating on the hull with the legs 
elevated out of the water (Fig. 5.3a). On location, the legs are 
lowered to the sea-bed, where they continue to be jacked until 
adequate bearing capacity exists for the hull to be lifted clear of 
the water. The foundations are then effectively ‘proof’ tested by 
pumping sea-water into ballast tanks in the hull (Fig. 5.3b). The 
reasoning is to expose them to a larger pure vertical load than 
would otherwise be expected due to a combined loading combi-
nation during service. The ballast tanks are emptied before op-
erations on the jack-up begin (Fig. 5.3c).  

                  
   (a) afloat             (b) installation and pre-load (c) operation 

Figure 5.3  Jack-up installation procedure 

Before a jack-up can operate at a given location a site-
specific assessment of its operation must be performed. This 
continual assessment is what differentiates jack-up analysis 
from that of conventional fixed platforms and most onshore op-
erations. For any new site two separate analyses are required: a 
prediction of the footing penetration during installation and pre-
load and an assessment of its capacity to withstand a design 
storm. In the past, with jack-ups used in relatively shallow and 
calm waters, it has been possible to use simple but conservative 
analysis techniques for these assessments. However, as jack-ups 
have moved into deeper and harsher environments, there has 
been an increased need to understand jack-up behaviour and de-
velop more sophisticated analysis techniques. The publication 
of the “Guidelines for the Site Specific Assessment of Mobile 
Jack-Up Units” (SNAME, 1997) was an attempt by the offshore 
industry to standardise jack-up assessment procedures. How-
ever, jack-ups are still perceived to have lower reliability then 
fixed offshore platforms (Sharples et al., 1989; Boon et al., 
1997; Morandi, et al., 1997), with many of the accidents attrib-
uted to geotechnical ‘failures’. Hunt and Marsh (2004) attribute 
52 fatalities between 1955 and 2000 to these failures. They also 
highlight the significant economic cost and the continuation of 
accidents, as shown by the 15 more ‘widely known incidents’ 
reported during the last seven years (Table 5.1). 
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Table 5.1  Jack-up ‘structural’ incidents 1996-2003 (after Hunt and 
Marsh, 2004) 

 Rig Incident Location Weather Date 
Victory Punch-through South  

Australia 
Fair 1996 

Harvey 
Ward 

Punch-through Indonesia Fair 1998 

Al Mariyah Slewed / dropped PG Fair 2000 
Monitor Leg damage from 

uneven sea-bed 
CNS Fair 2000 

101 Leg damage from 
adjacent footprint 

CNS Fair 2001 

Ekhabi Punch-through PG Fair 2002 

Pr
e-

lo
ad

in
g 

57 Rapid leg penetra-
tion 

SCS Fair  2003 

Harvey 
Ward 

Ship impact Indian 
ocean 

Fair 1996 

Wijslift 6 Stern dropped CNS Fair 2002 
Monarch Uneven sea-bed 

scour 
SNS Fair 2002 

Arabdrill19 Overturned / sank PG Fair 2002 
Roger

Mowell
Leg damaged SCS Fair 2002 

Dolphin 
105 

Overturned GOM Hurricane 
Lili 

2002 

Houston Overturned GOM Hurricane 
Lili 

2002 

In
-s

itu
 

John  
Sandifer 

Leg damaged GOM Hurricane 
Lili 

2002 

PG – Persian Gulf; CNS – Central North Sea; SNS – South North Sea; SCS – South 
China Sea; GOM- Gulf of Mexico 

Both installation and combined storm-loading analysis will be 
considered in this paper.  

5.2 Spudcan foundations 

5.2.1 Effect of installation method and load path 
With jack-up and spudcan sizes fixed, the installation method 
and the pre-loading level reached are critical to any site-specific 
assessment. With the foundations exposed to a vertical load 
prior to operation it is argued that a combined loading ‘failure’ 
surface is established and is proportional to the vertical pre-
load.  

In the offshore industry, the calculation of the bearing capac-
ity under combined loading (see Fig. 5.4) initially evolved from 
the onshore procedures described by Meyerhof (1951, 1953), 
Brinch Hansen (1970) and Vesic (1975). However, their reli-
ance on numerous ad hoc factors (shape, inclination, depth) 
made them somewhat impractical and they are rapidly being re-
placed by surfaces formulated explicitly in combined load 
space. Further, in comparison to the design of shallow founda-
tions onshore, where the vertical loads dominate, spudcans are 
subjected to proportionately higher horizontal and moment to 
vertical loads. This has driven more accurate understanding of 
the combined loading behaviour, with the interaction surfaces 
reflecting this development. 

Figure 5.4  Combined loads on a spudcan footing 

The load path of the jack-up legs has a critical effect on the 
factor of safety. During installation and pre-load an interaction 
‘failure’ (or yield) surface for each spudcan is theoretically pro-
duced and is proportional to the vertical load applied (Vpre-load).
After the pre-load water has been dumped the load settles inside 
such a surface (Vself-weight). Under environmental wind and wave 
loading, load paths for each leg and spudcan can be predicted 
and safety factors are then evaluated based on the proximity of 
the expected load paths to the yield envelope (Georgiadis, 
1985). For a typical jack-up case shown in Figure 5.5, the addi-
tional load for a windward spudcan failure is between the 
windward leg design (WLd) point and the windward leg failure 
(WLf) point, and for the leeward leg between points LLd and 
LLf. This produces a drastically different factor of safety than if 
the more traditional constant combined load to vertical load ra-
tio was applied from the origin (lines WLd to A and LLd to B 
respectively). Further, for design cases where additional pre-
load is required, although the expansion of the surface may-be 
uniform the additional capacity along the load paths may not. 
This is shown in Figure 5.6, with LLf1 → LLf2 requiring more 
additional load than WLf1 → WLf2.
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M and H

Vpre-loadVself-weight

leeward legs
load path

windward leg
load path

WLf
LLf

WLd LLd

A
B

O

Figure 5.5  Expected load paths during a typical site-assessment 
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Figure 5.6  Role of extra pre-load in a combined loading assessment 

5.2.2 Other differences from onshore situations 
Other aspects of jack-up and spudcan behaviour that differenti-
ate them from onshore situations include: 
• quality and level of detail of the site-investigation of a typi-

cal jack-up installation is significantly poorer. This is also 
the case when compared to other permanent offshore de-
signs (Houlsby & Martin, 1992); 

• cyclic nature of environmental wind and wave loads com-
plicates any jack-up analysis; 

• dynamic response and significant non-linearities, requiring 
an integrated analysis approach to environmental loading, 
structural and foundation modelling; 

• higher levels of uncertainty in all of the modelling inputs 
(e.g. loading conditions at an offshore site are less certain). 

5.2.3 Spudcan installation 
During installation, the vertical self-weight of a jack-up is the 
dominant loading on its spudcan footings and under most pre-
loading circumstances it is assumed to act directly through the 
spudcan load reference point (the centre of the plan of the coni-
cal footing). Maximum leg loads of a modern jack-up can ex-
ceed 140 MN and produce average vertical bearing pressures in 
excess of 400 kPa for a fully embedded spudcan. These can be 
significantly higher in very stiff soils where the penetration may 
limit the contact area. Accurate prediction of the installation and 
preloading is required, such that: 
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• the final penetration depth allows for adequate air gap be-
tween the maximum predicted wave elevation and underside 
of the deck; and 

• overall stability is maintained, avoiding potential punch-
through problems or eccentric loading instabilities due to 
existing footprints or sea-bed depressions (discussed in Sec-
tion 5.2.5). 

Vertical load in uniform sands: Spudcan preloading is usu-
ally performed sufficiently slowly to ensure that fully drained 
conditions will occur in sandy seabed soil. The drained ultimate 
vertical bearing capacity of a circular foundation on the surface 
of homogeneous frictional material (with no effective sur-
charge), can be expressed as: 

3RNV πγ′= γ  (5.1) 

where R  is the footing radius, γ′ the effective unit weight of the 
soil and γN  the dimensionless bearing capacity factor calcu-
lated for the axi-symmetric case. Various bearing capacity and 
shape factors are given in the literature for the analysis of bear-
ing capacity in silica sands. Traditionally, the value of the di-
mensionless bearing capacity γN  has been calculated for strip 
footings, and applied to circular foundations by using an em-
pirical shape factor. However, more recently values for the axi-
symmetric case have been determined directly. Recent tabulated 
lower bound solutions have been provided by Cassidy and 
Houlsby (2002) for circular conical foundations of radius, R ,
cone angles between 30 and 180° (flat plate), a range of rough-
ness from smooth to fully rough and angles of friction (φ) be-
tween 5 and 50°. Other values for rough circular footings have 
been provided by Martin (2004) and are discussed in the context 
of the load carrying capacity of a foundation by Randolph et al. 
(2004). For the rough circular plate the suggested values of 
Martin (2004) are given in Table 5.2.  

Table 5.2  Bearing capacity factors for circular rough plate (after Mar-
tin, 2004) 

Friction angle 
φ: degrees 

Bearing factor, N�

5 0.081 
10 0.32 
15 0.93 
20 2.42 
25 6.07 
30 15.5 
35 41.9 
40 124 
45 418 

Footing penetrations in a thick layer of clean silica sand are 
usually minimal with the maximum diameter of the spudcan 
rarely coming into contact with the soil. It is therefore not usual 
to need any Nq term unless soft clay overlays sand. With differ-
ent shaped spudcans it is important for the purpose of analysis 
(particularly during partial penetration) to be able to establish an 
equivalent area and conical angle. A method where the volume 
of the equivalent cone is equal to the volume of the penetrated 
portion of the spudcan and the planar area in soil contact is con-
sistent (i.e. the radius of the equivalent cone is equal to the 
maximum radius of the spudcan in contact with the soil) is rec-
ommended (Osborne et al., 1991; Martin, 1994). This is shown 
diagrammatically in Figure 5.7 for all penetration conditions 
(noting that once the maximum spudcan radius has been passed 
the equivalent conical footing is constant, Fig. 5.7(d)). 

Consideration of the effect of the compressibility of sands 
and its effect on bearing capacity should also be made. Recent 
numerical studies by Frydman and Burd (1997) and Erickson 
and Drescher (2002) for strip and circular footings respectively 
have indicated that the dilation angle has little effect on the 
bearing capacity at small friction angles, but becomes signifi-
cant for friction angles above 35°. This may mean that bearing 
capacity values derived through rigorous plasticity analysis us-
ing the assumption of associated flow (angle of friction equal to 

the angle of dilation) could be significantly affected by the ef-
fect of soil compressibility (i.e. due to excessive displacements 
the tabulated values of Cassidy and Houlsby (2002) and Martin 
(2004) are unlikely to be achievable in practice (Randolph et al., 
2004)).

Figure 5.7  Calculating an equivalent conical footing for various em-
bedments (after Martin, 1994) 

Therefore, reduced angles of friction φ have been recom-
mended by various practitioners for use in bearing capacity cal-
culations on sand (Graham & Stewart, 1984; James & Tanaka, 
1984; Kimura et al., 1985). Based on centrifuge model tests on 
spudcan footings, Murff et al. (1992) proposed a reduction of 
the bearing capacity factor itself. Uncemented carbonate sands 
are generally much more compressible than silica sands, but 
these materials also have a high friction angle. Application of 
the classical Eqn 5.1 would lead to a substantial under estimate 
of actual spudcan penetrations in such soils. Alternative meth-
ods, such as the empirical approach recommended by Finnie 
(1993) have therefore been developed to assess spudcan pene-
tration in carbonate sands.  

Vertical load in uniform clays: Calculation of the ultimate 
vertical bearing capacity of a foundation in clay of uniform 
shear strength (undrained failure in clay, φ = 0) follows bearing 
capacity theory (as outlined in Section 4.4.1). As in the sand 
case, traditionally the value of Nc has been determined from so-
lutions for strip footing on homogeneous clay, with shape and 
depth factors based on Skempton (1951). However, these fac-
tors are significantly affected by the gradient of shear strength 
with depth. To improve predictions during pre-load assess-
ments, the jack-up industry manipulated the location at which 
the undrained shear strength was chosen. For example, based on 
back calculations of monitored installations, and while using the 
Skempton factors, Young et al. (1984) recommended using a 
shear strength averaged over the zone of soil from the spudcan 
tip to a depth of half a diameter. This reduced the former rec-
ommendation of one whole diameter by Gemeinhardt & Focht 
(1970).

Such approximate methods are inappropriate as rigorous 
plasticity solutions for axisymmetric circular footings that in-
clude strength varying linearly with depth become available. 
The bearing capacity at a specific depth can be expressed by: 

( ) 2
0vcu RNsV πσ′+=  (5.2) 

Appropriate tabulated lower bound solutions of Nc have been 
provided by Houlsby and Martin (2003) for circular conical 
foundations of diameter, D, cone angles between 60 and 180°
(flat plate), different embedment depths (zero to 2.5 diameters) 
in soil with different strength gradients (expressed as kD/sum
from 0 to 5, where k is the rate of increase in shear strength with 
depth, from a value of sum at the mudline).  

When calculating the maximum pre-load the effect of back-
flow must be considered. The maximum preload is equal to  

VA'FVV 0bcloadpre γ′+−=−  (5.3) 
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where Vbc is as calculated in Eqn. 5.2 and the effect of back-
flow, Fo'A, and the effective weight of the soil replaced by the 
spudcan, γ'V are also accounted for.  

For a more thorough review of bearing capacity of shallow 
foundations in both sands and clays reference can be made to 
Randolph et al. (2004). For clay layers with distinct strength 
differences methods for layered soils should be used (e.g. Mey-
erhof & Hanna (1978); Wang & Carter, 2002). 

‘Difficult’ Soils: The methods discussed above are consid-
ered appropriate to probably the majority of locations where 
jack-ups will be installed. However, a number of important ex-
ceptions exist, where the utmost caution is required. Erbrich 
(2005) presents two such cases which occurred recently in the 
Bass Strait, offshore Australia. In the first instance (at the Yolla 
A location), spudcan penetrations proved to be much larger than 
had been predicted by four independent a-priori assessments, 
even though the available soils data was of exceptional quality 
compared to that available for most jackup installations. These 
poor predictions have been principally attributed to the very 
high sensitivity of the carbonate sandy silt found at this location 
and the influence of partial drainage during CPT and T-bar test-
ing, compared to the more undrained response that occurs dur-
ing spudcan penetration.  

The second case (Trefoil) involved a site close to Yolla but 
in slightly shallower water depth, which resulted in the pre-
dominant material being carbonate silty sand rather than sandy 
silt. This slight coarsening of the grain size enabled enough par-
tial drainage to develop, such that the initial spudcan penetration 
under the maximum preload was only around 25% of that 
achieved at Yolla. However, it was known that the monotonic 
undrained strength would be insufficient to support the jackup 
at this depth, and that even this inadequate monotonic strength 
would be severely degraded by cyclic action during a design 
storm. In what is believed to be a unique operation, the spud-
cans were therefore ‘worked’ downwards (from about 6 m ini-
tial penetration to 14 m) through the application of cyclic pre-
load until their embedment had increased to a ‘safe’ depth (how 
the ‘safe’ depth was determined is discussed in Section 5.3.10). 

The following features should be seen as a warning of a po-
tentially ‘difficult’ soil where extreme caution is required: 
1. Any soils where the coefficient of consolidation lies be-

tween 1000 m2/yr and 250,000 m2/yr. 
2. Any soils with high sensitivity (say > 7). 
3. Any soils that are susceptible to severe strength degrada-

tion under cyclic loading  
The most likely soil types to have these properties are those 

which would be described as silts, sandy silts and silty sands, 
with either non-carbonate or (particularly) carbonate mineral-
ogy. Alternative methods for assessing the spudcan penetration 
in such soils are presented in Erbrich (2005).        

Predicting Backflow: The methods used to assess spudcan 
penetration resistance discussed previously have assumed fail-
ure based on a footing ‘wished into place’. Care must be taken 
in ensuring the factors represent the preferential mechanism. 
Recently, the application of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 
and close range photogrammetry methods have provide exciting 
opportunities to investigate continual modes of soil displace-
ment and failure (White et al., 2001a,b, 2003). One successful 
application has been the investigation of deep penetrating spud-
cans in clays (Hossain et al., 2003, 2004; Hossain, 2004), where 
a half-plane spudcan was penetrated against a transparent win-
dow a drum centrifuge (Stewart et al., 1998). Images were cap-
tured in-flight (in this case at an acceleration of 300 earth gravi-
ties) by a high resolution (2270×1704 pixel) digital still camera. 
Example digital image and interpreted particle flow velocity 
vectors are shown in Figure 5.8. 

The tests have revealed that backflow on-top of a spudcan is 
governed by the transition from shallow penetration with soil 
heaving on the soil surface to a localised flow-around mecha-
nism. Importantly, this latter deep penetration mechanism is the 
result of a preferential ‘flow failure’ and not a ‘wall failure’ of 

an open cavity as assumed in current guidelines (SNAME, 
1997). Conditions for back flow may be expressed simply as  

55.0
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H
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=  (5.4) 

where H is the limiting cavity depth and D the spudcan diame-
ter. Figure 5.9 shows the resulting design chart and compares 
results for a flow failure (both finite element and centrifuge) and 
those of a wall collapse, where Ns is a stability ratio defined as 
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u

s s
HN  (5.5) 

Under certain circumstance the traditional collapse assumptions 
(as detailed in site-assessment guidelines SNAME, 1997) may 
overestimate the depth of collapse by factors as large as four. 
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Figure 5.8  Digital images and PIV analysis of flow vectors from centri-
fuge tests (after Hossain et al., 2004)  

Figure 5.9  Stability ratios for flow and wall failure (Hossain et al., 
2004)  
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The results of Hossain et al. (2004) are highly significant as 
a more accurate prediction of the onset of backflow should al-
low for: 
• improved evaluations of penetration resistance; 
• tensile capacities due to transient suctions, and additional 

horizontal and moment capacities, to be accounted for in 
any combined loading analysis.  

As shown in Figure 5.10, these additional capacities were ob-
served by Cassidy et al. (2004a) during combined loading tests 
on spudcan in normally consolidated clay, where backflow was 
always observed. Due to the backflow, longer drainage paths 
were thought to guarantee undrained conditions thereby increas-
ing the horizontal capacity at zero vertical loads. Increased hori-
zontal and moment resistance can also occur due to bearing on 
the sides of the spudcan, shear resistance on the top, and even 
(Springman & Schofield, 1998) encasing of the lattice legs in 
very soft clays. It is believed that the additional capacities are 
invoked after flow around has occurred.  
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Figure 5.10  Observed tensile capacity observed in drum centrifuge tests 
of Cassidy et al. (2004a) 

Visualisation experiments and PIV analysis is also being ap-
plied to the investigation of flow mechanisms of spudcans push-
ing stiffer clay soil into an underlying softer layer (Hossain, 
2004; Hossain et al., 2004).

5.2.4 Spudcan punch-through 
During installation and pre-loading the potential for unexpected 
‘punch-through’ failure of a jack-up exists. This occurs when 
the spudcan uncontrollably pushes a locally strong zone of soil 
into underlying softer material (Fig. 5.11). Such failures can 
lead to buckling of the leg, effectively temporarily decommis-
sioning the platform, and even toppling of the unit. Soil condi-
tions of a thin layer of sand (or cemented material) overlaying a 
weaker stratum of clay and stiff-over-soft clay are particularly 
hazardous.

Figure 5.11 - Punch-through failure during pre-load (after Young et al. 
1984) 

Current industry analysis guidelines (SNAME, 1997) rec-
ommend the mechanism developed by Hanna and Meyerhof 
(1980) for calculating the bearing capacity of the footing for 
sand-over-clay conditions. For a flat footing at one particular 
depth (i.e. wished into place), the failure mechanism is assumed 
to comprise of a truncated cone in the sand layer being de-
pressed into the underlying clay. However for calculation pur-
poses, the simpler vertical shear plane is always used, although 
it is known to be a deviation from reality (Craig & Chua, 1990). 
The ‘projected area’ method is a suggested alternative 
(SNAME, 1997). Here the load is assumed to spread through 
the upper sand layer to an imaginary footing of increased size at 
the sand-clay boundary. However, for this case there still re-
mains debate as to appropriate values of the assumed angle of 
spread, which is critical to this calculation, with inconsistency 
between small-scale model test data (Young & Focht, 1981; 
Higham, 1984) and the lower angles required to fit measured 
spudcan penetrations offshore (Baglioni et al., 1982). Both rec-
ommended mechanisms are significantly different from post-
failure observations of four centrifuge tests performed by Craig 
and Chua (1990).  

Jack-up site assessment guidelines (SNAME, 1997) recom-
mend the solutions of Brown and Meyerhof (1969) and Meyer-
hof and Hanna (1978) for the other potential punch-through 
condition of a strong clay layer over a soft clay. Unfortunately, 
the validity of these methods have not been confirmed by either 
field or laboratory measurements of failure mechanisms (with 
the majority of laboratory floor model tests not maintaining 
stress similitude). As an alternative, Wang and Carter (2002) 
used large deformation finite element analyses to develop bear-
ing capacity factors for circular footings penetrating strong over 
soft clay. Further, a recent centrifuge study by Hossain et al. 
(2005) has commenced investigating soil failure mechanism 
under these conditions, with Figure 5.12 revealing a truncated 
cone of stronger soil consistently penetrating the underlying 
layer. 

Figure 5.12 Captured image of a penetrating half-spudcan in two-
layered clay (after Hossain et al., 2005) 

Inadequate site investigation techniques and the lack of accu-
rate information regarding the seabed stratigraphy and strength 
profile also contribute to the large number of jack-up punch 
through failures. Information on the seabed conditions is often 
extrapolated from investigations several kilometres away (Geer 
et al., 2000). It is also extremely rare for a continuous profile of 
soil strengths to be determined, even though this information 
would be the most useful in predicting punch-through events.
Improved analysis techniques for predicting punch-through will 
prove ineffectual if the soil stratigraphy remains ill-defined dur-
ing site-investigations, and improved techniques and method-
ologies should be pursued by jack-up owners and operators. 
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5.2.5 Existing footprints and eccentric loading 
Locating a jack-up unit at a site where previous jack-up opera-
tions have occurred can be hazardous because the new jack-up 
may need to negotiate the spudcan footprints left on the sea-bed 
from the previous operations (see Fig. 5.13). In soft clay soils 
the footprints can be in excess of 10m deep and wide, with 
varying strengths distributions from the new surface to a depth 
below which the original spudcan penetrated (Stewart & Finnie, 
2001). This scenario is shown diagrammatically in Figure 5.14. 
Pre-loading close to these footprints can result in uncontrolled 
penetration (through softer remoulded soils) and slewing of the 
legs as the spudcan slips into the footprint. Overstressing of the 
structural legs, collision with adjacent platforms and even injury 
to personnel may result from such uncontrolled activities (Foo 
et al., 2003a,b; Hunt & Marsh, 2004). The growing concern of 
builder, owners and operators of jack-ups to this difficult prob-
lem is reflected in a joint industry project established in 2002 to 
investigate the issue (Sumrow, 2002). Initially, a survey of op-
erator experience on sites where spudcan interaction was con-
sidered problematic was conducted. Based on this experience, 
large strain finite element analysis and scale model testing has 
been proposed, though no significant results outlining new 
analysis techniques or guidelines have yet been published.  

Figure 5.13  Survey of spudcan footprints on sea-bed (after Hefer, 2004) 
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Figure 5.14  Possible footprint reinstallation  

Experimental studies have given some insight into the instal-
lation of spudcans next to existing footprints in clay soils 
(Clunie-Ross, 1999; Stewart & Finnie, 2001; Treacy, 2003; 
Cassidy, 2003; Foo et al., 2003b). The tests performed by Stew-
art and Finnie (2001) were of an equivalent 12m diameter proto-
type spudcan attached to a rigid leg. On the other hand, the ex-
periment detailed by Tracey (2003) and Cassidy (2003), and 
also reported in Foo et al. (2003b) modelled 1:250 scale 116C 

and ModV spudcans. They also varied the relative leg stiffness 
in order to investigate its affect (and subsequently also that of 
water depth) on induced loads and movements. Example com-
bined loads measured during an installation and re-installation 
at an offset of half a diameter are shown in Figure 5.15. 
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Figure 5.15  Measure combined loads on spudcan during reinstallation 
experiment (in scaled prototype units) 

Using results such as these, a measure of the critical offset 
distance between installations was the major outcome of both 
experiments, with Figure 5.16 showing this to be at 0.75 diame-
ters for the Stewart and Finnie (2001) experiments. Interest-
ingly, the tests on the flexible legs did not indicate significantly 
different results (Tracey, 2003; Foo et al., 2003b). However, as 
discussed below, the modelling condition of a single footing 
and fully fixed connection between the leg and actuator is 
thought to contribute to this slightly surprising result. 

Figure 5.16  Measured horizontal loads at offset distances (expressed as 
a multiple of spudcan diameter) (after Stewart & Finnie, 2001) 

Unfortunately, all of these experimental studies utilised a 
similar highly idealised modelling technique � a single spudcan 
and loading leg re-installed at a fixed distance from a prior 
penetration. With a fixed connection between the top of the 
loading leg and the centrifuge actuator lateral and rotational 
movement at this connection were restricted. The movement of 
the jack-up structure as a system is discounted and it is believed 
that the spudcan loads and displacement measured are poten-
tially significantly lower than if the system behaviour was ac-
counted for.  Experimental studies of a full three-legged jack-up 
are recommended. 
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With further understanding of the problem preventative 
measures are now being taken offshore. It is hoped that installa-
tions of systems measuring Rack Phase Difference (RPD) will 
alert operators to eccentric loading conditions and translation of 
the spudcan (Foo et al., 2003a). RPD is simply the difference in 
elevation between the chords of any one leg and is a direct 
measure of the inclination of the leg with respect to the hull. 
Though an early alert to an inclined leg and spudcan may miti-
gate buckling of the leg braces and stability problems, there are 
still no guidelines available to operators to help in a safe rein-
stallation (Dean & Serra, 2004). Further studies of spudcan 
stomping, use of sand or gravel infilling (Jardine, et al., 2001), 
spudcan configuration (Dean & Serra, 2004) or simply im-
proved analysis models and installation procedures are urgently 
required.  

Eccentric loading of spudcans can also arise due to slopes on 
hard sandy sea-beds, partial scour around a spudcan, or the 
spudcan hitting rock or boulder formations. An interesting case 
study of jack-up damage due to these types of loading condi-
tions is described by Stoner et al. (2004).  

5.3 General multi-footing structures  

5.3.1 Wave-structure-soil interaction 
During a storm environmental wind, wave and current forces 
impose horizontal, sometimes moments and even torsion loads 
on the spudcans, as well as altering the vertical load between 
them (Fig. 5.4). Traditional methods of separating the environ-
mental loading, structural, and geotechnical modelling compo-
nents into individual analyses has proved inadequate in analys-
ing the overall system response, with highly non-linear 
stiffnesses and a dynamically responsive system simultaneously 
affecting all analysis components. More recently, methods for 
combining models for geotechnical, structural and environ-
mental load in a consistent manner have been receiving atten-
tions. These have concentrated on describing the shallow foun-
dation behaviour of spudcans in a plasticity framework and in 
terms of the forces and displacement on the spudcan footing. 
This allows direct integration within conventional structural 
analysis programs, as will be shown herein.   

5.3.2 Force-resultant modelling 
During storm loading, an understanding of the complex state of 
stress and strain under a spudcan is essential to any integrated 
structural analysis. However, it is rarely possible to conduct a 
combined finite element analysis in which the sea-bed is mod-
elled in detail using continuum elements and the full jack-up 
structure is accounted for (depicted in Fig. 5.17a). This is espe-
cially infeasible when, as is the case in many jack-up site-
specific assessments, little or no site-investigation has been per-
formed.  

  (a) finite element              (b) pinned foundation       (c) linear springs         (d) strain-hardening plasticity

Combined loading yield surface
(after Houlsby and Cassidy, 2002)

Figure 5.17  Spudcan – soil interaction analysis methods 

The simplest alternative approach is to model the spudcan-
soil interaction as either a pinned joint (infinite translational 
stiffness but no rotational stiffness as depicted in Fig. 5.17b) 
(Reardon, 1986; Frieze et al., 1995) or a set of uncoupled 
springs (Fig. 5.17c). The former is generally thought to be con-

servative (Chiba et al., 1986; Norris & Aldridge, 1992). How-
ever, this is not always the case, particularly during dynamic 
loading (Williams et al., 1998; Cassidy et al., 2001, 2002c). 
Further, the assumption of infinite translational stiffness en-
forces no differential movement of the footings, and in the 
analysis of three legged jack-up systems this can rapidly cause 
unconservative results (Martin & Houlsby, 1999; Cassidy, 
1999; Vlahos, 2004). The use of linear springs is often favoured 
because the inclusion of any rotational spudcan fixity reduces 
the critical member stresses at the leg/hull connection (shown in 
Fig. 5.18), and other responses such as the lateral hull deflec-
tion. Unfortunately, while springs are easy to implement into 
structural analysis programs, this simplistic approach cannot 
capture many important features. For instance, capturing of 
shallow sliding of a windward spudcan and/or ‘plunging’ of a 
leeward spudcan is not possible with simple springs (Cassidy et 
al., 2004b).  

Figure 5.18  The effect of rotational fixity (after Santa Maria, 1998)

Recent developments in modelling soil-foundation behaviour 
(known as ‘force-resultant’ modelling) offers a practical alterna-
tive. ‘Force-resultant’ models attempt to capture the entire be-
haviour of a foundation in terms of the combined forces on it, 
and their resultant displacements. As the response of the foun-
dation is expressed in terminology consistent with structural 
mechanics, the significant non-linear behaviour of soils can be 
coupled directly to the numerical analysis of a structure.   

5.3.3 Strain-hardening plasticity models 
The framework of single-surface strain-hardening plasticity has 
allowed the behaviour of the spudcan to be described in an ele-
gant and comprehensive manner (Fig. 5.17d). The load-
displacement behaviour is determined in essentially the same 
way that a constitutive law of a metal or soil relates stresses and 
strains. Loading is applied incrementally, and the numerical 
plasticity model computes updated tangent stiffnesses for each 
step. The hardening concept adopted is that at any given plastic 
penetration of the foundation into the soil, a yield surface of a 
certain size is established in combined loading space. Any 
changes of load within this surface will result only in reversible 
elastic deformation. However, plastic deformation can result 
when the load state touches the surface, with the irreversible 
footing displacements calculated from a flow rule. During this 
event the size of the yield surface is directly related to the 
‘backbone’ curve of vertical bearing capacity against plastic 
vertical penetration (which is determined either theoretically or 
empirically). The expansion of a VHM yield surface during an 
elasto-plastic step is diagrammatically illustrated in Figure 5.19. 

Schotman (1989) first described a complete incremental 
plasticity model for a spudcan foundation in terms of force re-
sultants. The model was framed in planar (VHM) load space, 
though it still relied heavily on numerous assumptions. For in-
stance, the yield surface and hardening law were derived from 
Brinch Hansen’s semi-empirical bearing capacity formula, and 
the elasticity constants and plastic potential were calibrated us-
ing finite element analyses of a plane strain ‘spudcan’. How-
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ever, Schotman did succeed in incorporating his spudcan model 
into a (linear elastic) jack-up structural analysis, and some use-
ful insights into the behaviour of the overall soil-structure sys-
tem were obtained. 

Figure 5.19  Expansion of the combined loading yield surface with 
spudcan penetration 

5.3.4 Experimental procedures to develop plasticity models 
Since Schotman’s original development there have been a num-
ber of experimental investigations designed to provide the data 
necessary to support a fully strain-hardening plasticity model. 
Most of this research has concentrated on dense silica sands 
(Tan, 1990; Nova & Montrasio, 1991; Gottardi & Butterfield, 
1993, 1995; Gottardi et al., 1999; Byrne, 2000), uncemented 
loose carbonate sands (Byrne & Houlsby, 2001) and clays with 
increasing strength with depth (Martin, 1994, Martin & 
Houlsby, 2000; Byrne & Cassidy, 2002; Cassidy et al., 2004b).  

Central to the experiment programs were swipe tests (Tan, 
1990), where the footing is penetrated vertically to a prescribed 
level, then subjected to a radial displacement excursion (hori-
zontal, rotational or torsional displacement, or a combination 
thereof). For a spudcan footing this excursion results in the ac-
cumulation of horizontal (and/or moment/torsion) loads com-
bined with a reduction of vertical load. Tan (1990) argued that 
the load path followed (with some minor adjustments for soil 
elasticity and experimental rig stiffness) can be assumed to be a 
track across the yield surface appropriate to that penetration 
(shown in Fig. 5.20).

V

Constant Vertical Load

Radial DisplacementSwipe

SwipeSwipe

Combined
M and H

Figure 5.20  Experimental load paths followed to develop strain-
hardening plasticity models

Swipe tests were used to detail the combined vertical-
horizontal load (VH) yield loci for various conical and spudcan 
footings by Tan (1990) and then, using an improved loading 
system, for combined vertical-horizontal and moment (VHM) 
loads by Martin (1994). Example swipe test results on sand are 
shown in Figure 5.21. Also shown is an investigation of the 
yield surface at low stress, achieved by loading vertically to the 

same penetration then unloading to a low vertical force and dis-
placing radially in the same manner (see also Fig. 5.20).  
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Figure 5.21  Load paths followed during rotation swipe test of a flat 
100mm circular footing on sand (after Gottardi et al., 1999) 

With the yield surface established, the behaviour during an 
elasto-plastic step may be explored through a combination of 
constant vertical load (also referred to as probe tests) and radial 
displacement tests. Incremental plastic displacements are meas-
ured and the results related to a suitable flow rule. Constant ver-
tical load tests are similar to a swipe test except rather than 
holding the vertical penetration constant, the vertical load is 
fixed while the footing is driven horizontally or rotated 
(Fig. 5.20). According to plasticity theory, the yield surface 
should expand or contract according to the strain hardening re-
lationship. Similar results (though for a different load path) can 
be achieved when straight (radial) displacement paths of differ-
ent combinations of vertical, horizontal and rotational displace-
ments are applied to the footing.  

Similar testing programs have been successfully used in 
other offshore foundation applications including caissons (Wat-
son, 1999; Byrne, 2000; Cassidy et al., 2004a), and for partially 
embedded pipelines (Zhang, 2001).  

5.3.5 Numerical formulation of spudcan strain-hardening 
plasticity models  

A series of force-resultant models describing spudcan behaviour 
on clay (Martin, 1994; Martin & Houlsby, 2001), dense silica 
sand (Cassidy, 1999; Houlsby & Cassidy, 2002) and loose car-
bonate sand (Cassidy et al., 2002a) have been described. The 
models are similarly structured within strain-hardening plastic-
ity theory, but in order to simulate experimental observations, 
they maintain subtle differences in their hardening law, yield 
surface shape, elasticity relationship and flow rule. These details 
and typical parameter values are given in Table 5.3. 

The yield surface of the plasticity models is defined in three-
dimensional (VHM) loading space by the best fit of experimen-
tal swipe test data obtained for overconsolidated clay and sand 
(Gottardi et al., 1999, Martin & Houlsby, 2000, Byrne and 
Houlsby, 2001). The shape of the surface is shown in Figure 
5.22 and can be described as an eccentric ellipse in section on 
the planes of constant V, and approximately parabolic on any 
section including the V-axis.  

Figure 5.22  Yield surface shape (after Houlsby & Cassidy, 2002) 
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Table 5.3  Strain-hardening plasticity models developed for inclusion in jack-up analysis (typical values after Martin & Houlsby, 2001; Houlsby & Cassidy, 2002; Cassidy et al., 2002a) 

Typical values 
Model 
Comp. 

Constant
(dimen-

sion) 
Explanation Main Equations 

Clay Dense sand
Loose  

carbonate 
sands

Notes

Geometry R   (L) Footing radius For partially embedded spudcans defined as the embedded radius (see Fig. 5.7). 

G   (F/L2) Representative shear modulus  Eqns 5.5 & 
5.6 Eqns 5.7 & 5.8 Suggestions for calculating a representative shear modulus are based on calibra-

tion with monitored offshore jack-ups, as outlined in Cassidy et al. (2002b).

vk   (-) Elastic stiffness factor (vertical) 2.65 2.65 

hk   (-) Elastic stiffness factor (horizon-
tal) 2.3 2.3 

mk   (-) Elastic stiffness factor (moment) 0.46 0.46 
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ck   (-) Elastic stiffness factor (horizon-
tal/moment coupling) 
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 where δwe, δθe and δue represent the conju-
gate pairs of the footing incremental elastic 
displacements. 

see Bell 
(1991), 

Ngo-Tran 
(1996) and 
Doherty & 

Deeks
(2003) -0.14 -0.14 

These dimensionless elasticity coefficients may-be derived using finite element 
analysis of a footing. They depend on the geometry of the footing (e.g. depth of
embedment and shape) as well as the Poisson’s ratio of the soil. The values 
given here for the sand cases were derived by Bell (1991) for a flat surface foot-
ing and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.2. Other factors for rigid conical footings have 
been published by Ngo-Tran (1996) and more recently Doherty & Deeks (2003) 
extended the range of geometries and conditions by using the scaled boundary 
finite element method.   

0h   (-) Dimension of yield surface  0.127 0.116 0.154 

0m   (-) Dimension of yield surface  0.083 0.086 0.094 

a   (-) Eccentricity of yield surface See notes -0.2 -0.25 

1β   (-) Curvature factor for yield surface 
(low stress) 0.764 0.9 0.82 
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2β   (-) Curvature factor for yield surface 
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In the yield surface equation V0 determines the size of the yield surface and in-
dicates the bearing capacity of the foundation under purely vertical loading (H
= 0 and M/2R = 0). Furthermore, V0 is governed by the vertical plastic penetra-
tion and is determined from the strain-hardening law (Fig. 5.18). h0 and m0 rep-
resent the dimensions of the surface in the horizontal and moment directions 
and a accounts for eccentricity (rotation of the elliptical cross-section) in the 
M/2R:H plane. In clay the eccentricity varies slightly with 0VV  and takes the 
form 
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Veea  with 51801 .e =  and 18012 .e = recommended by 

Martin & Houlsby (2001). For flat footings on sand the ellipse is rotated in the 
other direction in M/2R:H space. The parameters β1 and β2 round off the points 
of surface near V/V0 = 0 and V/ V0 = 1. It is interesting to note that the yield sur-
face shape does not vary greatly for the different soil types. 

ζ  Non-association parameter associatedpp ww ζ∂=∂ 0.6 - - 

3β   (-) Curvature factor for plastic poten-
tial (low stress) - 0.55 0.82 

4β   (-) Curvature factor for plastic poten-
tial (high stress) - 0.65 0.82 

hα   (-) Association factor (horizontal) - 2.5 3.25 
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mα   (-) Association factor (moment) 
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Both the clay and sand experiments showed associated flow only in the MH 
plane. With differences in the non-association shown in the deviatoric planes, 
different flow rules have been suggested. For the clay case, Martin (1994) used 
an “association parameter” ζ to adjust vertical displacements to match those ob-
served experimentally. The horizontal and rotational displacements were as-
sumed associated. For the sand case, a plastic potential (g) different to the yield 
surface was required. A similar expression to that of the yield surface is applied, 
but scaled in shape and size by two association factors ( hα  and mα ). The 
“best-fit” values of hα  and mα have shown variability to displacement path 
by Cassidy (1999) and Cassidy et al. (2002a), with the values here representing 
a compromise solution.  

Harden-
ing law Discussion of appropriate hardening laws are given in section 5.2.3. More details can be found for the sand cases in Cassidy and Houlsby (1999, 2002) and Cassidy et al. (2002a).  
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The elastic response of the soil needs to be defined for any 
load increments within the yield surface. With small elastic dis-
placements extremely difficult to measure within a laboratory 
experiment, generic non-dimensional stiffness factors derived 
from finite element analysis combined with an appropriate 
choice of shear modulus is recommend. An appropriate expres-
sion for the three-degrees of freedom case is given in Table 5.3. 
An appropriate shear modulus is still one of the most difficult 
parameters to establish. As the mobilized shear stiffness is 
strongly dependent on the shear strain, it should represent typi-
cal shear strains under the footing. Current recommendations 
are based on findings of the back-analysis of case records of 
jack-up platforms in the North Sea. The records relate to three 
jack-ups, Santa Fe’s Magellan, Monitor and Galaxy-1, which 
have since 1992 had their dynamic behaviour and environ-
mental loading conditions monitored (reported in Temperton et 
al., 1997; Nelson et al., 2000). At the time of the back analysis 
eight sites of varying soil conditions (3 clay sites of OCR 5-60 
and 5 sands of friction angles 27-31 º) and water depth (28.3-
98.1 m) had been subjected to substantial storm conditions (Hs
of 4.1-9.85 m) (Nelson et al., 2000; Cassidy et al., 2002b).  

For each storm, horizontal deck movements of the jack-up 
and recorded sea-state and wind speed and direction were avail-
able (Nelson et al., 2000). In order to compare the monitored 
jack-up units with numerical simulations of the most severe 
storm events, a suite of random time domain analyses were per-
formed for each site with adjustments in soil stiffness made. A 
best-fit of one monitored and simulated response is shown in 
Figure 5.23.  
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Figure 5.23  Comparison of storm and simulated response in frequency 
domain (after, Cassidy et al., 2002b) 

Resulting from these analyses were the following formula-
tions for the shear modulus for the clay and sand cases. The 
shear modulus (G) linearly scales all of the stiffness coefficients 
according to the elastic stiffness matrix in Table 5.3, and for 
clay can be determined by 

ursIG =  (5.5) 

where su is the undrained shear strength measured at 0.15 di-
ameters below the reference point of the spudcan (taken at the 
level at which the maximum diameter is reached). Ir is the rigid-
ity index and can be calculated from: 
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In sands the shear modulus can be estimated by 
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where V is the spudcan vertical load, A the spudcan contact area 
and pa atmospheric pressure. The recommended value for the 

dimensionless constant g for a relative density DR is 
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Although the shape of the yield surface is assumed constant, 
the size may vary, with it expanding as the footing is pushed 
further into the soil and contracting with footing heave. This 
expansion (or contraction) is defined by an empirical strain-
hardening expression and this process is depicted diagrammati-
cally in Figure 5.19. Discussion of an appropriate hardening law 
was discussed for clays and sands in Section 5.2.3.  

All of the experiments used to derive the flow rule of the 
plasticity models indicate associated flow in the moment-
horizontal load plane, but non-association in the horizontal-
vertical and moment-vertical planes (Martin & Houlsby, 2000; 
Gottardi et al., 1999; Cassidy et al., 2002a). However, differ-
ences between the clay and sand cases were observed, necessi-
tating a slightly different approach. In the clay case, for high 
vertical load ratios (post yield surface peak) lower ratios of ver-
tical plastic displacements than associated flow would predict 
were observed. However, the opposite was found for lower ver-
tical load ratios (pre-peak). This allowed a relatively simple ad-
justment to the associated flow predictions using a single “non-
association” factor, as detailed in Table 5.3. The experimental 
results on sand exhibited more complex behaviour. Larger ratios 
of vertical plastic displacements than associated flow would 
predict were observed for nearly the entire range of vertical 
loads. To account for this, a plastic potential surface (on which 
a normal vector defines the plastic displacement ratio) of a simi-
lar expression to that of the yield surface, but scaled in shape 
and size by two association factors, was defined. The expres-
sions for the flow rule and association factors are detailed in 
Table 5.3 and the expanded surface shape shown in Figure 5.24. 
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Figure 5.24  Non-associated flow rules for both the clay and sand case 

Though only discussed here for spudcans loaded in planar 
three-degrees of freedom, the models have recently seen exten-
sion to the full six-degrees of freedom case (Cassidy & Bienen, 
2002; Bienen & Cassidy, 2004). This latter extension is an ob-
vious requirement before three-dimensional jack-up structural 
analyses can be conducted.  

5.3.6 Example analysis 
The advantage of the plasticity models described is that by for-
mulating them in combined VHM load and wuθ displacement 
space they can be easily implemented within a conventional 
structural analysis program. To show this, two example analyses 
of a jack-up unit will be outlined. The first is a quasi-static 
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pushover, and this is followed in section 5.3.8 with a dynamic 
wave loading example. The sign convention adopted is shown 
in Figure 5.25. 

u

w

θ

Reference position

Current positionM

V

H

2R

Figure 5.25 - Sign convention adopted for loads and displacements (af-
ter Butterfield et al., 1997) 

To ensure non-conservative modelling of jack-up response, it 
is widely acknowledged that structural non-linearities must be 
taken into account. Non-linear frame analysis based on the Eul-
erian formulation of Kassimali (1983) has been used for the 
structural modelling here. P-∆, Euler and shear effects (using 
the extension of Martin, 1994) are also accounted for. For the 
dynamic analysis in section 5.3.8 the Newmark (β = 0.25, 
δ = 0.5) solution method is used to solve the dynamic equations 
(Bienen & Cassidy, 2004).  

Figure 5.26 shows the idealised plane frame model of the 
jack-up analysed, which represents a size typical of a large 
modern jack-up rig. Structural node locations and member stiff-
nesses are also detailed in the figure. Both the legs and hull are 
represented using equivalent beam elements and a rigid leg/hull 
connection is assumed. Although non-linearities in the leg/hull 
jack houses are sometimes significant, no attempt was made to 
include such effects in this study. 

Figure 5.26  Jack-up model and loading for pushover analysis 
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Figure 5.27  Assumed spudcan shape in numerical examples 

The plasticity models are ‘attached’ as point elements on the 
bottom node of each leg and the spudcans assumed to be resting 
on dense silica sand (see Table 5.3 for model parameters). Their 
shape is depicted in Figure 5.27, with the load reference point 
also shown. A preload of 143 MN per spudcan was applied rep-
resenting a multiple of two on the jack-up’s self-weight. Assum-
ing sand with a friction angle of �40=φ  a vertical plastic pene-
tration of 3.34 m was evaluated according to the bearing 
capacity formulation outlined in Cassidy and Houlsby (1999, 
2002).

5.3.7 Quasi-static analysis 
The pushover analysis consisted of the jack-up loaded vertically 
to the preload level, unloaded to its self-weight and then the 
simplified environmental loads applied. These applied loads 
(Happ.) were increased linearly until failure in the system oc-
curred. Since the structural elements were elastic this con-
strained the failure to occur in the foundation. This pushover 
analysis follows a similar simulation for jack-ups on clay in 
Martin and Houlsby (1999).  Figure 5.28 shows the simulated 
spudcan loads and displacements during the pushover event. 
The initial load steps are elastic.   

The downwave spudcans yielded first at an applied horizon-
tal load of Happ = 2.78 MN (indicated on Fig. 5.28 as Yd and 
noting the total applied load is always 3Happ). The subsequent 
change in load paths is also easily observed. Yielding of the 
upwave spudcan follows at Happ = 2.95 MN (Yu) and in both 
cases the reduction in moment resistance at the spudcan can be 
immediately observed. The moment that is shed is redistributed 
into increased incremental vertical loads  (the change of slope 
can be observed in Fig. 5.28). The spudcan reaches its ultimate 
load at Happ = 8.33 MN. Allowing for strain-hardening within 
the model has significantly increased the capacity of the system 
from the point of first yield. Failure occurs due to sliding of the 
upwave spudcan. Larger vertical displacements and rotations of 
all footings are observed during the elasto-plastic steps due to 
the reduction in the spudcan tangential stiffness that occurs. 

The horizontal hull displacements during this event are 
shown in Figure 5.29. Again the reduction of stiffness due to 
yielding of the footings is evident in the increased magnitude of 
hull displacement after yielding. Comparisons to the assumption 
of pinned and encastré footings are also shown in Figure 5.29. 
Pinned and encastré footings represent infinite horizontal and 
vertical stiffness, but with no or with infinite rotational stiffness 
respectively. An expected factor of four difference in displace-
ment magnitude is observed between these two cases. Initially 
the plasticity model response lies between these (so called) ex-
tremes. However, after Happ = 7.55 MN the sand case exhibits a 
larger hull sway than the pinned case, which highlights the im-
portance of modelling all of the degrees of freedom.  

5.3.8 Dynamic analysis 
Conventionally, jack-up assessments have used the same quasi-
static analysis methods employed for fixed structures (and 
shown in the previous example). However, due to their relative 
flexibility the need to consider dynamic effects has long been 
recognized (e.g. Hattori et al., 1982; Grenda, 1986; Bradshaw, 
1987). With use in deeper water, the contribution of dynamic ef-
fects to the total response has become more important as the 
natural period of the jack-up approaches the peak wave periods 
in the sea-state. Time domain techniques provide the most com-
plete analysis option with the ability to reflect the actual physi-
cal processes and non-linearities within the system. 

The same jack-up and spudcan conditions have been used for 
the dynamic analysis example as used in the previous quasi 
static analysis. The additional structural masses and hydrody-
namic criteria required for a dynamic analysis are shown in Fig-
ure 5.30. A mean water level of 90m was assumed and wave 
loading was applied using a NewWave model (Tromans et al., 
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Figure 5.28  Load and displacement paths followed by spudcans during 
quasi-static pushover. 
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Figure 5.29  Horizontal hull displacement predicted in quasi-static 
pushover analysis 
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Figure 5.30  Properties used in dynamic environmental loading example 
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1991). The elevation of the wave relative to the mean-water 
level is shown in Figure 5.31 for both upstream and downstream 
legs. Hydrodynamic loading was evaluated using the extended 
Morrison’s equation, including relative motion effects. 

The corresponding horizontal deck displacements due to this 
wave loading are also shown in Figure 5.30 for the same three 
foundation cases considered previously: pinned, sand plasticity 
model and encastré. After the wave passes, the structure can be 
seen to be vibrating at its natural period. With increased rota-
tional fixity the natural periods decrease, with approximate val-
ues of 9, 7.5, and 4 seconds for the pinned, sand and encastré 
footings respectively. During an elasto-plastic step the natural 
period of the jack-up increases. This and the finite stiffness im-
posed for the other degrees of freedom (particularly vertically) 
can result in longer natural periods than for the pinned case. As 
expected the pinned footings give the largest horizontal deck 
displacement and the encastré case the lowest. Further, the 
pinned case can be seen, for this example, to be rather conserva-
tive compared to the predictions for spudcans on sand. How-
ever, in the sand model, plastic yielding of the foundation oc-
curs leading to a permanent offset in the displacement of the 
deck. This yielding of the sand footings occurred during the 
peak of the wave. 
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Figure 5.31  Horizontal hull movement during wave loading event 

5.3.9 Summary of benefits of plasticity approach 
The major advantages of using a strain-hardening plasticity ap-
proach for the analysis of jack-up response are: 
• it is formulated in a form amenable to numerical analysis, 

allowing it to be implemented into structural analysis pro-
grams. This was shown by two examples in this paper; 

• it accounts for the non-linearities of combined loading of a 
spudcan on soils in a consistent manner (though some loss 
of detail is possible);

• a direct indication of yielding is given. Furthermore, 
movement of the spudcan footings can be evaluated, with 
differentiation between upwave and downwave leg behav-
iour possible. Failures due to sliding or plunging of spud-
can footings can be evaluated directly; 

• a realistic interpretation of spudcan fixity allows for more 
accurate dynamic analysis. It was shown that this can give 
significantly different dynamic response to that obtained 
using pinned and encastré footing assumptions;  

• only a limited number of soil conditions require definition 
before modelling (hardening law parameters, shear 

modulus), with the majority of the model parameters pre-
determined (yield surface size, flow rule, elasticity matrix).  

5.3.10 Development of cyclic loading models  
Although a major improvement on pinned, encastré or sets of 
springs for simulating jack-up response under monotonic load-
ing conditions, the framework of strain hardening plasticity is 
still inadequate as far as the modelling of cyclic behaviour is 
concerned. One reason for this is that the models incorporate 
only a single discrete yield surface, whereas it is now increas-
ingly recognised that yielding of a foundation is more gradual, 
and can be represented by an infinite number of yield surfaces. 
When used for numerical prediction of jack-up behaviour the 
models described in section 5.3.3 to 5.3.9 have a number of 
shortcomings:
• they predict a sudden reduction in stiffness where as in re-

ality the process of spudcan yielding entails a gradual re-
duction of stiffness;  

• experimental load displacement response upon unloading 
and reloading is hysteretic and not linear elastic as pre-
dicted by these models. 

The development of models that provide realistic modelling of 
behaviour during cycling, including a gradual degradation of 
stiffness with strain amplitude, is a priority and is currently see-
ing attention by researchers (e.g. Cremer et al., 2001; Houlsby, 
2003; Cassidy et al., 2004b; Nguyen-Sy & Houlsby, 2005).  

Significant developments still need to occur before such 
models could be made applicable to soil types where pore pres-
sure accumulation during design storms is significant. For ex-
ample the Trefoil case history reported by Erbrich (2005) (and 
discussed in section 5.2.3) is an extreme example of the poten-
tial effect of cyclic loading on spudcan foundations. Similar be-
haviour was observed by Finnie (1993) in centrifuge model 
tests.  

Horizontal Load

Vertical 
Load

Yield envelope under 
monotonic preload 

Degraded cyclic 
yield envelope 

Material factored 
cyclic yield envelope

'Equivalent' preload

Safe zone (shaded)

Unsafe zone

Applied preload

Figure 5.32 Modified yield envelope approach for jack-ups in cyclically 
degradable soils 

In susceptible soils, a different approach to ensuring ade-
quate jack-up stability is suggested (and further detailed in Er-
brich, 2005). It is essential to ensure that a ‘cyclic failure’ is not 
triggered, since this can lead to catastrophic failure of the jack-
up foundations (i.e. uncontrollable and ongoing large progres-
sive settlement). A key feature of such cases is that the static 
pre-load cannot be relied on to define the ‘vertical bearing ca-
pacity’ of the foundation (and to define a combined loading sur-
face inside which design loads are considered ‘safe’). It is pos-
sible that under undrained cyclic loading a lower vertical load 
will trigger a cyclic failure. For these cases, Erbrich (2005) has 
recommended the yield envelope be maintained but anchored by 
a calculated ‘cyclic vertical bearing capacity’ rather than the 
applied static preload (Fig. 5.32). This is termed the ‘equivalent 
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preload’ and is calculated using approaches such as those dis-
cussed in Section 4.4.4. The factored design storm loads should 
not exceed the yield envelope defined using the ‘equivalent pre-
load’ after accounting for an appropriate material factor. It is 
recommended that conventional material factors (1.25 to 1.3) 
should be applied to such cases rather than the reduced values 
permitted in the SNAME guidelines, since there is effectively 
no load-testing of the foundations under these conditions. 

6 ANCHORING SYSTEMS 

6.1 Types of offshore anchors 

Anchoring systems are used to moor buoyant facilities such as 
tension leg platforms (TLPs) like Snorre A discussed in section 
4.3.2, semi-submersible production systems (FPSs), floating 
production storage and offloading vessels (FPSOs) and Spar 
platforms. A selection of buoyant facilities is shown in Figure 
6.1. Anchors may also be employed to provide extra stability to 
fixed or flexible structures, such as a jacket or compliant tower 
platform.  
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production

system

Tension
leg

platform
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storage &
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SPAR Floating
production

system

Figure 6.1  Floating system options (Leffler et al., 2003)

The floating facility is connected to the seabed via a mooring 
system. For TLPs this comprises vertical tendons attached either 
directly to anchor piles (or caissons in the case of Snorre) or via 
a sea-bed template. For other floating systems a catenary chain 
mooring is used in moderate water depths, resulting in loads on 
the anchor that are quasi-horizontal (~20º or less). With deeper 
water applications, however, there is a trend towards taut-line 
moorings, based on a combination of steel wire and synthetic 
rope, resulting in much higher angles of loading (typically 30 to 
40º) and therefore significant vertical capacity is required. A va-
riety of anchors exist but they can be divided into two types, 
gravity anchors or embedded anchors (see Table 6.1).  

Table 6.1  Types of anchors  
Gravity anchors Embedded anchors 
Box
Grillage and berm 

Anchor pile 
Suction caisson 
Drag anchor (fixed fluke) 
Vertically loaded drag anchor (VLA) 
Suction embedded plate anchor (SEPLA) 
Dynamically penetrated anchor (DPA) 

Analysis and design of suction caissons, drag anchors and 
dynamically penetrated anchors are considered in the following 
sections. The design of anchor piles and gravity anchors follows 
similar principles to those discussed previously in Sections 3 
and 4. A brief comment on offshore construction issues for 
gravity anchors is included here.     

In order to minimise crane capacity for the installation of 
gravity anchors, they are generally designed as a structural 
component, for example an empty box, together with bulk 
granular fill (either rock-fill, or heavier material such as iron 
ore). The structural element is placed first, and then the bulk fill 

is added (deposited down tubes extending from the vessel to 
close to the seabed, guided by ROVs).  Figure 6.2 shows two 
different configurations: a conventional box anchor and a novel 
‘grillage and berm’ solution that was adopted for the Stag field 
on the North-West Shelf of Australia (Erbrich & Neubecker, 
1999). The latter is considerably more efficient in terms of 
quantity of steel for a given holding capacity (and hence can be 
installed with smaller crane vessels) but is much less efficient in 
terms of the quantity of ballast required. Design of this type of 
anchor is also more complex since a variety of failure modes 
must be considered, ranging from sliding of the complete berm, 
pulling out of the grillage, or combinations involving asymmet-
ric mechanisms.  

Figure 6.2  Gravity anchors  

6.2 Suction caissons 

Suction caissons have been used widely as anchoring solutions 
for a variety of floating facilities all over the world. A compre-
hensive report on suction caissons has been prepared by Ander-
sen et al. (2005), the culmination of a collaborative project 
sponsored jointly by the API and Deepstar project and com-
pleted in 2003. The details given below draw substantially from 
that work. 

Suction caissons comprise large diameter cylinders, open at 
the bottom and closed at the top, and generally with a length to 
diameter ratio (L/d) in the range 3 to 6. Although concrete cais-
sons have been used, the vast majority of suction caissons are 
fabricated from steel (Fig. 6.3), with very high ratios of diame-
ter to wall thickness (d/t ~ 100 to 250). Internal stiffeners are 
included to prevent structural buckling (a) during installation, 
and (b) due to the mooring loads and soil resistance during op-
eration. Mooring loads are applied by an anchor line attached to 
the side of the caisson at a depth that optimises the holding ca-
pacity. Generally this requires the line of action of the load to 
pass through a point on the axis at a depth of 60 to 70 % of the 
embedded depth.  

Figure 6.3  Suction caissons for the Laminaria field in the Timor Sea.  
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Suction caissons are installed initially by penetration into the 
seabed under self-weight with the lid vented, and then the re-
maining penetration is achieved by pumping water from inside 
the caisson using demountable pumps connected to a valve in 
the lid and operated by ROVs. The suction (strictly under-
pressure relative to the large hydrostatic water pressure) created 
by pumping creates a differential pressure on the caisson lid to 
force the caisson further into the soil. After installation the cais-
son lid is sealed allowing internal suctions to develop under ver-
tical loading, hence maximising the end-bearing resistance. 

Design issues for suction caissons can be divided conven-
iently into those associated with installation, and those con-
cerned with operational conditions, principally capacity. In both 
areas, structural integrity of the caisson must be considered al-
though that is not considered further here. 

6.2.1 Installation of suction caissons in clay 
The installation resistance during penetration of caissons com-
prises external and internal friction along the shaft, and along 
any extended plate stiffeners within the caisson, and end-
bearing resistance on the tip of the caisson and any external or 
internal protuberances (e.g. the padeye, or internal stiffeners). 
This resistance is estimated using conventional soil mechanics 
principles, generally taking an end-bearing factor of Nc ~ 7.5 for 
the caisson tip (since it is closer to a deeply embedded strip than 
a circular foundation), and shaft friction based on the remoulded 
shear strength of the soil. An effective stress approach may be 
used to estimated the shaft friction during installation, and is 
particularly relevant where painted sections render the caisson 
surface smooth (Colliat & Dendani, 2002; Dendani & Colliat, 
2002) or in unusual soil conditions (Erbrich & Hefer, 2002).  

Figure 6.4 shows a comparison of measured installation 
pressures required for suction caissons in two different soft clay 
sites, drawn from 6 case histories described in detail by Ander-
sen et al. (2005). The predictions were provided by 4 interna-
tionally experienced practitioners, and the range of results is in-
dicative of current uncertainties in estimating parameters (even 
for Class C predictions!). As an example, the lowest prediction 
for the Diana site was based on an effective stress approach us-
ing an interface friction angle δ of 12º based on correlations 
with plasticity index (in the absence of direct measurements). 
Increasing δ to 17º below a depth of 20 m, where the PI of the 
soil reduces to less than 35%, would provide a much improved 
fit and is consistent with other data from the Gulf of Mexico 
(Jardine & Saldivar, 1999).  

Note that for the Diana site, there was a significant delay be-
tween self-weight penetration and the application of suction, 
during which consolidation has led to an increase in capacity, as 
noted by the step increase in suction before further penetration 
occurred. By contrast, without such delay, only a small amount 
of suction is necessary, as in the Girassol example. In this ex-
ample, and by contrast with the Diana predictions, the measured 
data tend to fall below any of the predictors’ estimates. 

Andersen et al. (2005) identified two main areas of variation 
in practice for estimating installation performance, other than 
estimating key soil parameters. These concern (a) treatment of 
ring stiffeners in regard to soil flow; and (b) choice of end-
bearing coefficient, Nc, for internal stiffeners, and the degree to 
which this coefficient may be affected by friction transferred 
above the stiffener. As noted by Erbrich and Hefer (2002), soil 
may not flow fully around ring stiffeners, but will tend to be ex-
truded as a self-supporting inner plug, until such point as the 
self-weight stresses in the plug cause collapse. By that point, 
however (and particularly for closely spaced stiffeners), trapped 
water will prevent the soil from relaxing against the inner cais-
son wall. For such cases the internal frictional resistance may be 
extremely low, with a mixture of softened soil and water pro-
viding lubrication adjacent to the caisson wall. 

  Penetration of the caisson will give rise to heave of the in-
ner soil plug to accommodate (partly) the wall thickness of the 
caisson and also the full volume of any internal stiffeners. The 

plug heave will be enhanced by using suction, as opposed to 
self-weight or other external force, to install the caisson. There 
has been debate over the proportion of the caisson wall that is 
accommodated by flow of soil inwards into the caisson, or out-
wards. It is customary to assume a 50:50 split during self-
weight penetration, but up to 100:0 split (in favour of inward 
flow) once suction is applied (Andersen & Jostad, 2002; 2004). 
Measurements of radial stress changes, and long-term axial ca-
pacity, suggest that the difference between suction and jacked 
installation is minimal (Chen & Randolph, 2005). Field data re-
ported by Newlin (2003) reported measurements of soil plug 
heave consistent with less than 25 % (on average) of the total 
caisson steel volume being accommodated by inward soil flow; 
these data may have been influenced by an external chamfer on 
the thickened shoe of the caisson.  
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Figure 6.4  Measured and (Class C) predictions of penetration resistance 
for suction caissons at two soft clay sites (Andersen et al., 2005) 

In practice, the amount of soil flow into the caisson is likely 
to be strongly affected by the proximity to internal plug failure, 
which is one of the essential design calculations (Andersen & 
Jostad, 1999). During initial penetration by suction, the factor of 
safety against plug failure is high, and soil flow at the caisson 
tip is likely to be similar to that during self-weight penetration. 
Towards the end of penetration, however, the soil plug will be 
closer to failure, with end-bearing resistance required for stabil-
ity, and a greater proportion of the soil displaced at the caisson 
tip is likely to flow inwards. 
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The resistance of the internal soil plug against failure during 
suction installation comprises internal friction (as used to evalu-
ate the caisson penetration resistance) together with the end-
bearing resistance of the soil plug. Andersen et al. (2005) sug-
gest that, since the internal friction contributes equally to pene-
tration resistance and to soil plug stability, an appropriate design 
procedure is to adopt a soil strength material factor greater than 
unity for external caisson resistance (representing a worst case 
of required suction) and less than unity for the plug base resis-
tance (again representing a worst case estimate). A consensus 
appeared to be for a minimum material factor of ~1.5 against 
soil plug failure during suction installation. 

6.2.2 Horizontal and vertical capacity of suction caissons 
The early suction caissons were designed for catenary moor-
ings, where the chain load was close to horizontal at the seabed, 
increasing to angles typically of 10 to 20º at the padeye, posi-
tioned a depth, D, down the caisson. The horizontal capacity is 
maximised by positioning the padeye such that the caisson 
translates at failure without rotating. Essentially this is dictated 
by the centre-line intersection of the line of action of the load, 
as indicated in Figure 6.5. For normally or lightly over-
consolidated clay, where the strength gradient is significant, the 
optimal depth is for D*/L ~ 0.65 to 0.7, with the optimal depth 
decreasing slightly with increased loading angle (Andersen et 
al., 2005). Andersen and Jostad (1999) suggest positioning of 
the padeye just below the optimal depth in order to ensure back-
ward rotation at failure, thus reducing the potential for a crack 
to open on the trailing edge of the caisson. 
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Figure 6.5  Variation of padeye depth with loading angle for given cen-
tre of rotation (Randolph & House, 2002) 

Finite element analysis is generally used to evaluate the ca-
pacity of suction caissons, either full 3-dimensional analyses 
(e.g. Sukumaran et al., 1999; McCarron & Sukumaran, 2000) or 
2-dimensional analyses that have previously been calibrated and 
are incorporated in design software such as HVMCap (NGI, 
2000). The failure modes identified by 3-dimensional analysis 
are very similar to that suggested by Murff and Hamilton (1993) 
for laterally loaded piles. The main features of this mechanism 
are a conical wedge extending from the edge of the caisson at 
depth, zo, to a maximum radius of R at the seabed (Fig. 6.6).  
The radial soil velocity within the wedge is then expressed as 
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where h is the depth to the centre of rotation and ψ is the 
circumferential angle in plan view. 
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Figure 6.6  Elements of soil failure mechanism for suction caisson 

Below the conical wedge, a confined flow mechanism is as-
sumed with the net resistance given by the plasticity solution of 
Randolph and Houlsby (1984). For caissons loaded above the 
optimal depth, where the centre of rotation falls within the cais-
son, an external scoop mechanism can replace the flow region, 
as shown in Figure 6.6b.  

The above upper bound mechanism has been incorporated in 
the software AGSPANC (AG, 2001), and has been found to 
give results that are mainly within 12 % for long caissons (L/d > 
3), but with the over-prediction increasing for short caissons 
(Andersen et al., 2005). Figure 6.7 shows how the caisson ca-
pacity calculated using AGSPANC varies with embedment ra-
tio, for the two extreme cases of optimal loading (no rotation) 
and horizontal loading at seabed level with free rotation. Inter-
estingly, compensating contributions of base shear and lateral 
resistance gives a net resistance for the optimal case of  

( )averageuu sLd10H ≈  (6.2) 

This is a useful working rule for the early stages of design. Note 
that the capacity allowing free rotation is only about 25 % of the 
optimal capacity, for normally consolidated soil where the shear 
strength is proportional to depth. 
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Figure 6.7  Capacity of suction caissons in soil with uniform strength 
and with strength proportional to depth (Randolph et al., 1998) 

The project reported by Andersen et al. (2005) included a 
comparison between a number of predictors and rigorous finite 
element computations, with particular attention on the interac-
tion between vertical and horizontal capacity. Two extreme ge-
ometries were studied, with L/d = 1.5 and 5, and two different 
soil profiles: a normally consolidated profile with su,SS = 1.25z 
kPa and γ' = 6 kN/m3; and a lightly overconsolidated profile 
with su,SS = max(10, 2z) kPa and γ' = 7.2 kN/m3. For each pro-
file, anisotropic soil properties were assigned, with the shear 
strengths in triaxial compression and extension taken respec-
tively as 20 % above and below the simple shear strength, su,SS.
The interface friction was taken as αsu,SS, with α = 0.65. 
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Detailed results and discussion of predictions are given by 
Andersen et al. (2005), with results for one case shown here in 
Figure 6.8. The lines represent separate 3-dimensional finite 
element analyses conducted by the Norwegian Geotechnical In-
stitute (NGI), the Centre for Offshore Foundation Systems 
(COFS), and the Offshore Technology Research Center 
(OTRC). Individual points are predictions made prior to the f.e. 
solutions, using simplified approaches such as HCMCap, AG-
SPANC and profiles of lateral resistance based on Murff and 
Hamilton (1993). 

It may be seen that the interaction (or failure) envelope lies 
significantly within the rectangular boundary defined by the 
uniaxial vertical and horizontal capacities. The sensitivity to the 
loading depth, for a 30º loading angle, is shown in Figure 6.8b. 
In practice, the mooring line will be attached to a padeye on the 
caisson at a fixed depth, but the loading angle will vary for dif-
ferent design cases, resulting in a variation in the centre-line in-
tercept for the applied load. As may be seen, while the optimum 
capacity is attained for a centre-line depth of 0.7L (note that D 
was used by Andersen et al. rather than L), significant reduction 
in capacity, by 20 %, occurs as the loading depth is varied by 
±0.15L. A further point is that, for typical loading angles ap-
plied by taut and semi-taut mooring systems, which are gener-
ally in excess of 30º giving V > 0.58H, the caisson capacity is 
essentially governed by the vertical capacity of the caisson.   
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Figure 6.8  Results from hypothetical capacity analyses for suction cais-
sons (L/d = 5, normally consolidated soil) (Andersen et al. 2005)  

The shape of the failure envelopes has been modelled by a 
relationship of the form 
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where Hu and Vu are the uniaxial capacities.  Senders and Kay 
(2002) suggested taking the powers a and b as 3, but Supacha-
warote et al. (2004) found that better agreement with f.e. com-
putations was obtained by varying the powers with the aspect 
ratio, L/d, of the caisson according to 
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The high value of the power, b, implies that the vertical capacity 
is much less affected by the horizontal load than vice versa. 

The study reported by Andersen et al. (2005) also considered 
the effect of a crack forming along the trailing edge of the cais-
son, and this has been explored further by Supachawarote et al. 
(2005). Figure 6.9 compares results obtained using 3-d f.e. 
analysis with and without allowing a crack to form, in soil 
where the strength gradient was taken as su = 10 + 1.5z kPa, 
with γ' = 7.2 kN/m3 and K0 = 0.65. The f.e. results are compared 
with results obtained using AGSPANC, with either a 2-sided 
(uncracked), or a 1-sided (cracked) Murff-Hamilton mechanism. 
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Figure 6.9 Comparison of failure envelopes for suction caisson, with 
and without crack formation (Supachawarote et al., 2005) 

The f.e. results show a reduction of between 20 and 22 % in 
the pure horizontal capacity, which is maintained for loading 
angles of up to about 45º for L/d = 3 and 30º for L/d = 5. While 
loading close to vertical produces no reduction due to the for-
mation of a gap, in any practical case the loading direction 
would range over several degrees from vertical. It therefore 
seems prudent to design suction caissons with allowance for a 
gap to form, and the potential for a reduction in capacity by 
around 20 %. Comparing Figures 6.8b and 6.9, the reduction in 
capacity due to locating the padeye below optimal level in order 
to force reverse rotation of the caisson, thus minimising poten-
tial gapping, is similar in magnitude to the loss in capacity due 
to gapping itself.  Either way, therefore, the design capacity will 
be significantly lower than the theoretical optimum.  

6.3 Drag embedment and plate anchors 

6.3.1 Evolution of anchors 
High capacity offshore anchors for semi-permanent moorings 
have evolved from conventional ship anchors into very sophisti-
cated designs, spearheaded by companies such as Bruce An-
chors and Vryhof (see Fig. 6.10a). Offshore anchors are gener-
ally fixed-fluke, with a predetermined angle between shank and 
fluke, though this may be adjusted prior to anchor placement on 
the seabed. This angle is typically around 50º for clay condi-
tions (provided soft material occurs near the seabed) and 30º in 
sand or where clay of high strength occurs at the seabed. High 
angles in such material lead to instability of the anchor.  

For installation, the anchor is placed on the seabed in the 
correct orientation (with the aid of ROVs) and then embedded 
by pretensioning the chain to an appropriate proof load.  The 
level of proof load should be such that only limited further 
movement of the anchor will occur under a design operating 
condition (Lloyd’s, 1999). For soils that are susceptible to cy-
clic loading, such as many carbonate soils, the industry ‘stan-
dard’ preload requirements may not be adequate to ensure that 
future anchor movements are minimal. In such cases considera-
bly higher preloads may be required (Neubecker et al., 2005).   

Angle adjuster 

Anchor bridle 

 (a) Fixed fluke Stevpris (b) Stevmanta VLA 
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(c) Bruce DENNLA anchor (resting on shank) 

Figure 6.10  Alternative types of Vryhof anchor  

Fixed-fluke anchors such as the Bruce FFTS or the Vryhof 
Stevpris families cannot withstand significant vertical load 
components at the seabed, indeed these anchors are withdrawn 
by applying vertical load to the anchor chain. They are therefore 
suitable for catenary moorings but not for deep-water applica-
tions using taut or semi-taut polyester rope moorings. The verti-
cally loaded anchor or VLA was developed to overcome this 
limitation. The VLA is similar to the conventional drag anchor 
except the fluke is a plate with much lower profile and the 
shank is replaced by either a much thinner shank (as in the 
Bruce DENNLA) or a wire harness (Vryhof Stevmanta) as 
shown in Figure 6.10. The VLA is installed like a conventional 
drag anchor with a horizontal chain load at the mudline and then 
different mechanisms are used to allow the fluke to rotate until 
it is perpendicular to the applied load, mobilizing the maximum 
possible soil resistance, and enabling the anchor to withstand 
both horizontal and vertical loading. VLAs have been the sub-
ject of a recent project sponsored by by the API and Deepstar 
project, completed in 2003, and a report summarising the out-
comes has been provided by Murff et al. (2005). 

The DENNLA and Stevmanta VLAs achieve the desired ef-
fect of installing a plate anchor at a sufficient depth below the 
seabed in order to resist the mooring loads, but there is an in-
herent problem with these kinds of anchors in knowing exactly 
where they are in the soil. An alternative means of installing a 
plate anchor, overcoming this limitation, is the SEPLA (suction 
embedded plate anchor, Dove et al., 1998). The plate sits in a 
vertical slot in the tip of the suction caisson, which is installed 
in the usual manner. Provision is made for the plate to discon-
nect from the caisson and the caisson is retrieved leaving the 
plate at the design penetration depth. As the anchor line is then 
tensioned, the plate rotates to become perpendicular to the line. 

6.3.2 Anchor chain response 
The anchor chain takes up a reverse curvature through the soil, 
so that the loading angle is greater (relative to the horizontal) 
than at the mudline. It is therefore necessary to consider the me-
chanics of the anchor chain (or wire) in assessing the perform-
ance of a given anchoring system, and indeed the chain re-
sponse is particularly critical in determining the kinematics of 
drag anchor embedment. 

The governing equations for the anchor chain are illustrated 
in Figure 6.11. A typical element of chain is acted on by the 
chain tension, T, the normal resistance of Q per unit length, a 
friction resistance of F = µQ, and the chain weight of w (again, 
per unit length). Typically, the friction coefficient µ is taken in 
the range 0.3 to 0.5, although lower values have also been rec-
ommended in clay soils. The pair of equations must be solved 
iteratively, adjusting the boundary conditions at the seabed in 
order to match the known position of the attachment point on 
the anchor (Vivatrat et al., 1982). 
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Figure 6.11  Governing equations for anchor chain 

Neubecker & Randolph (1995) pointed out that the chain 
self-weight, w, is essentially negligible except at shallow depths 
in very soft soil, and hence can be ignored. If necessary, the 
profile of normal chain resistance, Q, can be adjusted to com-
pensate for ignoring the chain self-weight. This allows closed 
form solutions to be obtained for the change in angle of the 
chain, approximated by 

( ) QDQdz
2

T D

0

2
o

2
a

a =≈θ−θ �  (6.5) 

where Q  is the average bearing resistance (per unit length of 
chain) over the depth interval from the seabed down to the at-
tachment point a depth D. A corresponding expression was de-
rived for the change in tension along the anchor chain, ex-
pressed in terms of the friction coefficient, µ, and the angle 
change, as 

( )oae
T
T

a

o θ−θµ=  (6.6) 

This expression is similar to the standard solution for the 
change in tension in a rope wrapped around a frictional bollard. 

The above two expressions, although containing some ap-
proximations, are sufficiently accurate to use directly in calcu-
lating the installation performance of drag anchors, or the grad-
ual tautening of an anchor chain attached to a suction caisson 
(Fig. 6.12). For most drag anchor installations, or for standard 
catenary moorings, the chain angle at the seabed, θo, may be 
taken as zero. By contrast, for taut-wire mooring systems, the 
change in angle (or in load) between seabed and attachment 
point becomes insignificant. 

Figure 6.12 Chain response during installation of (a) a drag anchor and 
(b) a suction caisson 

6.3.3 Embedment process for drag anchors and VLAs 
The holding capacity of a drag anchor or a more recent VLA is 
a direct function of the depth to which the anchor can be in-
stalled. As pointed out by Murff et al. (2005), while predicted 
embedment depths and capacities for drag anchors show a sig-
nificant degree of scatter, there is much closer agreement on the 
anchor capacity for a given embedment depth. Thus accurate 
prediction of anchor performance relies on being able to simu-
late the installation process accurately. 
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Neubecker and Randolph (1996) followed a limit equilib-
rium approach where the anchor resistance was taken as a func-
tion of the anchor area projected at right angles to the direction 
of travel (assumed approximately parallel to the flukes), using a 
conventional bearing capacity approach. As the anchor was 
dragged through the soil, the resisting force was assumed to 
maintain a fixed angle with the flukes, while the magnitude var-
ied according to the local (average) shear strength. By coupling 
this approach with their chain solution, the complete embed-
ment response of the anchor could be simulated. 

While full 3-dimensional finite element analysis of anchor 
embedment remains a major challenge, a number of finite ele-
ment based methods have emerged in recent years (Thorne, 
1998; Bransby & O’Neill, 1999; O’Neill et al., 2003). As 
documented by Murff et al. (2005), the most attractive approach 
appears to be a combination of the Bransby & O’Neill method-
ology for the anchor fluke, coupled with limit equilibrium 
analysis of the forces acting on the anchor shank or the wire 
harness that serves for a shank in the Vryhof Stevmanta VLA. 

Figure 6.13 illustrates the various forces acting on the anchor 
as it embeds. The first step, using conventional soil mechanics 
approaches to estimate the resisting forces along the shank, is to 
transfer the shackle force F, and the overall shank forces, fbn and 
fsn, to equivalent normal (fdn), parallel (fds) and moment (md) re-
sultants acting at the mid-point of the fluke. Then, a failure en-
velope derived from finite element analysis (generally for a 
simplified fluke shape) is used to assess (a) conditions for plas-
tic motion of the fluke, as determined by the size of the failure 
envelope; and (b) the relative normal, parallel and rotational 
motion of the plate, determined from the local gradients of the 
failure envelope (Bransby & O’Neill, 1999).   
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Figure 6.13 Schematic of anchor for transfer of shackle force to fluke 
(Murff et al., 2005) 

Typical failure envelopes for an anchor fluke, modelled as a 
2-dimensional strip with length (across the width of the strip) to 
thickness ratio of L/t = 7 are shown in Figure 6.14. The normal, 
parallel and moment load factors are defined respectively as 
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Maximum values of these factors, for uniaxial loading, may be 
estimated from upper bound analyses as (Bransby & O’Neill, 
1999; O’Neill et al., 2003): 
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where α is the interface friction ratio.  
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Figure 6.14  Interaction curves in normal-parallel and normal-moment 
space (Murff et al., 2005) 

For general loading combinations, a 3-dimensional failure 
envelope is required; a form suggested by Murff (1994) was 
adopted by Bransby and O’Neill (1999), given by: 
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with coefficient values optimized to fit the results of finite ele-
ment computations, summarized in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2   Exponents for the Bransby-O’Neill equation 
Parame-

ter
p q r s 

Value 1.22 3.68 1.37 3.74 

An example kinematic analysis using the above failure enve-
lope is shown in Figure 6.15, based loosely on a 32 tonne Vry-
hof Stevpris anchor, with 50º fluke angle, fluke length of 5 m 
and a total fluke area of about 25 m2, penetrating soft clay with 
su = 1.5z kPa. The plots show the evolution of the forces at the 
mid-point of the fluke, which rapidly move towards a location 
on the failure envelope corresponding to m ~ 0, and with fn and 
fs close to 80 % of their maximum values.  Note that the limit-
ing efficiency of around 20 (ratio of holding capacity to anchor 
weight) takes a significant distance to be mobilised, in excess of 
100 m, with the padeye reaching a depth of around 15 m.  
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Figure 6.15  Example kinematic analysis using failure envelope for rec-
tangular anchor (O’Neill et al., 2003) 

Conventional drag anchor design is usually based on design 
charts that give the holding capacity as a power law of the an-
chor weight (e.g. NCEL, 1987; Vryhof, 2000). However, in re-
ality the actual weight of the anchor is largely irrelevant except 
in determining the initial penetration, and the capacity is primar-
ily a function of the fluke area (Murff et al., 2005). This has be-
come increasingly important with the advent of VLAs, with 
their low weight to area ratio. Thus the design chart for the 
Stevpris family of anchors (Vryhof, 2000) may be expressed al-
ternatively as: 

92.0
hc W48T ≈  (6.12) 

or

4.1
hc A100T ≈  (6.13) 

where Thc, W and A are the holding capacity (kN), weight (kN) 
and fluke area (m2) respectively. 

6.3.4 Capacity of plate anchors 
As noted previously, the challenge in estimating anchor capac-
ity is more in prediction of the embedment, than in estimating 
the capacity for a given depth below the seabed and soil shear 
strength. Early finite element solutions for strip anchors at dif-
ferent embedments, together with the exact solution of Nnmax = 
11.42 for deep embedment, were provided by Rowe & Davis 
(1982). The corresponding exact solution for a deeply embed-
ded circular plate ranges from 12.42 for a fully smooth interface 
to 13.11 for a fully rough interface (Martin & Randolph, 2001), 
with Nn expressed as fn/Asu. Merifield et al. (2003) have given 
lower bound solutions for square and rectangular plates at dif-
ferent embedments, with Nnmax = 11.9 for a deeply embedded 
square plate.  They also showed that the normalised anchor ca-
pacity increases very rapidly with depth once the overburden 
stress is allowed for, particularly for strength ratios su/σ'vo typi-
cally encountered in deep-water offshore sediments. 

The narrow range of bearing capacity factors given above for 
loading normal to the plate is also true of the normalised mo-
ment capacity, Nnmax = mmax/ABsu where A is the plate area and 
B the width (or diameter) in the plane of rotation. For a thin 

plate, the normalised moment capacity for both strip and circu-
lar plates is close to 1.60. The broadest range in capacity is for 
sliding parallel to the plate, where the resistance derives from a 
combination of sliding over the upper and lower surfaces, and 
bearing at the leading and trailing edges of the plate. The capac-
ity is thus strongly dependent on the interface friction ratio, α.
For a given value of α, Eqn 6.9 may be applied to plates of dif-
ferent geometry, replacing t/L by the ratio of projected area per-
pendicular to the plate, to the area, A, of the plate. 

All offshore plate anchors, such as a VLA or SEPLA, un-
dergo some degree of rotation as the operating load is applied, 
and this gives rise to two effects: (a) the anchor will move up-
wards as it rotates, thus reducing the embedment (moving into 
softer soil); and (b) the soil will be (further) remoulded in the 
immediate vicinity of the anchor. The reduction in soil strength 
due to the latter effect may be recovered in due course by con-
solidation, but the loss of embedment is crucial. Wilde et al. 
(2001) report upward movements ranging between 0.5 and 1.7 
times the plate height, which is a disconcertingly wide range. 

6.4 Dynamically penetrating anchors 

The cost of installing anchors in deep water has led to the de-
velopment of anchors that embed themselves into the seabed 
under free-fall, such as the ‘Deep Penetrating Anchor’ (Lieng et 
al., 1999, 2000). It comprises a rocket-shaped anchor, 1 to 1.2 m 
in diameter, with a dry weight of  500 to 1000 kN and a height 
of 10 to 15 m, and is designed to be released from a height of 20 
to 40 m above the seabed. Field trials with the anchor (Fig. 
6.16a) are proceeding and it has yet to be used in practice.  

A less sophisticated ‘Torpedo Anchor’ has been used by 
Petrobras in the Campos Basin (Medeiros, 2001, 2002). The 
dimensions of the anchor range from 0.76 to 1.1 m in diameter 
by 12 to 15 m long, with a weight of 250 to 1000 kN. Some ver-
sions of the anchor have been fitted with 4 flukes at the trailing 
edge, ranging in width from 0.45 to 0.9 m, and 9 to 10 m long 
(Fig. 6.16b). 

Both of the above anchors are referred to here as dynami-
cally penetrating anchors. They are designed to reach velocities 
of 25 to 35 m/s at the seabed, allowing tip penetrations of ~3 
times the anchor length, and holding capacities after consolida-
tion that are anticipated in the range 5 to 10 times the weight of 
the anchor.  While such efficiencies are lower than would be ob-
tained with other sorts of anchor, the low cost fabrication and 
installation compensates. 

Centrifuge model studies have been reported by O’Loughlin 
et al. (2004), allowing relationships to be developed between 
impact velocity, penetration depths and holding capacity. Some 
results are shown in Figure 6.17, comparing the vertical compo-
nent of holding capacity (normalised in Fig. 6.17a by the shear 
strength at the anchor padeye and the total bearing area of shaft 
and flukes) from the model tests with field data and f.e. predic-
tions. The centrifuge data show a similar range of normalised 
capacities, although the efficiencies were quite low, typically 
between 2 and 4.  

Figure 6.16 Dynamically penetrating anchors (a) field trial (O’Loughlin 
et al., 2004); (b) installation of torpedo anchor (Medeiros, 2002) 
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Figure 6.17  Normalised (a) and absolute (b) capacities from anchor 
tests and theoretical studies (O’Loughlin et al., 2004) 

A key aspect of predicting the penetration depth, and thus 
the eventual holding capacity (Fig. 6.17b) for dynamically pene-
trating anchors, is understanding the penetration resistance at 
such high velocities. The resistance will be dominated by fluid 
mechanics drag resistance a shallow depths, and viscous-

enhanced shearing resistance as the anchor penetrates further 
(O’Loughlin et al., 2004). 

6.5 Comparison of different anchor types 

Ehlers et al. (2004) have provided a comprehensive overview of 
deepwater anchoring and the relative merits of each type of an-
choring system from an industry perspective. These are summa-
rised here in Table 6.3. The very rapid development of different 
types of anchor over the last few years means that design meth-
ods, and the confidence with which some of the anchor types 
are viewed, have lagged behind. The coming years are likely to 
bring some rationalisation in the variety of anchor types, as ex-
perience starts to favour particular systems.   

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper has covered a wide range of offshore geotechnical 
design, although many areas, for example geohazard assess-
ment, pipeline and riser design, have been omitted. The objec-
tive has been to compare onshore and offshore geotechnical de-
sign practice, with the latter dominated by capacity 
considerations with particular emphasis on cyclic loading. 

Over the last decade, offshore design practice has moved 
from ‘Working Stress Design’ (based essentially on a global 
factor of safety, as in API, 1993) to ‘Load and Resistance Factor 
Design’, using partial factors for different load types and for the 
material strength (ISO, 2000, 2004).  This shift has occurred in 
parallel with similar developments in onshore practice (Euro-
code 7, 1997).  The use of a partial factor approach is consid-
ered to be essential when assessing the performance of founda-
tion systems that are subjected to both tensile and compressive 
loads, but where the foundation capacity under compressive 
loads is significantly greater than under tensile loads. 

Onshore design for urban developments has become ex-
tremely sophisticated in treating the interaction of new projects 
on existing buildings or services, with the emphasis on simulat-

Table 6.2  Advantages and disadvantages of different deep water anchor types. Reproduced from Ehlers et al. (2004). 
Anchor Advantages Disadvantages 

Suction caisson anchor  • simple to install accurately with respect to location, 
orientation and penetration 

• leverage design experience with driven piles 
• well developed design and installation procedures 
• anchor with the most experience in deep water for 

mooring MODUs and permanent facilities 

• heavy: derrick barges may be required 
• large: more trips to shore to deploy full anchor spread 
• requires ROV for installation 
• requires soil data from advanced laboratory testing for 

design
• concern with holding capacity in layered soils 
• lack of formal design guidelines 
• limited data on set-up time for uplift 

Drag embedment verti-
cally loaded anchor 
(VLA) 

• lower weight 
• smaller: fewer trips to transport the full anchor spread to 

a site 
• well developed design and installation procedures 

• requires drag installation, keying and proof testing; lim-
ited to bollard pull of installation vessel 

• requires 2 or 3 vessels and ROV 
• no experience with permanent floating facilities outside 

of Brazil 
• difficult to assure installation to, and orientation at,

design penetration 
Suction embedded plate 
anchor (SEPLA) 

• uses proven suction caisson installation methods 
• cost of anchor element is the lowest of all the deep-

water anchors 
• provides accurate measure of penetration and position-

ing of anchor plate 
• design based on well developed design procedure for 

plate anchors 

• proprietary or patented installation 
• installation time about 30 % greater than for suction 

caissons and may require derrick barge 
• requires keying and proof testing: limited to bollard pull 

of installation vessel; also requires ROV 
• limited field load tests and applications limited in num-

bers to MODU only 
Dynamically penetrating 
anchor

• simple to design: conventional API RP 2A pile design 
procedures used for prediction of capacity; thus capacity 
calculations are likely to be readily acceptable for veri-
fication agencies 

• simple and economical to fabricate 
• robust and compact design makes handling and installa-

tion simple and economical using 1 vessel and no ROV 
• accurate positioning with no requirements for specific 

orientation and proof testing during installation 

• proprietary or patented design 
• no experience outside Brazil 
• lack of documented installation and design methods 

with verification agencies 
• verification of verticality 
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ing the intact (and particularly small-strain) response of soils 
and rock.  By contrast, much of offshore design is focused on 
the large-strain response of soils, with increasing emphasis on 
the soft sediments encountered in deep-water developments. 
The potential softening of soil as it is destructured under mono-
tonic or cyclic deformations is a critical aspect, both in interpre-
tation of in situ site investigation data and the behaviour of 
foundation or anchoring systems. 

Future challenges include developments in water depths ex-
tending to 3 km, with a design focus on relatively small (shal-
low) foundations for subsea systems (manifolds, flow-lines etc) 
and different anchoring options. Accurate characterisation of the 
shear strength profile in the upper 1 or 2 m of the seabed, which 
often shows a pronounced crust with strengths of 5 to 15 kPa, 
will be critical, as will be evaluation of the potential for small 
foundations or pipelines to break through that crust. 
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